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Abstract
A subshift is a collection of bi-infinite sequences (configurations) of symbols
where some finite patterns of symbols are forbidden to occur. A cellular
automaton is a transformation that changes each configuration of a subshift
into another one by using a finite look-up table that tells how any symbol
occurring at any possible context is to be changed. A cellular automaton
can be applied repeatedly on the configurations of the subshift, thus making
it a dynamical system.
This thesis focuses on cellular automata with complex dynamical behav-
ior, with some different definitions of the word “complex”. First we consider
a naturally occurring class of cellular automata that we call multiplication
automata and we present a case study with the point of view of symbolic,
topological and measurable dynamics. We also present an application of
these automata to a generalized version of Mahler’s problem.
For different notions of complex behavior one may also ask whether a
given subshift or class of subshifts has a cellular automaton that presents this
behavior. We show that in the class of full shifts the Lyapunov exponents
of a given reversible cellular automaton are uncomputable. This means
that in the dynamics of reversible cellular automata the long term maximal
propagation speed of a perturbation made in an initial configuration cannot
be determined in general from short term observations.
In the last part we construct, on all mixing sofic shifts, diffusive glider
cellular automata that can decompose any finite configuration into two dis-
tinct components that shift into opposing direction under repeated action
of the automaton. This implies that every mixing sofic shift has a reversible
cellular automaton all of whose directions are sensitive in the sense of the
definition of Sablik. We contrast this by presenting a family of synchroniz-
ing subshifts on which all reversible cellular automata always have a non-
sensitive direction.
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Tiivistelmä
Siirtoavaruus on kokoelma kahteen suuntaan äärettömiä symbolijonoja (kon-
figuraatioita), joissa jotkin äärelliset merkkijonot eivät voi esiintyä. Soluau-
tomaatti on transformaatio, joka muuttaa jokaisen siirtoavaruuden konfi-
guraation toiseksi käyttämällä äärellistä hakutaulukkoa, joka kertoo miten
kussakin kontekstissa esiintyvä symboli on muutettava. Soluautomaattia
voidaan soveltaa toistuvasti siirtoavaruuden konfiguraatioihin, mikä tekee
soluautomaatista dynaamisen systeemin.
Tämä väitöskirja keskittyy soluautomaatteihin joiden dynaaminen käyt-
täytyminen on kompleksista, joillakin sanan “kompleksinen” määritelmillä.
Ensin tarkastelemme luonnollisesti esiintyvää soluautomaattiperhettä, ns.
kertolaskuautomaatteja, ja esitämme tapaustutkimuksen symbolidynamii-
kan sekä topologisen ja mitallisen dynamiikan näkökulmista. Esitämme
myös näiden soluautomaattien sovelluksen Mahlerin ongelman yleistettyyn
versioon.
Eri kompleksisen käyttäytymisen käsitteitä kohden voidaan myös kysyä,
onko jollain annetulla siirtoavaruudella tai siirtoavaruuksien luokalla ole-
massa soluautomaattia, jolla esiintyy kyseisen tyyppistä käyttäytymistä.
Osoitamme, että täysien siirtoavaruuksien luokassa ei ole mahdollista laskea,
mitkä ovat annetun kääntyvän soluautomaatin Lyapunov-eksponentit. Tä-
mä tarkoittaa, että kääntyvien soluautomaattien dynamiikassa ei yleisesti
ole mahdollista määrittää lyhyen aikavälin havaintojen perusteella, mikä on
konfiguraatioon tehdyn perturbaation maksimaalinen pitkän aikavälin kul-
kunopeus.
Viimeisessä osassa konstruoimme jokaiseen sekoittavaan sofiseen siir-
toavaruuteen diffuusiivisen liituriautomaatin, joka voi hajoittaa jokaisen
äärellisen konfiguraation kahteen erilliseen komponenttiin, jotka siirtyvät
kahteen vastakkaiseen suuntaan, kun soluautomaattia käytetään toistuvasti.
Tästä seuraa, että jokaisella sekoittavalla sofisella siirtoavaruudella on kään-
tyvä soluautomaatti, jonka kaikki suunnat ovat sensitiivisiä Sablikin määri-
telmän mielessä. Kontrastiksi tälle esitämme perheen synkronoivia siir-
toavaruuksia, joiden kaikilla kääntyvillä soluautomaateilla on aina epäsen-
sitiivinen suunta.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The results in this thesis are motivated by two related goals. First, we
wanted to find complex or interesting reversible cellular automata in various
subshifts. On the other hand, we wanted to find some general conditions
under which one might expect to find such automata. We present partial
results related to these goals. We begin with an overview on the subject of
cellular automata.
A basic object in symbolic dynamics is a configuration, i.e. a uniform
discrete lattice of cells each of which contains a state from some finite set
A. In our considerations the lattice is the one-dimensional array of integers
Z, in which case the set of configurations is AZ. The value of x ∈ AZ at
coordinate i ∈ Z is denoted by x[i] ∈ A. We interpret the lattice Z to
be a “world” and a configuration x ∈ AZ to be some determination of the
contents of the world at each coordinate. A cellular automaton (CA) is a
function F : AZ → AZ which gives laws of physics to the world: if x tells
what the world looks like at time step 0, then F t(x) tells what the world
looks like at time step t. The laws of physics given by F are local and
independent of the position in the lattice Z. More formally, this means that
for every CA F there is a number r ∈ N and a function f : A2r+1 → A (a
local rule) such that
F (x)[i] = f(x[i− r], . . . , x[i], . . . , x[i+ r]) for all x ∈ AZ, i ∈ Z.
The fact that every CA F can be represented by a local rule f turns cellular
automata into finitary and combinatorial objects.
A simple example is the traffic rule cellular automaton W184 : {0, 1}Z →
{0, 1}Z. A typical fragment of a configuration is represented as the first row
of Figure 1.1. This row, the “world”, is interpreted as a lane of a road viewed
from the side and each occurrence of the digit 1 is interpreted as a vehicle.
The CA W184 encodes the laws of physics (in this case more properly laws
of the road) which say that a vehicle will travel to the right at a constant
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Figure 1.1: A traffic jam as represented by the cellular automaton W184.
White and black squares correspond to digits 0 and 1 respectively.
speed unless a traffic jam is encountered, in which case the vehicle will wait
until the jam clears up. In Figure 1.1 the state of the road at consecutive
time steps is represented on consecutive rows in a space-time diagram.
The main focus on this thesis will be on reversible automata. What
this means precisely is that the cellular automata functions F : AZ → AZ
that we consider are bijections. Focusing on reversible CA is motivated for
example by the fact that the laws of physics of the real world also seem to
be reversible. The non-reversibility of a CA F : AZ → AZ often manifests
itself in simulations by unaccounted loss of energy. For example the traffic
rule W184 does not take into account the dissipation of kinetic energy into
heat when the vehicles slow down in anticipation of traffic jams, and indeed
it can be shown that W184 is not bijective (it is not even surjective).
An example of a reversible CA is the shift map σ : AZ → AZ that shifts
all symbols by one position to the left, i.e. σ(x)[i] = x[i + 1] for x ∈ AZ,
i ∈ Z. More complicated reversible CA can be constructed as compositions
of partial shifts and symbol permutations. If our symbol set is a cartesian
product A = A1 × A2, then a configuration x ∈ AZ can be interpreted as
consisting of two tracks x1 ∈ AZ1 and x2 ∈ AZ2 where x[i] = (x1[i], x2[i]) for
i ∈ Z. Therefore we may identify x with the pair (x1, x2) and we can define
a partial shift τ : AZ → AZ by τ(x) = (σ(x1), x2). A partitioned cellular
automaton (PCA) is a composition pi ◦ τ , where pi is a permutation of A
that is applied coordinatewise on configurations of AZ. This is reversible as
a composition of two reversible maps. For a recent survey on reversible CA,
see [34].
A cellular automaton gives “temporal” laws of physics in the world Z.
As noted in [9], it is sometimes natural to also take into account local spatial
restrictions, i.e. we allow only some subsetX ⊆ AZ of imaginable contents of
the world, a subshift. The time-dependencies are also in this case encoded
into a CA F : X → X, defined only on X. Depending on the nature of
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Figure 1.2: A space-time diagram of a finite configuration with respect to the
multiplication automaton Π3/2,6. The 0-digit is denoted by a black square.
spatial restrictions encoded by the subshift X, the group of reversible CA
on X can either be complicated (see e.g. [10], this often happens when the
action of σ on X is qualitatively similar to its action on AZ) or “small” (see
e.g. [15], this often happens when X is in some sense simple).
Multiplication automata are a natural class of interesting reversible CA
that have been studied earlier in [5, 48]. If we denote by Σn the alphabet
containing the digits {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, then Πα,n : ΣZn → ΣZn is the cellular
automaton that performs multiplication by α on the base-n representations
of nonnegative real numbers. Such automata exist whenever α = p/q and
p, q > 0 are integers that are products of prime factors of n. For example,
the automaton Π3/2,6 is a universal pattern generator : all finite sequences
over Σ6 occur somewhere in its space-time diagram whenever initialized
on a configuration with finitely many (and at least one) non-zero digits
[23, 32, 33]. An example of a space-time diagram of this CA is in Figure 1.2.
Multiplication automata that are universal pattern generators exist on
all configuration spaces ΣZn precisely whenever n is not a power of a prime
number. It is noteworthy that the proof of this is not combinatorial even
though cellular automata are combinatorial objects: the proof in [32] of the
result that Π3/2,6 is a universal pattern generator uses the fact that log6 3 is
irrational. Furthermore, all known universal pattern generators are multipli-
cation automata on some configuration space. It is not known whether there
are universal pattern generators on other configuration spaces. We feel that
giving a combinatorial explanation of the pattern generation property of
multiplication automata could help us determine whether universal pattern
generators could be constructed on all full shifts based on some idea that is
3
Figure 1.3: A space-time diagram of a configuration x (with respect of
Π3/2,6) that initially seems to be a base-6 representation of a Z-number.
Note however an occurrence of the digit 5 on the fourteenth row in the
highlighted column.
not number theoretical. We are not able to give such an explanation. In an
effort to get closer to this goal, in Chapter 3 we perform an extended case
study on multiplication automata. We use mostly combinatorial methods
to prove other dynamical properties of interest.
Multiplication by proper fractions p/q > 0 (p and q coprime positive
integers, q > 1) is connected to difficult problems in uniform distribution
theory. Denote the fractional part of ξ ∈ R by frac(ξ). It follows from
a result of Weyl [60] that the sequence (frac(ξ(p/q)i))i∈N) is dense (even
uniformly distributed) on the unit interval [0, 1) for almost all ξ ∈ R. On
the other hand, concrete examples of such numbers ξ for any fixed p/q are
difficult to come by: it is not even known whether (frac((3/2)i))i∈N) is dense
on [0, 1). In the other direction, Mahler [45] asked whether there exist Z-
numbers, i.e. numbers ξ > 0 such that frac(ξ(3/2)i) ∈ [0, 1/2) for all i. As
noted in [32], questions of this type can be reformulated as problems related
to the properties of the CA Πp/q,pq. For example, note that frac(ξ) ∈ [0, 1/2)
is equivalent to saying that the base-6 representation of ξ contains one of
the digits 0, 1 or 2 directly to the right of the decimal point. Therefore
the existence of Z-numbers is equivalent to the existence of a configuration
x ∈ ΣZ6 such that x[i] = 0 for all sufficiently small i and that the space-time
diagram of x with respect to Π3/2,6 has a column containing only the digits
0, 1 or 2 (see Figure 1.3). Our combinatorial study of the multiplication
automata allows us to prove results related to Mahler’s problem. Chapter 3
is an extended version of the paper [35].
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From the computational point of view one can say that reversible CA on
full shifts can exhibit a range of complex behavior because many questions
concerning their asymptotic behavior are computationally undecidable. One
example is the local immortality problem. Given a CA F : AZ → AZ and
a state set B ⊆ A we say that a configuration x ∈ AZ is locally immortal
(with respect to F and B) if the space-time diagram of x with respect to
F has a column containing only symbols from the set B. This relates to
Mahler’s problem, because the existence of Z-numbers is equivalent to the
existence of a configuration x ∈ ΣZ6 , with x[i] = 0 for all sufficiently small
i, that is locally immortal with respect to the CA Π3/2,6 and the state set
{0, 1, 2}. It is a result of Lukkarila [44] that the local immortality problem
is undecidable for reversible cellular automata. We feel that the difficulty
of Mahler’s problem is partially explained by the fact that it is “almost” an
instance1 of the local immortality problem, which is undecidable in general.
In Chapter 4 we adapt Lukkarila’s argument to prove a directional vari-
ant of the undecidability of local immortality. Then we prove as a corollary
that the Lyapunov exponents of reversible CA cannot be computed to ar-
bitrary precision. The Lyapunov exponents of a CA F tell the maximal
asympotic speed of information propagation in configurations under the ac-
tion of F , and they are one topological measure of complexity of F . Chapter
4 is based on the paper [39].
Figure 1.4: The space-time diagram of a finite initial configuration with
respect to a diffusive glider CA G : ΣZ3 → ΣZ3 . White, gray and black
squares correspond to digits 0, 1 and 2 respectively.
It can be shown that multiplication automata of the form Πp,n : ΣZn →
ΣZn, where p is a factor of n, are partitioned CA (up to replacing Σn by
the cartesian product Σp × Σn/p). One reason why it is not as easy to
construct complex reversible CA on other subshifts is that the notion of
PCA is not meaningful in general subshifts: consider for example the binary
1The reason why this is not precisely true is that Mahler’s problem only concerns those
configurations that represent positive real numbers.
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configuration space ΣZ2 , whose symbol set Σ2 cannot be represented as a
nontrivial cartesian product. This indicates that on more general subshifts
we should look for sensible analogues of partial shift maps. In Chapter 5
we define a class of reversible CA we call diffusive glider CA and we prove
that they exist on all mixing sofic shifts (and in particular on all full shifts).
Intuitively a diffusive glider CA G : X → X eventually turns any finite
configuration into distinct fleets of gliders that travel at different speeds
under the action of G. Space-time diagrams with respect to them look
very similar to the space-time diagrams with respect to partial shifts, see
Figure 1.4. As an application we prove a finitary Ryan’s theorem for mixing
sofic shifts: there is a set S containing two reversible CA on X (one of them
is a diffusive glider CA) such that the only reversible CA commuting with
both elements of S are the shift maps. This chapter is an extended version
of the papers [37, 38].
In Chapter 5 we will also have occasion to consider other notions of com-
plexity for cellular automata. Any subshift X ⊆ AZ has a natural topology
under which two points x, y ∈ X are near each other whenever they agree
in a large neighborhood of the origin. Then any CA F : X → X is a con-
tinuous map and the pair (X,F ) is a topological dynamical system. It is
natural to consider a CA F to be complex in a topological sense if it sat-
isfies some chaotic property such as being sensitive. (In popular accounts
a sensitive system is said to exhibit the “butterfly effect”.) A downside to
this approach is that the shift map σ : AZ → AZ, which intuitively seems
very simple, satisfies all the typical topological chaoticity properties. To
correct this, the framework of directional dynamics was introduced by Sab-
lik in [51], which allows to speak of dynamical properties with respect to a
fixed modulus of shift. Then we can say that σ has a non-sensitive direction
along which σ looks like the identity map, see Figure 1.5. Our construction
of diffusive glider CA shows in particular that all mixing sofic subshifts X
have reversible CA that are sensitive with respect to all directions. We com-
plement this result by giving a class of examples of synchronizing subshifts
on which all reversible CA have a non-sensitive direction.
Figure 1.5: A space-time diagram of the binary shift map σ. A direction of
non-sensitivity is indicated by a red line.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
For sets A and B we denote by BA the collection of all functions from A to
B.
2.1 Topological Dynamical Systems
It is natural to consider cellular automata and subshifts in the context of
general topological dynamics. We cover here some of the basic notions. For
more details, see e.g. the book [42].
Definition 2.1.1. If X is a compact metrizable topological space and T :
X → X is a continuous map, we say that (X,T ) is a (topological) dynamical
system.
When there is no risk of confusion, we may identify the dynamical system
(X,T ) with the underlying space or the underlying map, so we may say that
X is a dynamical system or that T is a dynamical system.
Compact metrizable spaces have several nice properties. For example,
every sequence in a compact metrizable space X has a converging subse-
quence and a subset A ⊆ X is compact if and only if it is closed. If
dist : X × X → X is a metric inducing the topology of X, x ∈ X and
r > 0, the ball of radius r centered on x is Br(x) = {y ∈ X | dist(y, x) < r}.
We do not include the actual metric in this notation. Typically its choice is
obvious or irrelevant.
The structure preserving transformations between topological dynamical
systems are known as morphisms.
Definition 2.1.2. We write ψ : (X,T ) → (Y, S) whenever (X,T ) and
(Y, S) are dynamical systems and ψ : X → Y is a continuous map such
that ψ ◦ T = S ◦ ψ (this equality is known as the equivariance condition).
Then we say that ψ is a morphism. If ψ is injective, we say that ψ is an
embedding. If ψ is surjective, we say that ψ is a factor map and that (Y, S)
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is a factor of (X,T ) (via the map ψ). If ψ is bijective, we say that ψ is a
conjugacy and that (X,T ) and (Y, S) are conjugate (via ψ).
Definition 2.1.3. A morphism ψ : (X,T )→ (X,T ) is an endomorphism of
(X,T ) and the set of endomorphisms of (X,T ) is denoted by End(X,T ). It
is a monoid with respect to function composition. A conjugacy ψ : (X,T )→
(X,T ) is an automorphism of (X,T ) and the set of automorphisms of (X,T )
is denoted by Aut(X,T ). It is a group with respect to function composition.
There are several ways to define chaos for dynamical systems. As an
example we present a definition of chaos by Devaney.
Definition 2.1.4. (X,T ) is sensitive, if
∃ > 0, ∀x ∈ X,∀δ > 0,∃y ∈ Bδ(x),∃n ∈ N,dist(Tn(y), Tn(x)) > .
Definition 2.1.5. (X,T ) is transitive, if for all nonempty open sets U, V ⊆
X there exists n ∈ N such that Tn(U) ∩ V 6= ∅.
Definition 2.1.6. Given a dynamical system (X,T ), a point x ∈ X is
periodic if there exists p ∈ N+ such that T p(x) = x.
Definition 2.1.7 (Devaney [14]). A dynamical system (X,T ) is chaotic if
it is sensitive, transitive and the set of periodic points is dense in X.
The three criteria of chaoticity mean respectively that the system has
elements of unpredictability, indecomposability and regularity.
Stability of a dynamical system is encoded by the notion of equicontinu-
ity.
Definition 2.1.8. Given a dynamical system (X,T ), a point x is equicon-
tinuous if
∀ > 0,∃δ > 0, ∀y ∈ Bδ(x),∀n ∈ N, dist(Tn(y), Tn(x)) < .
We say that (X,T ) is equicontinuous if all of its points are equicontinuous.
We say that (X,T ) is almost equicontinuous if the set of equicontinuity
points is residual (i.e. it contains a countable intersection of open dense
sets).
2.2 Combinatorics on Words
A finite set A containing at least two elements (letters) is called an alphabet.
Occasionally we want the alphabet to consist of numbers and thus for n ∈ N+
we denote Σn = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. The set AZ of bi-infinite sequences (con-
figurations) over A is called a full shift. Formally any x ∈ AZ is a function
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Z→ A and the value of x at i ∈ Z is denoted by x[i]. It contains finite, right-
infinite and left-infinite subsequences denoted by x[i, j] = x[i]x[i+1] · · ·x[j],
x[i,∞] = x[i]x[i+ 1] · · · and x[−∞, i] = · · ·x[i− 1]x[i]. Occasionally we sig-
nify the symbol at position zero in a configuration x by a dot as follows:
x = · · ·x[−2]x[−1].x[0]x[1]x[2] · · · .
A configuration x ∈ AZ is periodic if there is a p ∈ N+ such that x[i+p] =
x[i] for all i ∈ Z. Then we may also say that x is p-periodic or that x has
period p. If x is not periodic, it is aperiodic. We say that x is eventually
periodic to the right (respectively, to the left) if there is a p ∈ N+ such
that x[i+ p] = x[i] holds for all sufficiently large i ∈ Z (respectively, for all
sufficiently small i ∈ Z). If x is eventually periodic to the right, we may just
say that x is eventually periodic.
A subword of x ∈ AZ is any finite sequence x[i, j] where i, j ∈ Z, and
we interpret the sequence to be empty if j < i. Any finite sequence w =
w[1]w[2] · · ·w[n] (also the empty sequence, which is denoted by ) where
w[i] ∈ A is a word over A. Unless we consider a word w as a subword of
some configuration, we start indexing the symbols of w from 1 as we have
done here. The concatenation of a word or a left-infinite sequence u with a
word or a right-infinite sequence v is denoted by uv. A word u is a prefix
of a word or a right-infinite sequence x if there is a word or a right-infinite
sequence v such that x = uv. Similarly, u is a suffix of a word or a left-infinite
sequence x if there is a word or a left-infinite sequence v such that x = vu.
The set of all words over A is denoted by A∗, and the set of non-empty
words is A+ = A∗ \ {}. The set of words of length n is denoted by An. For
a word w ∈ A∗, |w| denotes its length, i.e. |w| = n ⇐⇒ w ∈ An. For any
word w ∈ A+ we denote by ∞w and w∞ the left- and right-infinite sequences
obtained by infinite repetitions of the word w. We denote by wZ ∈ AZ the
configuration defined by wZ[in, (i+ 1)n− 1] = w (where n = |w|) for every
i ∈ Z. We say that x ∈ AZ is w-finite if x[−∞, i] = ∞w and x[j,∞] = w∞
for some i, j ∈ Z. In the full shift ΣZn we say that x ∈ ΣZn is finite if it is
0-finite.
Any collection of words L ⊆ AZ is called a language. For any S ⊆ AZ the
collection of words appearing as subwords of elements of S is the language
of S, denoted by L(S). For n ∈ N we denote Ln(S) = L(S) ∩ An. The
complexity function of S is the map PS : N→ N defined by PS(n) = |Ln(S)|
for n ∈ N. For any L ⊆ A∗, let
L∗ = {w1 · · ·wn | n ≥ 0, wi ∈ L} ⊆ A∗,
i.e. L∗ is the set of all finite concatenations of elements of L. If  /∈ L, define
L+ = L∗ \ {} and if  ∈ L, define L+ = L∗.
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Given x ∈ AZ and w ∈ A+ we define the sets of left (resp. right)
occurrences of w in x by
occ`(x,w) = {i ∈ Z | x[i, i+ |w| − 1] = w}
(resp.) occr(x,w) = {i ∈ Z | x[i− |w|+ 1, i] = w}.
Note that both of these sets contain the same information up to a shift in
the sense that occr(x,w) = occ`(x,w) + |w| − 1. Typically we refer to the
left occurrences and we say that w ∈ An occurs in x ∈ AZ at position i if
i ∈ occ`(x,w).
For x, y ∈ AZ and i ∈ Z we denote by x⊗i y ∈ AZ the “gluing” of x and
y at i, i.e. (x ⊗i y)[−∞, i − 1] = x[−∞, i − 1] and (x ⊗i y)[i,∞] = y[i,∞].
Typically we perform gluings at the origin and we denote x⊗ y = x⊗0 y.
2.3 Symbolic Dynamics
For a general reference on symbolic dynamics, see [43].
To consider topological dynamics on subsets of the full shift, the set AZ
is endowed with the product topology (with respect to the discrete topology
on A). This is a compact metrizable space with one possible metric
dist(x, y) = 2−min{|i||x[i] 6=y[i],i∈Z}.
The shift map σ : AZ → AZ is defined by σ(x)[i] = x[i + 1] for x ∈ AZ,
i ∈ Z, and it is a homeomorphism. Any topologically closed nonempty
subset X ⊆ AZ such that σ(X) = X is called a subshift. It is also a
compact metric space under the subspace topology induced from AZ. Any
w ∈ L(X) \  and i ∈ Z determine a cylinder of X
CylX(w, i) = {x ∈ X | w occurs in x at position i}.
Every cylinder is an open set of X and the collection of all cylinders
CX = {CylX(w, i) | w ∈ L(X) \ , i ∈ Z}
form a basis for the topology of X. The restriction of σ to X is also a
homeomorphism and it may be denoted by σX . Typically the subscript
X is omitted from all notations when X is clear from the context. Every
subshift X is identified with the dynamical system (X,σ) induced by the
shift map σ.
Subshifts have also the following combinatorial definition. Every collec-
tion F ⊆ AZ determines a subshift with forbidden words F by
XF = {x ∈ AZ | No words of F occur in x}.
All these sets are indeed subshifts, and furthermore every subshift can be
defined by some set of forbidden words. We define some common types of
subshifts.
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Figure 2.1: The golden mean shift.
Definition 2.3.1. A subshift X ⊆ AZ is a shift of finite type (SFT) if there
is a finite set F ⊆ AZ such that X = XF . If X can be defined by choosing
F ⊆ An+1 for n > 0, we say that X is an n-step SFT and that X is defined
by a set of allowed words An+1 \ F .
An alternative way to define SFTs is by using graphs.
Definition 2.3.2. A (directed) graph is a pair G = (V,E) where V is a
finite set of vertices (or nodes or states) and E is a finite set of edges or
arrows. Each edge e ∈ E starts at an initial state denoted by ι(e) ∈ V and
ends at a terminal state denoted by τ(e) ∈ V . We say that e ∈ E is an
outgoing edge of ι(e) and an incoming edge of τ(e).
Definition 2.3.3. For any graph G = (V,E) we call the set
{x ∈ EZ | τ(x[i]) = ι(x[i+ 1]) for all i ∈ Z}
(i.e. the set of bi-infinite paths on G) the edge subshift of G.
It is known that every SFT is conjugate to some edge subshift.
Example 2.3.4. Let A = {0, a, b}. The graph in Figure 2.1 defines an SFT
X also known as the golden mean shift. A typical point of X looks like
· · · 000abab0ab00ab000 · · ·
i.e. the letter b cannot occur immediately after 0 or b and every occurrence
of a is followed by b.
Definition 2.3.5. A subshift X is a sofic shift if it is a factor of an SFT.
By definition it follows that the class of sofic shifts is closed with respect
to taking subshift factors. There are many characterizations for the class of
sofic shifts. The most popular alternative characterization is that X is sofic
if its language L(X) is regular.
Definition 2.3.6. The orbit of a point x ∈ AZ is O(x) = {σi(x) | i ∈ Z}.
The orbit closure of x is O(x), and it is always a subshift.
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Unlike on full shifts, on a more general subshift X one cannot glue points
x, y ∈ X in an arbitrary way and expect that the resulting configuration
still belongs to X. The following definition introduces two common gluing
properties of subshifts.
Definition 2.3.7. We say that a subshift X is transitive if for all words
u, v ∈ L(X) there is w ∈ L(X) such that uwv ∈ L(X). We say that X
is mixing if for all u, v ∈ L(X) there is N ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N
there is w ∈ Ln(X) such that uwv ∈ L(X). If it is possible to choose N
independently of u and v we say that N is a mixing constant of X.
Given a subshift X ⊆ AZ and a word w ∈ L(X) we define the set of
successors (respectively, predecessors) of w in X by
succX(w) = {a ∈ A | wa ∈ L(X)}, predX(w) = {a ∈ A | aw ∈ L(X)}.
The notions of successors and predecessors are extended to one-way infinite
sequences. For x ∈ X we define
succX(x[−∞, 0]) =
⋂
n∈N
succX(x[−n, 0])
predX(x[0,∞]) =
⋂
n∈N
predX(x[0, n]).
Definition 2.3.8. Let X ⊆ AZ and Y ⊆ BZ be subshifts. We say that the
map F : X → Y is a sliding block code from X to Y if there exist integers
m ≤ a (memory and anticipation) and a local rule f : Aa−m+1 → B such
that F (x)[i] = f(x[i + m], . . . , x[i], . . . , x[i + a]). The quantity d = a −m
is the diameter of the local rule f . If X = Y , we say that F is a cellular
automaton (CA). If we can choose f so that −m = a = r ≥ 0, we say that
F is a radius-r CA and if we can choose m = 0 we say that F is a one-sided
CA. A one-sided CA with anticipation 1 is called a radius-12 CA.
We can extend any local rule f : Ad+1 → B to words w = w[1] · · ·w[d+
n] ∈ Ad+n with n ∈ N+ by f(w) = u = u[1] · · ·u[n], where u[i] = f(w[i], . . . ,
w[i+ d]).
The following observation can be found in [24].
Theorem 2.3.9 (Curtis-Hedlund-Lyndon). A map F : X → Y between
subshifts X and Y is a morphism between dynamical systems (X,σ) and
(Y, σ) if and only if it is a sliding block code.
From this it follows in particular that if X is a subshift, then End(X) is
the set of CA on X and Aut(X) is the set of reversible CA on X. Hedlund’s
theorem allows us to construct cellular automata F : X → X without
explicitly giving any local rule: it is sufficient to define F so that it is
continuous and that it commutes with σ : X → X.
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Remark 2.3.10. Technically it does not make any difference whether an
element F ∈ End(X) is called a cellular automaton or an endomorphism
when X is a subshift. In this thesis we will make a distinction based on
the role the map F plays in a given context. If we think of F as forming
a dynamical system (X,F ), i.e. we are interested in repeated iteration of
the map F on the points of X, then we say that F is a cellular automaton.
If on the other hand it is natural to think of F as an element of End(X),
e.g. if we are interested in the totality of the action of some larger monoid
M ⊆ End(X) containing F , then we say that F is an endomorphism. In a
similar way we determine whether F ∈ Aut(X) is called a reversible CA or
an automorphism.
For a given CA F : X → X and a configuration x ∈ X it is often helpful
to consider the space-time diagram of x with respect to F . Formally it is
the map θ ∈ AZ×(−N) (or possibly θ ∈ AZ2 when F is reversible) defined
by θ(i,−j) = F j(x)[i]: the minus sign in this definition signifies that time
increases in the negative direction of the vertical coordinate axis. Informally
the space-time diagram of x is a picture which depicts elements of the se-
quence (F i(x))i∈N (or possibly (F i(x))i∈Z in the case when F is reversible)
in such a way that F i+1(x) is drawn below F i(x) for every i. As an exam-
ple, Figure 2.2 contains the space-time diagram of x = · · · 01101001 · · · with
respect to σ : ΣZ2 → ΣZ2 .
x . . . 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 . . .
σ(x) . . . 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 . . .
σ2(x) . . . 1 0 1 0 0 1 . . .
Figure 2.2: An example of a space-time diagram.
For a subshift X ⊆ AZ, a reversible CA F : X → X, a configuration
x ∈ X and a nonempty interval I = [i, j] ⊆ Z, the I-trace of x (with respect
to F ) is the configuration TrF,I(x) over the alphabet A|I| defined by
TrF,I(x)[t] = (F t(x)[i], F t(x)[i+ 1], . . . , F t(x)[j]) for t ∈ Z.
If F is not reversible, TrF,I(x) can be similarly defined as an element of
(A|I|)N. If I = i is the degenerate interval, we may write TrF,i(x) and if
i = 0, we may write TrF (x). If the CA F is clear from the context, we may
write TrI(x). The I-trace subshift of F is defined by
ΞI(F ) = TrF,I(X) ⊆ (A|I|)Z,
This is indeed a subshift. Namely, ΞI(F ) is closed in (A|I|)Z as the image of
the compact set X under the continuous map TrF,I . It is also closed under
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σ, because any z ∈ ΞI(F ) has a preimage x ∈ X and then the image of F (x)
by TrF,I is σ(z). This argument also shows that TrF,I : (X,F )→ (ΞI(F ), σ)
is a factor map. We may omit the subscript if I = {0}, i.e. Ξ(F ) = Ξ{0}(F ).
The trace subshifts of F form a universal collection of subshift factors of
the dynamical systems (X,F ) in the sense that any factor map ψ : (X,F )→
(Z, σ) factors through a trace subshift, i.e. there is an interval I ⊆ Z and a
factor map ψ′ : (ΞI(F ), σ)→ (Z, σ) such that ψ = TrF,I ◦ψ′.
Occasionally we consider cellular automata from the measure theoretical
point of view. For a subshift X we denote by Σ(CX) the sigma-algebra
generated by the collection of cylinders CX . It is the smallest collection
of subsets of X which contains all the elements of CX and which is closed
under complement and countable unions. A measure on X is a countably
additive function µ : Σ(CX) → [0, 1] such that µ(X) = 1, i.e. µ(⋃∞i=0Ai) =∑∞
i=0 µ(Ai) whenever all Ai ∈ Σ(CX) are pairwise disjoint. A measure µ
on X is completely determined by its values on cylinders. We say that a
cellular automaton F : X → X is measure preserving (with respect to a
measure µ) if µ(F−1(S)) = µ(S) for all S ∈ Σ(C).
The following definitions are ways to formalize what it means for a CA
to thoroughly mix the points in a given subshift.
Definition 2.3.11. A measure preserving CA F : X → X is ergodic (with
respect to a measure µ) if for every S ∈ Σ(C) with F−1(S) = S either
µ(S) = 0 or µ(S) = 1.
Definition 2.3.12. A measure preserving CA F : X → X (with respect to
a measure µ) is strongly mixing (with respect to the same measure) if
lim
t→∞µ(F
−t(U) ∩ V ) = µ(U)µ(V )
for every U, V ∈ Σ(C).
Strongly mixingness is a stronger notion than ergodicity. Namely, if
F : X → X is strongly mixing and if S ∈ Σ(C) is such that F−1(S) = S,
then
µ(S) = lim
t→∞µ(F
−t(S) ∩ S) = µ(S)µ(S),
which means that µ(S) = 0 or µ(S) = 1.
On full shifts AZ we are mostly interested in the uniform measure deter-
mined by µ(Cyl(w, i)) = |A|−|w| for w ∈ A+ and i ∈ Z. By Theorem 5.4 in
[24] any surjective CA F : AZ → AZ preserves this measure. For more on
measure theory of cellular automata, see [46].
2.4 Notions of Complexity for Cellular Automata
The Devaney definition of chaos does not capture correctly what it means
for the dynamics of a cellular automaton to be complex. If we consider
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for example the shift map σ : AZ → AZ, then it is easy to verify that the
dynamical system (AZ, σ) is chaotic in the sense of Devaney, but this feels
wrong by comparison with a typical space-time diagram with respect to σ
(e.g. Figure 1.5), because the way the configuration evolves under repeated
application of σ seems very straightforward. The notion of sensitivity is
refined by Sablik’s framework of directional dynamics [51].
Definition 2.4.1. Let F : X → X be a cellular automaton and let p, q ∈ Z
be coprime integers, q > 0. Then p/q is a sensitive direction of F if σp◦F q is
sensitive. Similarly, p/q is an almost equicontinuous direction of F if σp ◦F q
is almost equicontinuous.
Under this definition we see that −1 = (−1)/1 is an almost equicontin-
uous direction of σ : AZ → AZ because σ−1 ◦σ = Id is equicontinuous. This
is directly visible in the space-time diagram of Figure 1.5, because it looks
like the space-time diagram of the identity map when it is followed along
the red line. Note that the slope of the red line is equal to −1 with respect
to the vertical axis extending downwards in the diagram.
Since almost equicontinuity is a notion of stability for dynamical systems,
it seems that if we want to search for dynamically complex CA F ∈ End(X),
we should at least require that F has no almost equicontinuous directions.
By Proposition 2.1 of [51] it follows that if F : X → X is a CA and X
is a transitive subshift, then any direction p/q is either sensitive or almost
equicontinuous, in which case our requirement would be that all directions
of F are sensitive.
Almost equicontinuity has an alternative characterization for cellular
automata on transitive subshifts using blocking words.
Definition 2.4.2. Let F : X → X be a radius-r CA and w ∈ L(X). We
say that w is a blocking word if there is an integer e with |w| ≥ e ≥ r + 1
and an integer p ∈ [0, |w| − e] such that
∀x, y ∈ CylX(w, 0),∀n ∈ N, Fn(x)[p, p+ e− 1] = Fn(y)[p, p+ e− 1].
The following is proved in Proposition 2.1 of [51].
Proposition 2.4.3. If X is a transitive subshift and F : X → X is a CA,
then F is almost equicontinuous if and only if it has a blocking word.
If a CA F : X → X is sensitive, it means that it is possible to make
changes to an arbitrary configuration x ∈ X arbitrarily far from the origin
in such a way that the changes propagate to the neighborhood of the origin
after applying the map F sufficiently many times. One way to quantify
the complexity of a cellular automaton are its Lyapunov exponents, which
tell how quickly changes made to a configuration can propagate in different
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directions under applying a given CA. The concept of Lyapunov exponents
originally comes from the theory of differentiable dynamical systems, and
the discrete variant of Lyapunov exponents for CA is from [55, 57]. For a
fixed subshift X ⊆ AZ and for x ∈ X, s ∈ Z, denote W+s (x) = {y ∈ X |
y[s,∞] = x[s,∞]} and W−s (x) = {y ∈ X | y[−∞, s] = x[−∞, s]}. Then for
given cellular automaton F : X → X, x ∈ X, n ∈ N, define
Λ+n (x, F ) = min{s ≥ 0 | ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n : F i(W+−s(x)) ⊆W+0 (F i(x))}
Λ−n (x, F ) = min{s ≥ 0 | ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n : F i(W−s (x)) ⊆W−0 (F i(x))}.
These have shift-invariant versions Λ±n (x, F ) = maxi∈Z Λ±n (σi(x), F ).
The quantities
λ+(x, F ) = lim
n→∞
Λ+n (x, F )
n
, λ−(x, F ) = lim
n→∞
Λ−n (x, F )
n
are called (when the limits exist) respectively the right and left Lyapunov
exponents of x (with respect to F ).
A global version of these are the quantities
λ+(F ) = lim
n→∞maxx∈X
Λ+n (x, F )
n
, λ−(F ) = lim
n→∞maxx∈X
Λ−n (x, F )
n
that are called respectively the right and left Lyapunov exponents of F .
These limits exist by an application of Fekete’s subadditive lemma (e.g.
Lemma 4.1.7 in [43]).
Measure theoretical variants of these quantities are defined as follows.
Given a measure µ on X and for n ∈ N, let I+n,µ(F ) =
∫
x∈X Λ+n (x, F )dµ and
I−n,µ(F ) =
∫
x∈X Λ−n (x, F )dµ. Then the quantities
I+µ (F ) = lim infn→∞
I+n,µ(F )
n
, I−µ (F ) = lim infn→∞
I−n,µ(F )
n
are called respectively the right and left average Lyapunov exponents of F
(with respect to the measure µ).
We will write W±s (x), Λ±n (x), λ+(x), I+n,µ and I+µ when X and F are
clear by the context.
Kůrka suggested a language theoretical classification for cellular au-
tomata. The following definition was given in [41] for general dynamical
systems on zero-dimensional spaces.
Definition 2.4.4. A cellular automaton F : X → X is regular if all its
subshift factors are sofic shifts.
This definition is motivated in [40]. Taking a subshift factor Y of F :
X → X corresponds to taking a finite (clopen) partition {X1, . . . , Xn} of X,
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an “observation window”, and observing for each x ∈ X the infinite sequence
of partition elements visited by x under repeated application of the map F .
Regularity of F means that the totality of all sequences of observations
form a “simple” set Y for arbitrarily precise observation windows. On the
other hand, non-regularity means that F has complex behavior that can be
detected by a suitable partition of X. Since the trace subshifts of F form a
universal collection of subshift factors for (X,F ), to test the regularity of F
it is sufficient to test the soficness of the trace subshifts. Non-regularity is
mostly an interesting notion of complexity for cellular automata acting on
sofic shifts, because e.g. the shift map σ : X → X is non-regular whenever
X is not a sofic shift.
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Chapter 3
Multiplication Automata
In this chapter we focus on multiplication automata, which perform multipli-
cation by nonnegative numbers in some integer base. The cellular automata
in this class are (with some exceptions) weak universal pattern generators,
i.e. they eventually generate all finite sequences when initialized on any finite
nontrivial configuration. We consider this property as one possible yardstick
of complex behavior. We hope that further study will eventually allow us
to construct other classes of cellular automata that have the universal pat-
tern generation property. With this goal in mind, we will present a broad
case study of multiplication automata from the point of view of symbolic,
topological and measurable dynamics. We will also present applications to
a number theoretical problem presented by Mahler [45].
3.1 The Definition of Multiplication Automata
and Universal Pattern Generators
In this section we give a natural definition of what it means for a cellular
automaton to perform multiplication by nonnegative numbers. On one-sided
configuration spaces all such automata were characterized in [4] and from
this the characterization of all multiplication automata would also follow
for the two-sided configuration spaces ΣZn. We present the construction
and characterization of such automata on ΣZn with proofs for the sake of
completeness.
Recall that Σn = {0, 1, . . . , n−1} for n ∈ N, n > 1. To perform multipli-
cation using a CA we need be able to represent a nonnegative real number
as a configuration in ΣZn. If ξ ≥ 0 is a real number and ξ =
∑∞
i=−∞ ξini is
the unique base-n expansion of ξ such that ξi 6= n − 1 for infinitely many
i < 0, we define confign(ξ) ∈ ΣZn by
confign(ξ)[i] = ξ−i
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for all i ∈ Z. In reverse, whenever x ∈ ΣZn is such that x[i] = 0 for all
sufficiently small i, we define
realn(x) =
∞∑
i=−∞
x[−i]ni.
For words w = w[1]w[2] · · ·w[k] ∈ Σkn we define analogously
realn(w) =
k∑
i=1
w[i]n−i.
Clearly realn(confign(ξ)) = ξ and confign(realn(x)) = x for every ξ ≥ 0 and
every x ∈ ΣZn such that x[i] = 0 for all sufficiently small i and x[i] 6= n − 1
for infinitely many i > 0.
The fractional part of a number ξ ∈ R is
frac(ξ) = ξ − bξc ∈ [0, 1).
Definition 3.1.1. For α ∈ R>0 and a natural number n ≥ 2, we denote by
Πα,n : ΣZn → ΣZn the cellular automaton such that
real(Πα,n(x)) = α real(x)
for every finite configuration x ∈ ΣZn, whenever such an automaton exists.
We say that Πα,n multiplies by α in base n.
The cellular automaton of this definition is unique whenever it exists.
Namely, let F and F ′ be CA that satisfy the assumption for some α, n. The
function real : ΣZn → ΣZn is clearly injective on the set of finite configura-
tions, so the values of F and F ′ are determined on the dense set of finite
configurations. Since F and F ′ are continuous functions that agree on a
dense set, it follows that F = F ′.
For integers p, n ≥ 2 where p divides n let gp,n : Σn×Σn → Σn be defined
as follows. Let q be such that pq = n. Digits a, b ∈ Σpq are represented as
a = a1q + a0 and b = b1q + b0, where a0, b0 ∈ Σq and a1, b1 ∈ Σp: such
representations always exist and they are unique. Then
gp,n(a, b) = gp,n(a1q + a0, b1q + b0) = a0p+ b1.
An example in the particular case (p, n) = (3, 6) is given in Figure 3.1.
We define the CA Πp,n : ΣZn → ΣZn by Πp,n(x)[i] = gp,n(x[i], x[i+ 1]), so
Πp,n has memory 0 and anticipation 1. Giving the name Πp,n to this CA is
in agreement with Definition 3.1.1 by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1.2. realn(Πp,n(confign(ξ))) = pξ for all ξ ≥ 0.
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a\b 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 1 1 2 2
1 3 3 4 4 5 5
2 0 0 1 1 2 2
3 3 3 4 4 5 5
4 0 0 1 1 2 2
5 3 3 4 4 5 5
Figure 3.1: The values of g3,6(a, b).
Proof. Let x = confign(ξ). Let pq = n and for every i ∈ Z, denote by x[i]0
and x[i]1 the natural numbers such that 0 ≤ x[i]0 < q, 0 ≤ x[i]1 < p and
x[i] = x[i]1q + x[i]0. Then
realn(Πp,n(confign(ξ))) = realn(Πp,n(x)) =
∞∑
i=−∞
Πp,n(x)[−i](pq)i
=
∞∑
i=−∞
gp,n(x[−i], x[−i+ 1])(pq)i =
∞∑
i=−∞
(x[−i]0p+ x[−i+ 1]1)(pq)i
=
∞∑
i=−∞
(x[−i]0p(pq)i + x[−i+ 1]1pq(pq)i−1)
=
∞∑
i=−∞
(x[−i]0p(pq)i + x[−i]1pq(pq)i)
= p
∞∑
i=−∞
(x[−i]1q + x[−i]0)(pq)i = p realpq(x) = p realpq(configpq(ξ)) = pξ.
We have now seen that the CA Πp,n and Πq,n exist when p, q ∈ N are
such that pq = n. We show that in this case Πp,n is reversible. Indeed, if
x ∈ ΣZn is a configuration with a finite number of non-zero coordinates, then
Πq,n(Πp,n(x)) = Πq,n(Πp,n(configpq(realpq(x))))
L3.1.2= Πq,n(configpq(p realpq(x)))
L3.1.2= configpq((pq realpq(x)) = σ(x).
Since σ−1 ◦ Πq,n ◦ Πp,n is continuous and agrees with the identity function
on a dense set, it follows that σ−1(Πq,n(Πp,n(x))) = x for all configurations
x ∈ ΣZpq. Similarly Πp,n(σ−1(Πq,n(x))) = x for x ∈ ΣZpq. Thus σ−1(Πq,n(x))
is the inverse of Πp,n and it must be equal to Π1/p,n.
Whenever α = p/q where p and q are products of prime factors p′i and
q′i of n, one can define Πα,n as a corresponding product of Πp′i,n and Π1/q′i,n.
It is shown in [4] that these are all the CA that multiply by positive reals
in base n.
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Theorem 3.1.3 (Blanchard, Host, Maass [4]). The multiplication automa-
ton Πα,n : ΣZn → ΣZn exists precisely when α = p/q where p and q are
products of prime factors of n.
We recall the notion of universal pattern generators from [32].
Definition 3.1.4. A cellular automaton F : ΣZn → ΣZn together with a
finite configuration x ∈ ΣZn are a weak universal pattern generator if for
every w ∈ Σ+n there is a t ∈ N such that w occurs in F t(x). They are a
strong universal pattern generator if for every w ∈ Σ+n and every i ∈ Z there
is a t ∈ N such that w occurs in F t(x) at position i.
The existence of such automata was questioned by Ulam on page 30
of [58]: “Assuming that at time t only a finite set of points are active, one
wants to know how the activation will spread. In particular, do there exist
“universal” systems which are capable of generating arbitrary systems of
states?”
It is noted in [32, 33] that Π3,6 together with any finite configuration
x 6= 0Z is a weak universal pattern generator. The argument is non-
combinatorial in the sense that it relies on the irrationality of the number
log6 3. By imitating this argument it is not difficult to completely character-
ize all multiplication automata that are weak universal pattern generators.
We will give this characterization for the sake of completeness. The fact that
these automata are weak universal pattern generators also together with all
aperiodic (not necessarily finite) configurations was proved by Hartman [23]
using Furstenberg’s theorem [6, 11, 20]. Hartman’s result would also follow
from a result of Berend [2] by relating the automata Πα,n to multiplication
by α on the n-solenoid instead of multiplication by α on R≥0.
Definition 3.1.5. Natural numbers p, q > 1 aremultiplicatively independent
if log p/ log q is irrational. Otherwise they are multiplicatively dependent.
Lemma 3.1.6. Let p, q > 1 be natural numbers that are products of prime
factors of n > 1.
1. If p and q are coprime then for sufficiently large k ∈ N, pqnk is a natural
number which is multiplicatively independent with n.
2. If q and n are multiplicatively independent then for sufficiently large
k ∈ N, nkq is a natural number which is multiplicatively independent
with n.
Proof. For the first statement, note that pqnk is a natural number greater
than 1 for some k ∈ N, because q is a product of prime factors of n. To prove
multiplicative independence, assume to the contrary that log pqnk/ logn =
i/j for some i, j ∈ N+. This is equivalent to the statement that pjnjk = qjni.
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If jk ≥ i, then both sides of the equation pjnjk−i = qj are integers. This is
not possible because p and q are coprime and therefore p on the left hand side
cannot divide qj on the right hand side. We reach a similar contradiction in
the case jk ≤ i.
For the second statement, note that nkq is a natural number greater than
1 for some k ∈ N, because q is a product of prime factors of n. To prove
multiplicative independence, note that log nkq / logn = k − log q/ logn is
irrational, because by assumption q and n are multiplicatively independent.
Theorem 3.1.7. Let n ≥ 2 and let p, q ≥ 2 be products of prime factors of
n. Let x ∈ ΣZn be finite and x 6= 0Z. If
1. p and n are multiplicatively independent and β ∈
{
p, 1p
}
or
2. p and q are coprime and β = pq , then
Πβ,n and x are a universal pattern generator.
Proof. Assume first that we are considering a CA Πβ,n where β is of the form
1/p or p/q. By Lemma 3.1.6 the cellular automaton Πβ,n◦σk multiplies by an
integer that is multiplicatively independent with n whenever k is sufficiently
large. The CA Πβ,n is a universal pattern generator with x if and only if
Πβ,n ◦ σk is, so it is sufficient to prove the result for Πp,n where p and n are
multiplicatively independent.
Let w = w[1]w[2] · · ·w[m] ∈ Σ+n be arbitrary. We need to show that w
occurs as a subword in some configuration Πtp,n(x) (t ∈ N), or equivalently
that σi(Πtp,n(x)) ∈ Cyl(w, 1) for some i ∈ Z, t ∈ N. Let r ∈ R≥0 be the
number with base-n expansion 0.w[1]w[2] · · ·w[m] and I = (r, r + n−m) an
open interval.
By the definition of multiplicative independence the number logn p is
irrational and the set {frac(t logn p) | t ∈ N} is dense on the unit interval.
In particular there are integers t ∈ N and m ∈ Z such that t logn(p) + m ∈
logn(I/ realn(x)), or equivalently that pt · nm · realn(x) ∈ I. Therefore the
base-n expansion of pt · nm · realn(x) begins as 0.w . . . and σm(Πtp,n(x)) ∈
Cyl(w, 1).
We complete the characterization by noting that other multiplication
automata are roots of some shift map, from which it follows that they do
not form weak universal pattern generators together with any finite config-
urations.
Theorem 3.1.8. Let n ≥ 2 and let p ≥ 2 be a product of prime factors
of n. If n and p are multiplicatively dependent and β ∈ {p, 1p}, then there
are i ∈ N+, j ∈ Z such that Πiβ,n = σj . In particular Πβ,n and x are not a
universal pattern generator for any finite configuration x ∈ ΣZn.
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Proof. By assumption log p/ logn is rational, i.e. log p/ logn = i/j and
pi = nj for some non-zero i, j ∈ Z. Then Πiβ,n is equal to either σj or σ−j
depending on the value of β. Therefore, if w ∈ Σ+ is a word which occurs
in Πtβ,n for some t ∈ N, then w occurs in Πtβ,n already for some 0 ≤ t < i.
Clearly there are some words w for which this does not happen, so Πβ,n and
x are not a universal pattern generator.
The multiplication automata are the only known weak universal pattern
generators. No strong universal pattern generators are known. The following
two questions are from [32].
Problem 3.1.9. Does there exist a weak universal pattern generator over
the binary alphabet Σ2?
Problem 3.1.10. Do any strong universal pattern generators exist? For ex-
ample, is the automaton Π3/2,6 a strong universal pattern generator together
with any finite configurations?
Recall that all multiplication automata are reversible. In light of this we
ask the following.
Problem 3.1.11. Do any non-reversible universal pattern generators exist?
Wolfram’s Rule 30 automaton W30 : ΣZ2 → ΣZ2 is defined by
W30(x)[i] = x[i− 1] + x[i] + x[i+ 1] + x[i]x[i+ 1] (mod 2)
for all x ∈ ΣZ2 , see Figure 3.2. This is a surjective non-reversible CA and it
is conjectured on page 725 of [61] that W30 together with the configuration
containing a single occurrence of the digit 1 is a weak universal pattern
generator over the binary alphabet. The strongest proven result concerning
the seemingly random nature of W30 is the following.
Theorem 3.1.12 (Jen [28]). If x ∈ ΣZ2 is a finite configuration not equal to
0Z, then TrW30,[0,1](x) (the trace of width 2), is not eventually periodic.
In Proposition 3.3.5 we prove an analogous result for a class of multi-
plication automata. It still seems to be an open problem whether TrW30(x)
(the trace of width 1) can be eventually periodic for some finite x 6= 0Z. We
ask another question related to traces of W30.
Problem 3.1.13. Is W30 regular?
In Corollary 3.4 we prove non-regularity of a class of multiplication au-
tomata.
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Figure 3.2: The space-time diagram of · · · 0001000 · · · underW30 : ΣZ2 → ΣZ2 .
White and black squares correspond to digits 0 and 1 respectively.
3.2 Characterizing the Class of Multiplication Au-
tomata
Multiplication automata Πα,n do not exist for all α > 0. This is due to
the fact that all cellular automata are defined by local rules. Consider for
example multiplication by 3 in base 10 and assume that the hypothetical CA
Π3,10 had radius r ≥ 1. If ξ1 = 0.333 · · · 33 ∈ R>0 and ξ2 = 0.333 · · · 34 ∈
R>0 are numbers with r consecutive occurrences of the digit 3 in their base-
10 representations, then 3 · ξ1 < 1 and 1 < 3 · ξ2 < 2, so the base-10
representations of 3 · ξ1 and 3 · ξ2 differ to the left of the decimal point,
contradicting the assumption that the radius of Π3,10 is r. This is the main
idea behind the proof of Theorem 3.1.3 in [4].
We can give an interesting alternative proof of Theorem 3.1.3 when we
restrict our attention to reversible CA. Our proof uses the fact that Πp,n are
partitioned CA when p is a factor of n.
Definition 3.2.1. A partial shift on the alphabet B × C is a CA τ : (B ×
C)Z → (B × C)Z defined by τ(x) = (σ(x1), x2) for all x = (x1, x2) where
x1 ∈ BZ and x2 ∈ CZ. More generally, if pi : A→ B ×C is a bijection, then
it is naturally extended to a bijective sliding block code pi : AZ → (B ×C)Z
and we call pi−1 ◦ τ ◦ pi : AZ → AZ a partial shift on the alphabet A.
Definition 3.2.2. A CA F : AZ → AZ is a partitioned CA if F = ρ◦τ where
ρ : AZ → AZ is a coordinatewise symbol permutation and τ is a partial shift
on A.
On the alphabets Σn consisting of digits we define a collection of canon-
ical partial shifts. For any p ∈ N dividing n let q ∈ N such that pq = n.
Then we can define the bijection pi : Σn → Σp×Σq by pi(a) = (a1, a0) where
a = a1q+a0 is the unique way to write a ∈ Σn so that a1 ∈ Σp and a0 ∈ Σq.
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If τ is defined on (Σp×Σq)Z by τ(x1, x2) = (σ(x1), x2), we say that the map
τp = pi−1 ◦ τ ◦ pi : ΣZn → ΣZn is the canonical p-shift over n.
It is now easily seen, as noted in [32], that under this definition Πp,n :
ΣZn → ΣZn is a partitioned CA when p is a factor of n. Namely, if q ∈ N is
such that pq = n and if ρ : Σpq → Σpq is the map ρ(a1q+a0) = a0p+a1, we
see by comparison to the definition of the local rule gp,n that Πp,n = ρ ◦ τp.
We will use in our argument the group homomorphism δ : Aut(ΣZn) →
R>0 defined in [31]. For F ∈ Aut(ΣZn) let r > 0 be a radius of both F and
F−1. The set of left stairs of F is
LF = {(x[−r, r − 1], F (x)[0, 2r − 1]) | x ∈ ΣZn}
(the reason for calling these “stairs” is apparent by Figure 3.3) and we then
define δ(F ) = |LF |/n3r. The non-trivial facts that δ(F ) does not depend
on the choice of r and that δ is indeed a group homomorphism are shown
in [31]. This homomorphism is an instance of a more general construction
known as the dimension representation which can be defined on Aut(X) for
any SFT X, see. e.g. Section 6 in [10].
r r r
x
F (x)
x[−r] · · · x[r − 1]
F (x)[0] · · · F (x)[2r − 1]
Figure 3.3: A left stair found in a space-time diagram.
We recall some basic properties of the map δ noted in [31]. It is easy to
verify that δ(σ) = n for the shift σ : ΣZn → ΣZn and δ(τp) = p for the p-shift
over n. If F is a finite order automorphism, i.e. F t = Id for some t ∈ N+,
then δ(F ) = 1: this is due to the fact that 1 is the only finite order element
in the multiplicative group R>0. From the definition of δ it follows that
Im(δ) is equal to the multiplicative subgroup of R>0 generated by p1, . . . , pk
where pi are the prime factors of n.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let p1, . . . , pk be the prime factors of n. For any α ∈ Im(δ)
there is a multiplication automaton Πα,n which is some product of multipli-
cation automata Πpi,n and their inverses and which satisfies δ(Πα,n) = α.
Proof. Since Im(δ) is generated by the prime factors of n, it is sufficient
to prove the lemma for α = p which is a prime factor of n. We have seen
that Πp,n = ρ ◦ τp where ρ is a symbol permutation and in particular it is
a finite order automorphism. Since δ is a homomorphism, it follows that
δ(Πp,n) = δ(ρ)δ(τp) = 1 · p = p.
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Lemma 3.2.4. If Πα,n is in the kernel of δ : Aut(ΣZn)→ R>0, then α = 1.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that α 6= 1. We may assume without loss
of generality that α > 1 (by considering Π−1α,n instead of Πα,n if necessary).
Let r be a common radius of Πα,n and its inverse. By our assumption
δ(Πα,n) = 1, so by the definition of δ the set L = LF should contain n3r
elements. We will find a contradiction by concretely enumerating the left
stairs.
Let ui ∈ Σrn (0 ≤ i < nr) be an enumeration of elements of Σrn and let
vj ∈ Σ2rn (0 ≤ j < n2r) be an enumeration of elements of Σ2rn . For all such
i, j define yi,j ∈ ΣZn by yi,j [−r, 2r− 1] = uivj , yi,j [k] = 0 for k /∈ [−r, 2r− 1].
Let (wi,j , vj) be the left stair derived from the configuration xi,j = Π−1α,n(yi,j),
i.e. wi,j = xi,j [−r, r − 1] (and vj = yi,j [0, 2r − 1] by the definition of yi,j).
We first show that all the left stairs of the form (wi,j , vj) (0 ≤ i < nr,
0 ≤ j < n2r) are distinct. Let i, i′, j, j′ be such that (wi,j , vj) = (wi′,j′ , vj′).
From vj = vj′ it follows that j = j′ and it remains to show that i = i′.
Since Π−1α,n has radius r, from vj = vj′ it follows that xi,j [r,∞] = xi′,j [r,∞].
Since α > 0, from yi,j [−∞,−r− 1] = yi′,j [−∞,−r− 1] = ∞0 it follows that
xi,j [−∞,−r − 1] = xi′,j [−∞,−r − 1] = ∞0. Combining these observations
with wi,j = wi′,j it follows that xi,j = xi′,j . Applying Πα,n to this equality
we get yi,j = yi′,j , so in particular ui = ui′ and i = i′.
We show that wi,j 6= (n − 1)2r for all choices of i and j. Assume to
the contrary that wi,j = (n− 1)2r for some i, j. Consider the configuration
x′ = 0Z ⊗−r (n − 1)Z. Since α > 0 and realn(x′) = nr+1, it follows that
in the configuration y′ = Πα,n(x′) we have y′[k] 6= 0 for some k < −r.
Since xi,j [−∞, r − 1] = x′[−∞, r − 1] and Πα,n has radius r, it follows that
yi,j [−∞,−1] = y′[−∞,−1] and in particular yi,j [k] 6= 0 for some k < −r.
This contradicts the definition of yi,j .
There exists a left stair of the form (w, v) where w = (n−1)2r, and by the
previous paragraph it is different from all the left stairs of the form (wi,j , vj)
(0 ≤ i < nr, 0 ≤ j < n2r). It follows that |L| ≥ n3r + 1, contradicting the
assumption δ(Πα,n) = 1.
xi,j · · · 000
yi,j · · · 000 000 · · ·
wi,j
ui vj
Figure 3.4: Left stairs of the form (wi,j , vj).
Theorem 3.2.5. All the reversible multiplication automata over ΣZn are
precisely of the form Πp/q,n where p and q are products of prime factors of
n.
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Proof. We noted in the previous subsection that Πp/q,n exist whenever p and
q are products of prime factors of n. To see the other direction, let Πα′,n
be an arbitrary reversible multiplication automaton where α′ ∈ R>0. By
Lemma 3.2.3 there is α = p/q where p and q are products of prime factors
of n such that δ(Πα,n) = δ(Πα′,n). Therefore δ(Πα/α′,n) = 1 and α′ = α by
Lemma 3.2.4.
Lemma 3.2.4 implies in particular that if a multiplication automaton
Πα,n is a weak universal pattern generator then δ(Πα,n) 6= 1.
Problem 3.2.6. Does the kernel of δ : Aut(ΣZn) → R>0 contain a weak
universal pattern generator for any n ≥ 2?
Since any reversible CA on ΣZ2 can be represented as a composition
σk ◦F where F is in the kernel of δ : Aut(ΣZ2 )→ R>0 and k ∈ Z, a negative
answer to this question would imply a negative answer to Problem 3.1.9
when restricted to reversible CA.
3.3 The Basic Properties of Fractional Multiplica-
tion Automata
When p, q ≥ 2 are coprime integers, the multiplication automata Πp/q,pq
have particularly nice properties that can be derived directly by examining
the local rules. In this section we mostly focus on such automata. We
assume throughout this section that p, q ≥ 2 are coprime.
Recall that the shift CA σ : Σpq multiplies by pq in base pq and its
inverse divides by pq. This combined with Lemma 3.1.2 shows that the CA
Πp/q,pq multiplying by p/q in base pq can be constructed as the composition
σ−1 ◦ Πp,pq ◦ Πp,pq. Earlier we explicitly defined local rules gp,pq for the
automata Πp,pq which we can use to define local rules fp/q,pq : Σ3pq → Σpq
also for the automata Πp/q,pq as follows:
Πp/q,pq(x)[i] =fp/q,pq(x[i− 1], x[i], x[i+ 1])
+gp,pq(gp,pq(x[i− 1], x[i]), gp,pq(x[i], x[i+ 1]));
the symbol f in fp/q,pq is used to emphasize the fact that this local rule is
associated with multiplication by a fraction.
As an example, the local rule f3/2,6 has been written out explicitly in
Figure 3.5. We will prove some of the regularities seen in this figure for
general fp/q,pq.
By the construction of Πp/q,pq, for every x ∈ ΣZpq and every i ∈ Z the
value of Πp/q,pq(x)[i] can be computed from x[i − 1], x[i] and x[i + 1], the
three nearest digits above in the space-time diagram. Proposition 3.3.4 gives
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c = 0 c = 1
a\b 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 3 3 3 3 4 4
2 0 0 0 0 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 4 4
4 0 0 0 0 1 1
5 3 3 3 3 4 4
a\b 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 1 2 2 2 2
1 4 4 5 5 5 5
2 1 1 2 2 2 2
3 4 4 5 5 5 5
4 1 1 2 2 2 2
5 4 4 5 5 5 5
c = 2 c = 3
a\b 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 3 3 3 3 4 4
1 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 3 3 3 3 4 4
3 0 0 0 0 1 1
4 3 3 3 3 4 4
5 0 0 0 0 1 1
a\b 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 4 4 5 5 5 5
1 1 1 2 2 2 2
2 4 4 5 5 5 5
3 1 1 2 2 2 2
4 4 4 5 5 5 5
5 1 1 2 2 2 2
c = 4 c = 5
a\b 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 3 3 3 3 4 4
2 0 0 0 0 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 4 4
4 0 0 0 0 1 1
5 3 3 3 3 4 4
a\b 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 1 2 2 2 2
1 4 4 5 5 5 5
2 1 1 2 2 2 2
3 4 4 5 5 5 5
4 1 1 2 2 2 2
5 4 4 5 5 5 5
Figure 3.5: The values of f3/2,6(a, c, b).
similarly that each digit in the space-time diagram can be computed from
the three nearest digits to the right (see Figure 3.6). Its proof is broken
down into the following sequence of lemmas.
Lemma 3.3.1. If gp,pq(a, c) = gp,pq(b, d), then a ≡ b (mod q).
Proof. Let a = a1q + a0, b = b1q + b0, c = c1q + c0 and d = d1q + d0. Then
gp,pq(a, c) = gp,pq(b, d) =⇒ a0p+ c1 = b0p+ d1
=⇒ a0 = b0 =⇒ a ≡ b (mod q).
Lemma 3.3.2. gp,pq(a, c) ≡ gp,pq(b, c) (mod q) ⇐⇒ a ≡ b (mod q) ⇐⇒
gp,pq(a, c) = gp,pq(b, c).
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x[i− 1] x[i] x[i+ 1]
Πp/q,pq(x)[i]
Π−1p/q,pq(x)[i+ 1]
x[i] x[i+ 1]
Πp/q,pq(x)[i+ 1]
Figure 3.6: Determination of digits in the space-time diagram of x with
respect to Πp/q,pq.
Proof. Let a = a1q + a0, b = b1q + b0 and c = c1q + c0. Then
gp,pq(a, c) ≡ gp,pq(b, c) (mod q) ⇐⇒ a0p+ c1 ≡ b0p+ c1 (mod q)
⇐⇒ a0 = b0 ⇐⇒ a ≡ b (mod q)
and
gp,pq(a, c) = gp,pq(b, c) ⇐⇒ a0p+ c1 = b0p+ c1
⇐⇒ a0 = b0 ⇐⇒ a ≡ b (mod q).
These basic properties of gp,pq can be used to prove the following lemma
concerning fp/q,pq, because fp/q,pq was defined using gp,pq. Similar reductions
of fp/q,pq to gp,pq will be done also later.
Lemma 3.3.3. If fp/q,pq(a, c, d) = fp/q,pq(b, c, e), then a ≡ b (mod q).
Proof.
fp/q,pq(a, c, d) = fp/q,pq(b, c, e)
=⇒ gp,pq(gp,pq(a, c), gp,pq(c, d)) = gp,pq(gp,pq(b, c), gp,q(c, e))
L3.3.1=⇒ gp,pq(a, c) ≡ gp,pq(b, c) (mod q) L3.3.2=⇒ a ≡ b (mod q).
Proposition 3.3.4. There is a radius-1 CA ∆p/q : Ξ(Πp/q,pq)→ Ξ(Πp/q,pq)
such that ∆p/q(TrΠp/q,pq ,i(x)) = TrΠp/q,pq ,i−1(x) for all x ∈ ΣZpq, i ∈ Z.
Proof. Denote y = σi(Πkp/q,pq(x)). It suffices to show that y[0] can be com-
puted from Πq/p,pq(y)[1], y[1] and Πp/q,pq(y)[1]. Because Πp/q,pq(y)[1] =
fp/q,pq(y[0], y[1], y[2]), by Lemma 3.3.3 the value of y[0] modulo q can be
computed from y[1] and Πp/q,pq(y)[1] (see Figure 3.7, left). Similarly, be-
cause Πq/p,pq(y)[1] = fq/p,pq(y[0], y[1], y[2]), by the same lemma the value
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of y[0] modulo p can be computed from y[1] and Πq/p,pq(y)[1] (Figure 3.7,
middle). In total, the value of y[0] both modulo q and modulo p can be com-
puted from Πq/p,pq(y)[1], y[1] and Πp/q,pq(y)[1] (Figure 3.7, right). Because
y[0] ∈ Σpq, this fully determines the value of y[0].
Πq/p,pq(y):
y:
Πp/q,pq(y):
1, 3
or 5
?
4
3
∧ 0 or 3
2
4
?
=⇒ 3
2
4
3
Figure 3.7: The proof of Proposition 3.3.4 (here (p, n) = (3, 6)).
As an application of this proposition we now prove a version of Theo-
rem 3.1.12 for multiplication automata. The proof in [28] is based on the
observations that digits in the space-time diagram of W30 are determined to
the left in the sense similar to Proposition 3.3.4 and that all finite pertur-
bations in the configuration 0Z must propagate to the left under the action
of W30. Our proof uses similar observations on Πp/q,pq.
Proposition 3.3.5. Let p > q. If x ∈ ΣZpq is a configuration that represents
a positive real number (in particular, if x is a finite configuration different
from 0Z), then TrΠp/q,pq(x) is not eventually periodic.
Proof. Let x ∈ ΣZpq be such that realpq(x) > 0. Assume to the contrary
that y = TrΠp/q,pq(x) is eventually periodic, i.e. there are P ∈ N+, i′ ∈ N
such that y[i + P ] = y[i] for all i ≥ i′, and we may assume that this holds
even for all i ∈ N (by considering the configuration Πi′p/q,pq(x) instead of x
if necessary). Denote xt = (σ−1 ◦ Πp/q,pq)t(x) and yt = TrΠp/q,pq(xt) for all
t ∈ N. An inductive application of Proposition 3.3.4 with respect to t shows
that yt[i+ P ] = yt[i] for all i, t ∈ N.
Note that realpq(xt) =
(
1
pq
p
q
)t
realpq(x) = realpq(x)/q2t for all t ∈ N. Fix
T so that
(
p
q
)P
realpq(xT ) < 1. From this it follows that yT [−∞, P ] = ∞0
and by the eventual periodicity of yT it follows that yT = 0Z. Apply-
ing Proposition 3.3.4 shows that yt = 0Z for all t ≥ T . In particular
Πtp/q,pq(x)[−∞,−T ] = ∞0 for t ∈ N and the sequence
((
p
q
)t
realpq(x)
)
t∈N
is bounded from above by (pq)T , which contradicts the assumption that
realpq(x) > 0.
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An important class of CA on full shifts are the permutive cellular au-
tomata. We say that a CA F : AZ → AZ defined by a local rule f : Ad+1 →
Ad+1 is left permutive if for every w ∈ Ad it holds that f(a,w) 6= f(b, w)
whenever a, b ∈ A are distinct (similarly one defines right permutive CA).
This is equivalent to saying that the map A → A defined by a → f(a,w)
is a permutation for every w ∈ Ad. The following lemma shows that fp/q,pq
has a kind of a partial permutivity property: as the symbol a varies modulo
q, also fp/q,pq(a,w) varies modulo q.
Lemma 3.3.6. fp/q,pq(a, c, d) ≡ fp/q,pq(b, c, d) (mod q)
⇐⇒ a ≡ b (mod q) ⇐⇒ fp/q,pq(a, c, d) = fp/q,pq(b, c, d).
Proof.
fp/q,pq(a, c, d) ≡ fp/q,pq(b, c, d) (mod q)
⇐⇒ gp,pq(gp,pq(a, c), gp,pq(c, d)) ≡ gp,pq(gp,pq(b, c), gp,pq(c, d)) (mod q)
L3.3.2⇐⇒ gp,pq(a, c) ≡ gp,pq(b, c) (mod q) L3.3.2⇐⇒ a ≡ b (mod q)
L3.3.2⇐⇒ gp,pq(gp,pq(a, c), gp,pq(c, d)) = gp,pq(gp,pq(b, c), gp,pq(c, d))
⇐⇒ fp/q,pq(a, c, d) = fp/q,pq(b, c, d)
Corollary 3.3.7. If fp/q,pq(a, c, d) = fp/q,pq(b, c, e), then fp/q,pq(a, c, d) =
fp/q,pq(a, c, e).
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.3 a ≡ b (mod q), so
fp/q,pq(a, c, d) = fp/q,pq(b, c, e)
L3.3.6= fp/q,pq(a, c, e).
On the other hand, we show that as the symbol a varies modulo q, the
value of fp/q,pq(a,w) remains constant modulo p. This is proved by reduction
to gp,pq.
Lemma 3.3.8. gp,pq(a, c) ≡ gp,pq(b, c) (mod p).
Proof. Let a = a1q + a0, b = b1q + b0 and c = c1q + c0. Then
gp,pq(a, c) = a0p+ c1 ≡ b0p+ c1 = gp,pq(b, c) (mod p).
Lemma 3.3.9. fp/q,pq(a, c, d) ≡ fp/q,pq(b, c, d) (mod p).
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Proof.
fp/q,pq(a, c, d) = gp,pq(gp,pq(a, c), gp,pq(c, d))
L3.3.8≡ gp,pq(gp,pq(b, c), gp,pq(c, d)) = fp/q,pq(b, c, d) (mod p).
For any a ∈ Σpq denote
Qp,q(a) = {d ∈ Σpq | d ≡ a (mod p)}.
The set Qp,q(a) contains q elements, all non-congruent modulo q. In partic-
ular Qp,q(a) is a complete residue system modulo q.
Proposition 3.3.10. Let Q ⊆ Σpq contain a complete residue system mod-
ulo q and let w ∈ Σ∗pq be such that |w| ≥ 2. Then
fp/q,pq(Qw) = Qp,q(b)w′
for some b ∈ Σpq and w′ ∈ Σ∗pq, |w′| = |w| − 2. In particular this holds when
Q = Qp,q(a) for any a ∈ Σpq.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for words w ∈ Σ2pq of length 2. Let a ∈ Q
be arbitrary and b = fp/q,pq(a,w[1], w[2]). By Lemma 3.3.9 fp/q,pq(Qw) ⊆
Qp,q(b). To prove equality it is sufficient to show that
∣∣∣fp/q,pq(Qw)∣∣∣ = q, but
this follows from Lemma 3.3.6.
Consider two configurations that represent the same number in base
6, e.g. · · · 000.300 · · · and · · · 000.255 · · · that represent the number 1/2.
From the facts that Π3/2,6 is bijective and maps finite configurations to
finite configurations it follows that these two configurations are mapped
to · · · 000.4300 · · · and · · · 000.4255 · · · respectively, i.e. to the two base-6
representatives of the number 3/4. In this case one can also observe that
the infinite sequences 300 · · · and 255 · · · are shifted by one position to the
right by the action of Π3/2,6. This observation is generalized in the following
lemma and its corollary.
Lemma 3.3.11. Let Q = {np | 1 ≤ n < q} ⊆ Σpq. For any s ∈ Q, j ∈ Z
define es,j , es−1,j ∈ ΣZpq by
es,j [i] =
{
s when i = j,
0 when i > j, es−1,j [i] =
{
s− 1 when i = j,
pq − 1 when i > j
(their values at i < j are irrelevant). For any x ∈ ΣZpq, s ∈ Q and j ∈ Z
there exist x′ ∈ ΣZpq and s′ ∈ Q such that
x1 + Πp,pq(x⊗j es,j) = x′⊗j es′,j and x2 + Πp,pq(x⊗j es−1,j) = x′⊗j es′−1,j .
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Proof. Clearly x1[i] = x2[i] for i ≤ j − 2. The claim that x1[i] = 0 and
x2[i] = pq−1 for i > j follows by checking that gp,pq(0, 0) = 0 and gp,pq(pq−
1, pq − 1) = pq − 1. It remains to show that x1[j − 1] = x2[j − 1], x1[j] = s′
and x2[j] = s′ − 1 for some s′ ∈ Q.
Let us write x[j − 1] = a1q + a0, s = s1q + s0 and s− 1 = s1q + (s0 − 1)
where a1, s1 ∈ Σp and a0, s0, s0 − 1 ∈ Σq: this is possible because s is not
divisible by q. Then
x1[j − 1] = gp,pq(x[j − 1], s) = a0p+ s1 = gp,pq(x[j − 1], s− 1) = x2[j − 1],
x1[j] = gp,pq(s, 0) = gp,pq(s1q + s0, 0q + 0) = s0p + s′ ∈ Q,
x2[j] = gp,pq(s− 1, pq − 1) = gp,pq(s1q + (s0 − 1), (p− 1)q + (q − 1))
= (s0 − 1)p+ (p− 1) = s′ − 1.
Corollary 3.3.12. Using the notation of the previous lemma, for any x ∈
ΣZpq, s ∈ Q and j ∈ Z there exist x′ ∈ ΣZpq and s′ ∈ Q such that
Πp/q,pq(x⊗j es,j) = x′⊗j+1es′,j+1 and Πp/q,pq(x⊗j es−1,j) = x′⊗j es′−1,j+1.
3.4 The Trace Subshifts of Fractional Multiplica-
tion Automata
In this section we assume that p > q > 1 are coprime integers unless other-
wise specified. We will show that the trace subshift Ξ(Πp/q,pq) is not sofic.
To simplify the notation, we will denote for coprime s, t > 1 (not neces-
sarily s > t) Trs/t,I(x) = TrΠs/t,st,I(x), Ξs/t = Ξ(Πs/t,st), L(s/t) = L(Ξs/t),
succs/t = succΞs/t and preds/t = predΞs/t . We will abuse notation and define
the trace with respect to Πs/t,st also for positive real numbers.
Definition 3.4.1. For ξ ∈ R>0 we call sequence
Trs/t(ξ) = Trs/t(configst(ξ))
the trace s/t-representation of ξ.
Since configst(R>0) is a dense subset of ΣZst, it follows that Ξs/t is the
topological closure of Trs/t(R>0).
Following [1], let ψp/q : R>0 → Z be the function defined by
ψp/q(ξ) = q
⌊
p
q
ξ
⌋
− pbξc = p frac(ξ)− q frac
(
p
q
ξ
)
.
This function is periodic of period q and for every ξ ∈ R>0, ψp/q(ξ) belongs
to the set
Σ−q,p + {−(q − 1), . . . , 0, 1, . . . (p− 1)}.
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Definition 3.4.2. For every ξ ∈ R>0, the infinite sequence ϕp/q(ξ) ⊆ ΣZ−q,p
defined by
ϕp/q(ξ)[i] = ψp/q
((
p
q
)i
ξ
)
for every i ∈ Z
is called the companion p/q-representation of ξ. The topological closure of
ϕp/q(R>0) ⊆ ΣZ−q,p is a subshift denoted by Yp/q.
The subscript p/q is omitted from all notations when it is clear from the
context.
The name “companion p/q-representation” was introduced in [1], prob-
ably to signify its connection to another type of a number representation
system considered in the same paper. We adopt the same name because it
will turn out that the companion p/q-representations are also strongly con-
nected to trace p/q-representations. The earliest occurrence of the sequence
ϕ(ξ) seems to be in a paper of Forman and Shapiro [19] (where it has not
been named). This representation, and its generalizations, also comes up in
a sequence of papers by Dubickas starting from [16].
The following lemma shows that ϕ(ξ) really is in some sense a represen-
tation of ξ in base p/q.
Lemma 3.4.3. frac(ξ) = 1p
∑∞
i=0
(
q
p
)i
ϕ(ξ)[i] for every ξ ∈ R>0.
Proof. For i ∈ N denote yi = frac((p/q)iξ) and si = ϕ(ξ)[i] = pyi − qyi+1.
From this we can solve
y0 =
1
p
s0 +
q
p
y1 =
1
p
s0 +
1
p
q
p
s1 +
(
q
p
)2
y2 = · · · = 1
p
∞∑
i=0
(
q
p
)i
si.
Definition 3.4.4. For n > 1 define Mdn : Z→ Σn by
Mdn(m) = m− nbm/nc,
i.e. Mdn(m) is the remainder of m divided by n. It can be extended to a
function ZZ → ΣZn by coordinatewise application.
Definition 3.4.5. For every x ∈ ΣZpq define the bi-infinite sequence Φ(x) by
Φ(x)[i] = qMdp(x[i+ 1])− pMdq(x[i]) for every i ∈ Z.
The map Φ connects the two different p/q representations.
Theorem 3.4.6. Φ(Tr(ξ)) = ϕ(ξ) for every ξ ∈ R>0.
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Proof. For every i ∈ Z we can write(
p
q
)i
ξ = niq + ai + ξi,
where ni ∈ N, ai ∈ Σq and ξi ∈ [0, 1) are unique. Then(
p
q
)i+1
ξ = nip+
p
q
(ai + ξi) = nip+ bi + ξ′i
for unique bi ∈ Σp and ξ′i ∈ [0, 1), because pq (ai + ξi) ∈ [0, p). Thus
ϕ(ξ)[i] = ψp/q
((
p
q
)i
ξ
)
= q
⌊(
p
q
)i+1
ξ
⌋
− p
⌊(
p
q
)i
ξ
⌋
= qbnip+ bi + ξ′ic − pbniq + ai + ξic = qbi − pai
= qMdp(Tr(ξ)[i+ 1])− pMdq(Tr(ξ)[i]) = Φ(Tr(ξ))[i].
The correspondence between the two p/q representations extends to the
level of the induced subshifts Ξp/q and Yp/q.
Theorem 3.4.7. Φ : Ξp/q → Yp/q is a conjugacy.
Proof. We first prove that Φ is injective on ΣZpq. To see this, assume that
x, y ∈ ΣZpq are elements such that Φ(x) = Φ(y) and let i ∈ Z. Then
Φ(x)[i− 1] = Φ(y)[i− 1]
=⇒ qMdp(x[i])− pMdq(x[i− 1]) = qMdp(y[i])− pMdq(y[i− 1])
=⇒ qMdp(x[i]) ≡ qMdp(y[i]) (mod p) =⇒ x[i] ≡ y[i] (mod p)
and
Φ(x)[i] = Φ(y)[i]
=⇒ qMdp(x[i+ 1])− pMdq(x[i]) = qMdp(y[i+ 1])− pMdq(y[i])
=⇒ pMdq(x[i]) ≡ pMdq(y[i]) (mod q) =⇒ x[i] ≡ y[i] (mod q).
Because x[i], y[i] ∈ Σpq, it follows that x[i] = y[i] for all i ∈ Z.
Since Φ : ΣZpq → Φ(ΣZpq) is a continuous injective map on a compact
metrizable space, it is a homeomorphism. Using the previous theorem we
can deduce that
Φ(Ξp/q) = Φ(Trp/q(R>0)) = Φ(Trp/q(R>0)) = ϕ(R>0) = Yp/q :
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because Φ is a homeomorphism, we can change the order of taking a topolog-
ical closure and applying Φ. Therefore the restriction map Φ : Ξp/q → Yp/q
is continuous and bijective.
Consider now Φ restricted to Ξp/q. We need to show that Φ ◦ σ = σ ◦Φ.
Since these are continuous maps, it is sufficient to prove that they agree on
the dense set Trp/q(R>0) ⊆ Ξp/q. For ξ ∈ R>0 and x = configpq(ξ) we verify
that
Φ(σ(Trp/q(ξ))) = Φ(σ(Trp/q(x))) = Φ(Trp/q(Πp/q,pq(x)))
= Φ(Trp/q((p/q)ξ))
T3.4.6= ϕ((p/q)ξ) = σ(ϕ(ξ)) T3.4.6= σ(Φ(Trp/q(ξ))).
A special case of Lemma 1 in [16] says that ϕp/q(ξ) is not eventually
periodic for ξ ∈ R>0. The last two theorems together with Proposition 3.3.5
yield an alternative proof of this fact.
We begin to examine the properties of the language L(p/q) with the aim
of proving that Ξp/q is not sofic.
Lemma 3.4.8. If a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ Σpq, w ∈ Σnpq for some n, a1 6≡ a2 (mod q)
and b1 6≡ b2 (mod p), then {aiwbj | i, j ∈ {1, 2}} 6⊆ L(p/q).
Proof. Assume to the contrary that {aiwbj | i, j ∈ {1, 2}} ⊆ L(p/q). With-
out loss of generality mq = Mdq(a2) −Mdq(a1) > 0 and mp = Mdp(b1) −
Mdp(b2) > 0. Let ξ1, ξ2 ∈ R>0 be such that Tr(ξi)[0, n + 1] = aiwbi for
i ∈ {1, 2}. For any ξ ∈ R>0 we have
1
qn+1
ψpn+1/qn+1(ξ) =
⌊(
p
q
)n+1
ξ
⌋
−
(
p
q
)n+1
bξc
=
n∑
i=0
(
p
q
)i(⌊(p
q
)n−i+1
ξ
⌋
−
(
p
q
)⌊(
p
q
)n−i
ξ
⌋)
= 1
q
n∑
i=0
(
p
q
)i
ϕp/q(ξ)[n− i]
T3.4.6= 1
q
n∑
i=0
(
p
q
)i
(qMdp(Tr(ξ)[n− i+ 1])− pMdq(Tr(ξ)[n− i])),
and because Tr(ξ1)[1, n] = Tr(ξ2)[1, n], it follows that
ψpn+1/qn+1(ξ1)− ψpn+1/qn+1(ξ2)
= qn
(
qMdp(Tr(ξ1)[n+ 1])−
(
p
q
)n
pMdq(Tr(ξ1)[0])
)
− qn
(
qMdp(Tr(ξ2)[n+ 1])−
(
p
q
)n
pMdq(Tr(ξ2)[0])
)
= qn
(
qmp +
(
p
q
)n
pmq
)
= qn+1mp + pn+1mq ≥ qn+1 + pn+1
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which contradicts the fact that ψpn+1/qn+1(ξ) ∈ Σ−qn+1,pn+1 for all ξ ∈ R>0.
Lemma 3.4.9. Let s, t > 1 be coprime (we do not assume that s > t). If
wa ∈ L(s/t) for some w ∈ Σ+st and a ∈ Σst, then wQs,t(a) ⊆ L(s/t).
Proof. Let x ∈ ΣZst such that Trs/t(x)[0, |wa|−1] = wa and for every d ∈ Σst
let xd ∈ ΣZst be such that xd(−|w|) = d and xd[i] = x[i] for i 6= −|w|. Then
{Trs/t(xd)[0, |wa| − 1] | d ∈ ΣZst} = wQs,t(a)
by repeated application of Proposition 3.3.10.
Lemma 3.4.10. For any a ∈ Σpq it holds that
∣∣∣fq/p,pq(0, a,Σpq)∣∣∣ =
{
2 when Mdp(aq) ∈ {p− i | 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1},
1 otherwise.
Moreover, in the first case, there are da, ba,1, ba,2 = ba,1 + 1 ∈ Σpq such that
ba,2 is divisible by p and fq/p,pq(0, a, ba,1) = da, fq/p,pq(0, a, ba,2) = da + 1.
Proof. For a, b ∈ Σpq write a = a1p+ a0 and b = b1p+ b0. Then
fq/p,pq(0, a, b) = gq,pq(gq,pq(0, a), gq,pq(a, b)) = gq,pq(a1, a0q+b1) = Mdp(a1)q+d,
where d =
⌊
a0q+b1
p
⌋
. If b ranges over Σpq, then b1 ranges over Σq and d can
attain two distinct values if and only if Mdp(aq) = Mdp(a0q) ∈ {p− i | 1 ≤
i ≤ q − 1}.
If d can attain two distinct values, then there is a unique c ∈ Σq \{q−1}
such that
⌊
a0q+c
p
⌋
<
⌊
a0q+(c+1)
p
⌋
. Then we can choose ba,1 = cp + (p − 1)
and ba,2 = (c+ 1)p.
Lemma 3.4.11. For any a ∈ Σpq there is a d ∈ Σpq such that
predp/q(a) =
{
Qq,p(d) ∪Qq,p(d+ 1) if Mdp(aq) ∈ {p− i | 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1},
Qq,p(d) otherwise.
In particular,
∣∣∣predp/q(a)∣∣∣ is equal to 2p or p respectively.
Proof. If Mdp(aq) ∈ {p − i | 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1}, then by the previous lemma
there is a partition B1 ∪ B2 = Σpq such that fq/p,pq(0, a, B1) = d and
fq/p,pq(0, a, B2) = d+1 for some d ∈ Σpq. Then from Proposition 3.3.10 it fol-
lows that fq/p,pq(Σpq, a, B1) = Qq,p(d) and fq/p,pq(Σpq, a, B2) = Qq,p(d+ 1),
so predp/q(a) = Qq,p(d) ∪ Qq,p(d + 1). This is a set of cardinality 2p. The
proof for Mdp(aq) /∈ {p− i | 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1} is similar.
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Lemma 3.4.12. For any w ∈ L(p/q)\{} there is a d ∈ Σpq such that either
predp/q(w) = Qq,p(d) ∪ Qq,p(d + 1) or predp/q(w) = Qq,p(d). In particular,∣∣∣predp/q(w)∣∣∣ is equal to 2p or p.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary word w = av ∈ L(p/q), where v ∈ Σ∗pq and a ∈
Σpq. Evidently predp/q(av) 6= ∅ and by the previous lemma predp/q(av) ⊆
predp/q(a) ⊆ Qq,p(d) ∪ Qq,p(d + 1) for some d ∈ Σpq. Then from Lemma
3.4.9 it follows that predp/q(av) =
⋃
i∈I Qq,p(d + i) for some nonempty set
I ⊆ {0, 1}.
Based on this lemma we define two sets of words for every n ∈ N+:
W1,n = {w ∈ L(p/q) ∩ Σnpq |
∣∣∣predp/q(w)∣∣∣ = p}
W2,n = {w ∈ L(p/q) ∩ Σnpq |
∣∣∣predp/q(w)∣∣∣ = 2p}.
These form a partition L(p/q)∩Σnpq = W1,n∪W2,n. In the next two lemmas
we show how to find all elements of W2,n in the traces of suitable configura-
tions.
Lemma 3.4.13. Let s ∈ Q and es,0 be as in Lemma 3.3.11. Then we have
Trp/q(x⊗0 es,0)[1, n] ∈W2,n for every x ∈ ΣZpq and n ∈ N+.
Proof. Let w = Trp/q(x⊗0 es,0)[1, n]. By Corollary 3.3.12
Trp/q(x⊗0 es,0)[1, n] = Trp/q(x⊗0 es−1,0)[1, n],
so we have sw, (s − 1)w ∈ L(p/q). By Lemma 3.4.9 predp/q(w) contains at
least 2p words, so w ∈W2,n.
Lemma 3.4.14. Let Q = {np | 1 ≤ n < q} and fix n ∈ N+. For every
s ∈ Q the set
Ws = {Trp/q(x)[1, n] | x ∈ ΣZpq, x[0] = s, x[i] = 0 for i > 0} ⊆W2,n
contains qn elements, W2,n =
⋃
s∈QWs and |W2,n| = qn(q − 1).
Proof. Denote W = ⋃s∈QWs. We begin by showing that W ⊆ W2,n and
that |W | = qn(q − 1). First, Ws ⊆ W2,n follows from the previous lemma,
and by repeated application of Proposition 3.3.10 it follows that |Ws| = qn.
To prove that |W | = qn(q − 1) it is enough to show that Ws ∩ Ws′ = ∅
for distinct s, s′ ∈ Q. This in turn follows by showing that fp/q,pq(a, s, 0) 6=
fp/q,pq(b, s′, 0) for all a, b ∈ Σpq. Therefore let a = a1q + a0, b = b1q + b0,
s = s1q+ s0 and s′ = s′1q+ s′0. Let d1, d′1 ∈ Σp and d0, d′0 ∈ Σq be such that
s0p = d1q + d0 and s′0p = d′1q + d′0. Since s, s′ ∈ Q, we have s 6≡ s′ (mod q)
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so the values s0, s′0 ∈ Σq are distinct. Then |s0p− s′0p| ≥ p > q, so d1 6= d′1.
We compute
fp/q,pq(a, s, 0) = gp,pq(gp,pq(a, s), gp,pq(s, 0)) = gp,pq(a0p+ s1, s0p)
= Mdq(a0p+ s1)p+ d1 6≡ Mdq(b0p+ s′1)p+ d′1 = fp/q,pq(b, s′, 0) (mod p).
To prove the inclusion W2,n ⊆ W it is now sufficient to show that
|W2,n| = qn(q − 1). The proof is by induction. The case n = 1 follows
from Lemma 3.4.11, so let us assume that the claim holds for some n ∈ N+.
By the previous paragraph |W2,n+1| ≥ qn+1(q − 1), so let us assume con-
trary to our claim that |W2,n+1| > qn+1(q − 1). Every element of W2,n+1
is of the form wa where w ∈ W2,n and a ∈ Σpq, so by pigeonhole principle
there exist w ∈ W2,n and letters a1, a2, . . . , ak ∈ Σpq with k > q such that
wai ∈W2,n+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Without loss of generality a1 6≡ a2 (mod p)
and predp/q(wa1) = predp/q(w) = predp/q(wa2), which contradicts Lemma
3.4.8.
This characterization of the set W2,n will be of use in proving that Ξp/q
is not sofic. As a byproduct we found the cardinality of W2,n, which allows
us to compute the complexity function of Ξp/q.
Theorem 3.4.15. PΞp/q(n) = pq(pn−1 − qn−1) q−1p−q + pnq for every n ∈ N+.
Proof. The proof is by induction. In the case n = 1 the expression equals
pq, so let us assume that the equation holds for some n ∈ N+. Then
PΞp/q(n+ 1) = 2p|W2,n|+ p|W1,n| = 2p|W2,n|+ p(PΞp/q(n)− |W2,n|)
= p(|W2,n|+ PΞp/q(n)) = p
(
qn(q − 1) + pq(pn−1 − qn−1)q − 1
p− q + p
nq
)
= pqn(q − 1)p− q
p− q + p
2q(pn−1 − qn−1)q − 1
p− q + p
n+1q
=
(
pqn(p− q) + p2q(pn−1 − qn−1)
) q − 1
p− q + p
n+1q
=
(
p2qn − pqn+1 + pn+1q − p2qn
) q − 1
p− q + p
n+1q
= pq(pn − qn)q − 1
p− q + p
n+1q.
Example 3.4.16. For p/q = 3/2, this is 6(3n−1−2n−1)+3n ·2 = 4·3n−3·2n.
The first few terms are 6, 24, 84, 276, 876, . . .
Lemma 3.4.17. Let Q = {np | 1 ≤ n < q}, j ∈ Z and x ∈ ΣZpq such that
x[j] ∈ Q and x[i] = 0 for i > j. Then Trp/q(x) is not eventually periodic.
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Proof. Assume to the contrary that there are N ∈ N, P ∈ N+ such that
Trp/q(x)[i] = Trp/q(x)[i + P ] for i ≥ N . By Lemma 3.3.12 we can see that
ΠNp/q,pq(x)[j + N ] ∈ Q and ΠNp/q,pq(x)[i + N ] = 0 for i > j, so without loss
of generality (by considering the configuration ΠMp/q,pq(x) instead of x for
sufficiently large M if necessary) N = 0 and j ≥ 0.
For each n ∈ N+ let xn = 0Z⊗−((n+1)P+1) x, so for every 0 ≤ i ≤ nP + 1
it holds that
Trp/q(xn)[i] = Trp/q(x)[i] = Trp/q(x)[i+ P ] = Trp/q(xn)[i+ P ].
By Theorem 3.4.6 Φ(Tr(xn)) = ϕ(real(xn)), so it follows that
ϕ(real(xn))[i] = ϕ(real(xn))[i+P ] = ϕ
((
p
q
)P
real(xn)
)
[i] for 0 ≤ i ≤ nP,
which by Lemma 3.4.3 implies that
∣∣∣frac(real(xn))− frac((p/q)P real(xn))∣∣∣ =
O((q/p)nP ). On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3.12
xn[j] ∈ Q, ΠPp/q,pq(xn)[j+P ] ∈ Q, xn[i] = ΠPp/q,pq(xn)[i+P ] = 0 for i > j.
Since xn and ΠPp/q,pq(xn) are base-pq representations of the numbers real(xn)
and (p/q)P real(xn), it follows that∣∣∣frac(real(xn))− frac((p/q)P real(xn))∣∣∣ ≥ (pq)−(j+P ),
a contradiction for sufficiently big n ∈ N+.
Theorem 3.4.18. The subshift Ξp/q ∩ ΣZp is not sofic.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that Ξp/q ∩ ΣZp is sofic. We define z ∈ ΣZpq
as follows. First let z[0] = p and z[i] = 0 for i ∈ N+. Now let i ∈ N+
and assume that z[0], . . . , z[−(i − 1)] have been defined. By the permutiv-
ity property of Proposition 3.3.10 we can define z[−i] in such a way that
Trp/q(z)[i] ∈ Σp. By Lemma 3.4.14 the inclusion Trp/q(z)[1, n] ∈W2,n holds
for all n ∈ N+. A compactness argument together with Lemma 3.4.12 shows
that predp/q(Trp/q(z)[1,∞]) = Qq,p(d) ∪ Qq,p(d + 1) for some d ∈ Σpq. We
can choose a ∈ Qq,p(d) ∩ Σp and b ∈ Qq,p(d+ 1) ∩ Σp so in particular a 6≡ b
(mod q).
We define x1, x2 ∈ Ξp/q as follows. First let x1[0,∞] = aTrp/q(z)[1,∞]
and x2[0,∞] = bTrp/q(z)[1,∞]. Now let i ∈ N+ and assume inductively that
x1[0], . . . , x1[−(i−1)] have been defined so that all prefixes of x[−(i−1),∞]
are in L(Ξp/q) ∩ Σ∗p. By Lemma 3.4.9 and by compactness there exists
e ∈ Σpq such that Qq,p(e) ⊆ predp/q(x[−(i−1),∞]). Then choose arbitrarily
x[i] ∈ Qq,p(e) ∩ Σp. All the subwords of x1 belong to L(Ξp/q) ∩ Σ∗p and
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therefore x1 ∈ Ξp/q ∩ ΣZp . By the same argument we define x2 so that
x2 ∈ Ξp/q ∩ ΣZp .
Define x ∈ (Ξp/q ∩ ΣZp )× (Ξp/q ∩ ΣZp ) ⊆ (Σ2p)Z by x[i] = (x1[i], x2[i]) for
i ∈ Z. Since (Ξp/q ∩ ΣZp )× (Ξp/q ∩ ΣZp ) is also sofic, by the pumping lemma
of regular languages there exist N,P ∈ N+ such that
yi = xi[−∞, N − 1]xi[N,N + P − 1]∞ ∈ Ξp/q for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Because y1[0] = x1[0] = a 6≡ b = x2[0] = y2[0] (mod q) and y1[i] = y2[i] for
i > 0, it follows that y1[1, n] ∈ W2,p for every n ∈ N+, so by compactness
and by Lemma 3.4.14 there exists y ∈ ΣZpq such that y[0] ∈ Q = {np |
1 ≤ n < q}, y[i] = 0 for i > 0 and Trp/q(y)[1,∞] = y1[1,∞]: in particular
Trp/q(y)[i] = Trp/q(x)[i+P ] for every i ≥ N , which contradicts the previous
lemma.
Corollary 3.4.19. The subshift Ξp/q is not sofic. In particular, the CA
Πp/q,pq is not regular.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that Ξp/q is sofic. Then Ξp/q ∩ ΣZp is also
sofic as the intersection of two sofic subshifts, but this is impossible by the
previous theorem.
We mention in passing that Jalonen and Kari show in Proposition 6 of
[27] that there exists a reversible CA on a full shift which is left expansive
(stated in [27] for right expansive CA) and has a non-sofic trace subshift.
The previous corollary gives an alternative proof of this fact, because it
follows from Proposition 3.3.4 that Πp/q,pq is left expansive.
3.5 Trace Subshifts and the Distribution of Frac-
tional Parts frac(ξ(p/q)i))
In this section we assume that p > q > 1 are coprime integers. Our study of
the trace subshift Ξp/q allows us to make progress on a generalized version
of Mahler’s problem. For any S ⊆ R we denote
Zp/q(S) =
{
ξ > 0
∣∣∣∣ frac
(
ξ
(
p
q
)i)
∈ frac(S) for every i ∈ N
}
.
Note that in this definition only the fractional parts of S are considered,
which allows us to write e.g. Zp/q([0, 1/2) ∪ [3/4, 1)) = Zp/q([3/4, 3/2)).
Mahler’s question [45] is whether the set Z3/2([0, 1/2)) is empty or not.
More generally, for all p, q it is an open problem whether Zp/q([0, 1/q)) is
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empty or not: the general consensus is that Zp/q([0, 1/q)) is empty. It is
a result of Flatto, Lagarias and Pollington [18] that Zp/q(S) = ∅ whenever
S ⊆ R is an interval strictly shorter than 1/p.
If ξ ∈ R>0 and x = configpq(ξ), then ξ ∈ [0, 1/q) is equivalent to x[1] ∈
Σp. Therefore determining whether Zp/q([0, 1/q)) is nonempty is equivalent
to determining whether there exists ξ ∈ R>0 such that Trp/q,1(x)[0,∞] ∈ ΣZp
for x = configpq(ξ). The difficulty of making this determination may be
connected to the fact that Ξp/q∩ΣZp is not a sofic subshift (Theorem 3.4.18).
On the other hand, in the following it turns out that in the case p ≥ 2q − 1
there is a special digit set Dp,q ⊆ Σpq such that Ξp/q ∩ DZp,q is an SFT
(Corollary 3.5.6) and which can be used to find small finite unions of intervals
Ip,q,k such that Zp/q(Ip,q,k) 6= ∅ (Theorem 3.5.12).
Definition 3.5.1. Let p ≥ 2q − 1. For every d ∈ Σq let kd ∈ Σp be the
unique digit such that Mdp(kdq) = d. Then let
Dp,q = {a ∈ Σpq | a ≡ kd (mod p) for some d ∈ Σq}.
To each kd we associate jd ∈ Σq which is the unique element such that
kdq = jdp+ d.
Example 3.5.2. Consider the case p = 3 and q = 2. Then Σq = {0, 1}
and D3,2 = {0, 2, 3, 5} consists of the elements of Σ6 which are congruent
to either k0 = 0 or k1 = 2 (mod 3). We see that 2k0 = 0 = 0 · 3 + 0 and
2k1 = 4 = 1 · 3 + 1, so j0 = 0 and j1 = 1.
It turns out that Ξp/q ∩DZp,q is an SFT for which we can give a simple
characterization.
Lemma 3.5.3. The sets Qq,p(jd) ∩Dp,q (d ∈ Σq) form a partition of Dp,q
such that |Qq,p(jd) ∩Dp,q| = q.
Proof. The set Dp,q is the union of q residue classes modulo p (within Σpq),
so as a complete residue system modulo p the set Qq,p(jd) intersects each of
these classes by a single element and |Qq,p(jd) ∩Dp,q| = q. By definition all
the numbers jd are in different residue classes modulo q, so the sets Qq,p(jd)
are disjoint and
∣∣∣⋃d∈Σq Qq,p(jd) ∩Dp,q∣∣∣ = q2. This equals the cardinality of
Dp,q, so the sets Qq,p(jd) ∩Dp,q form a partition.
Lemma 3.5.4. Let p > q ≥ 2 be coprime such that p ≥ 2q − 1. For every
d ∈ Σq let jd ∈ Σq be the unique element such that kdq = jdp + d. If
aw ∈ L(p/q) for some w ∈ Σ∗pq and a ∈ Dp,q such that a ≡ kd (mod p), then
predp/q(aw) = Qq,p(jd).
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Proof. To show the inclusion from left to right, assume that b ∈ predp/q(aw),
so b = fq/p,pq(x, a, y) for some x, y ∈ Σpq. Let us write a = a1p + a0,
y = y1p+y0, gq,pq(x, a) = z = z1p+ z0 and gq,pq(a, y) = u = u1p+u0, where
a0, y0, z0, u0 ∈ Σp and a1, y1, z1, u1 ∈ Σq. Here a0 = kd because a ≡ kd
(mod p) and u1 = jd because gq,pq(a, y) = kdq + y1 = jdp + (d + y1) and
d+ y1 ≤ (q − 1) + (q − 1) < p. Now
fq/p,pq(x, a, y) = gq,pq(gq,pq(x, a), gq,pq(a, y)) = gq,pq(z, u) = z0q + jd,
and thus b ∈ Qq,p(jd).
Now we show the inclusion from right to left. Fix some b ∈ predp/q(aw),
i.e. baw ∈ L(p/q). By the previous paragraph b ∈ Qq,p(jd) and therefore
Qq,p(b) = Qq,p(jd). Now
Qq,p(jd)aw = Qq,p(b)aw
L3.4.9⊆ L(p/q),
which means that Qq,p(jd) ⊆ predp/q(aw).
Lemma 3.5.5. Let p ≥ 2q − 1. For any w ∈ L(p/q) ∩ D+p,q there is a
configuration x ∈ Ξp/q ∩DZp,q in which w occurs.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that predp/q(w) ∩Dp,q 6= ∅ and succp/q(w) ∩
Dp,q 6= ∅, because then the claim follows by induction and by compactness.
By the previous lemma predp/q(w)∩Dp,q = Qq,p(jd)∩Dp,q for some d ∈ Σq
and by Lemma 3.5.3 this set is not empty.
Write now w = w[1] · · ·w[k] for some w[i] ∈ Dp,q. By Lemma 3.5.3
there is some d ∈ Σq such that w[k] ∈ Qq,p(jd) ∩ Dp,q, so by the previous
lemma w[k] ∈ predp/q(kd). An induction using the previous lemma shows
that w[i] · · ·w[k]kd ∈ L(p/q) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k so in particular wkd ∈ L(p/q)
and kd ∈ succp/q(w).
A simple induction using Lemma 3.5.4 provides the following corollary.
Corollary 3.5.6. For p ≥ 2q − 1 the subshift Ξp/q ∩DZp,q is an SFT and it
is equal to XF with the collection of forbidden words
F = Σ2pq \ {ba ∈ D2p,q | b ∈ Qq,p(jd) and a ∈ Qp,q(kd) for some d ∈ Σq}
where jd ∈ Σq is the unique digit with kdq = jdp+ d.
Example 3.5.7. Consider the case p = 3 and q = 2. Recall that D3,2 =
{0, 2, 3, 5}, k0 = 0, k1 = 2 and j0 = 0 and j1 = 1. Then (Q2,3(j0) ×
Q3,2(k0))∩D23,2 = ({0, 2, 4}×{0, 3})∩D23,2 = {0, 2}×{0, 3} and (Q2,3(j1)×
Q3,2(k1)) ∩D23,2 = ({1, 3, 5} × {2, 5}) ∩D23,2 = {3, 5} × {2, 5}. The subshift
Ξ3/2 ∩DZ3,2 is determined by a collection of forbidden words
F = Σ26 \ (({0, 2} × {0, 3}) ∪ ({3, 5} × {2, 5})) .
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0 5
Figure 3.8: The graph of the subshift Ξ3/2 ∩DZ3,2.
and its elements are the labels of all bi-infinite paths in the graph in Figure
3.8.
From Figure 3.8 it is clear that
∣∣∣L(3/2) ∩Dn3,2∣∣∣ = 2n+1 for every n > 0.
This fact can be generalized.
Lemma 3.5.8. If p ≥ 2q − 1, then
∣∣∣L(p/q) ∩Dnp,q∣∣∣ = qn+1 for every n > 0.
Proof. The proof is by induction. The case n = 1 is clear because |Dp,q| =
q2. Next assume that the equality
∣∣∣L(p/q) ∩Dnp,q∣∣∣ = qn+1 holds for some
n > 0. To prove the induction step, it would be sufficient to show that∣∣∣predp/q(w) ∩Dp,q∣∣∣ = q for every w ∈ L(p/q)∩Dnp,q. Since w ∈ L(p/q)∩Dnp,q,
it can be written in the form w = av with a ∈ Dp,q, v ∈ Σ∗pq and a ≡ kd
(mod p) for some d ∈ Σq. By Lemma 3.5.4 predp/q(av) = Qq,p(jd) and by
Lemma 3.5.3 we have that |Qq,p(jd) ∩Dp,q| = q, so we are done.
Lemma 3.5.9. For any x ∈ ΣZpq and d ∈ Dp,q there is a configuration
z ∈ ΣZpq such that z[−∞, 0] = x[−∞, 0], z[1] = d and Trp/q,1(z)[0,∞] ∈ DNp,q.
Proof. We will show that for every integer k ≥ −1 there is a configura-
tion zk ∈ ΣZpq such that zk[−i] = x[−i] for 0 ≤ i ≤ k, zk[1] = d and
Trp/q,1(zk)[0,∞] ∈ DNp,q. Then the claim of the lemma follows by choosing
z ∈ ΣZpq as the limit of some converging subsequence of (zk)k≥−1.
The proof is by induction on k. In case k = −1 we take any w ∈ Ξp/q ∩
DZp,q such that w[0] = d, which exists by Lemma 3.5.5. The configuration w
can be realized as a trace of some configuration z−1 ∈ ΣZpq, i.e. z−1[1] = d
and Trp/q,1(z−1) = w ∈ DZp,q.
Assume now that zk has been constructed for some k ≥ −1. Let z′ ∈ ΣZpq
be such that z′[−(k + 1)] = x[−(k + 1)] and z′[i] = zk[i] for i ∈ Z \ {−(k +
1)}. By Proposition 3.3.10 Πk+2p/q,pq(z′)[1] is congruent to Πk+2p/q,pq(zk)[1] ∈
Dp,q modulo p and therefore Πk+2p/q,pq(z
′)[1] ∈ Dp,q. Now choose w ∈ Ξp/q ∩
DZp,q such that w[i] = Πip/q,pq(z′)[1] when 0 ≤ i ≤ k + 2 (this exists by
Lemma 3.5.5) and let y ∈ ΣZpq such that Trp/q,1(y) = w. Then define a new
configuration zk+1 by
zk+1[i] =
{
x[i] = z′[i] when − (k + 1) ≤ i ≤ 0
y[i] when i > 0
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and for other indices i, zk+1[i] will be defined suitably. Now it suffices to
prove the following claim.
Claim. It is possible to define zk+1[−i] for i > k + 1 in such a way that
Trp/q,1(zk+1)[m] = w[m] for all m ∈ N.
Proof of claim. The proof is by induction on m. The case m = 0 is
trivial, because Trp/q,1(zk+1)[0] = zk+1[1] = y[1] = w[0].
Assume next that the claim holds for all natural numbers up to m. To
prove the claim for m+ 1, we consider two different cases.
Case m+1 ≤ k+2: Since Trp/q,1(zk+1)[i] = Trp/q,1(z′)[i] for i ≤ m, from
zk+1[−m, 0] = z′[−m, 0] it follows that Πmp/q,pq(zk+1)[0] = Πmp/q,pq(z′)[0] and
from zk+1[2,∞] = y[2,∞] it follows that Πmp/q,pq(zk+1)[2] = Πmp/q,pq(y)[2].
Therefore,
Trp/q,1(zk+1)[m+ 1]
= fp/q,pq(Πmp/q,pq(zk+1)[0],Πmp/q,pq(zk+1)[1],Πmp/q,pq(zk+1)[2])
= fp/q,pq(Πmp/q,pq(z′)[0], w[m],Πmp/q,pq(y)[2])
= fp/q,pq(Πmp/q,pq(z′)[0],Πmp/q,pq(z′)[1],Πmp/q,pq(y)[2]) = w[m+ 1],
where the last equality follows from
fp/q,pq(Πmp/q,pq(z′)[0],Πmp/q,pq(z′)[1],Πmp/q,pq(z′)[2]) = w[m+ 1]
= fp/q,pq(Πmp/q,pq(y)[0],Πmp/q,pq(z′)[1],Πmp/q,pq(y)[2])
by applying Corollary 3.3.7.
Case m + 1 > k + 2: As in the previous case we find that the equality
Πmp/q,pq(zk+1)[2] = Πmp/q,pq(y)[2] holds. By Proposition 3.3.10
Trp/q,1(zk+1)[m+ 1]
= fp/q,pq(Πmp/q,pq(zk+1)[0],Πmp/q,pq(zk+1)[1],Πmp/q,pq(zk+1)[2])
= fp/q,pq(Πmp/q,pq(zk+1)[0],Πmp/q,pq(y)[1],Πmp/q,pq(y)[2])
and w[m + 1] = fp/q,pq(Πmp/q,pq(y)[0],Πmp/q,pq(y)[1],Πmp/q,pq(y)[2]) are congru-
ent modulo p. By Proposition 3.3.10, zk+1[−m] can be chosen such that
Trp/q,1(zk+1)[m+ 1] = w[m+ 1].
Corollary 3.5.10. If p ≥ 2q − 1, then for every n ∈ N and d ∈ Dp,q we
have Zp/q(I) ∩
[
n+ 1pqd, n+
1
pq (d+ 1)
]
6= ∅, where
I =
⋃
a∈Dp,q
[ 1
pq
a,
1
pq
(a+ 1)
]
.
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Π−33/2,6(x) 1
Π−23/2,6(x) 0 2
Π−13/2,6(x) 4 3 3
x . . . 2 3 5 1 . . .
Π3/2,6(x) 5 4 5
Π23/2,6(x) 4 2
Π33/2,6(x) 3
Figure 3.9: A part of the configuration computed from the trace.
Proof. Let x = configpq(n), let z ∈ ΣZpq be as in the statement of the pre-
vious lemma and let ξ = real(z). Then ξ ∈
[
n+ dpq , n+
d+1
pq
]
and from
Trp/q,1(z)[0,∞] ∈ DNp,q it follows that ξ ∈ Zp/q(I).
Remark 3.5.11. Akiyama, Frougny and Sakarovitch have proved in [1]
that if p ≥ 2q − 1, then Zp/q(I ′) 6= ∅, where
I ′ =
⋃
d∈Σq
[1
p
kd,
1
p
(kd + 1)
]
.
Their proof is based on the study of a non-stardard base-p/q numeration
system. The previous corollary gives a new proof of this fact, because mul-
tiplying any element of Zp/q(I) by q yields an element of Zp/q(I ′).
Theorem 3.5.12. If p ≥ 2q − 1 and k > 0, then there exists a finite union
of intervals Ip,q,k of total length at most (q/p)k such that Zp/q(Ip,q,k) 6= ∅.
Proof. Let k > 0 be fixed and using Lemma 3.5.9 choose any x′ ∈ ΣZpq such
that real(x′) > 0 and Trp/q,1(x) ∈ DNp,q. Let x = Πk−1p/q,pq(σ−(k−1)(x′)) and
ξ = real(x). Based on x we define a collection of words
W = {Πnp/q,pq(x)[1, k] | n ∈ N}.
The set W determines a finite union of intervals
Ip,q,k =
⋃
w∈W
[
realpq(w), realpq(w) + (pq)−k
]
,
and ξ ∈ Zp/q(Ip,q,k) by the definition ofW . Each interval in Ip,q,k has length
(pq)−k, so to prove that the total length of Ip,q,k is at most (q/p)k it is
sufficient to show that |W | ≤ q2k.
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For the k-trace of x we have
Trp/q,k(x)[i] = Trp/q,k(Πk−1p/q,pq(σ
−(k−1)(x′)))[i]
= Trp/q,1(Πk−1p/q,pq(x
′))[i]
= Trp/q,1(x′)[i+ (k − 1)] for every i ∈ N,
from which it follows that Trp/q,k(x)[i] ∈ Dp,q for every i ≥ −(k− 1). Thus,
the words in the set
V = {Trp/q,k(Πnp/q,pq(x))[−(k − 1), (k − 1)] | n ∈ N}
belong to L(p/q) ∩ D2k−1p,q . By using the radius-1 CA ∆p/q from Proposi-
tion 3.3.4 we see that for every n the word Πnp/q,pq(x)[1, k] can be computed
from Trp/q,k(Πnp/q,pq(x))[−(k − 1), (k − 1)] (see Figure 3.9) and therefore
|W | ≤ |V |. Combining this observation with Lemma 3.5.8 yields
|W | ≤ |V | ≤
∣∣∣L(p/q) ∩D2k−1p,q ∣∣∣ = q2k.
Remark 3.5.13. The set Ip,q,k constructed in the proof of the previous
theorem is a union of q2k intervals, each of which is of length (pq)−k.
Corollary 3.5.14. If p > q > 1 and  > 0, then there exists a finite union
of intervals Jp,q, of total length at most  such that Zp/q(Jp,q,) 6= ∅.
Proof. Choose some n > 0 such that pn ≥ 2qn − 1. Then by the previous
theorem there exists a finite union of intervals I0 of total length at most
η = (p − 1)/(pn − 1) such that Zpn/qn(I0) 6= ∅. For 0 < i < n define
inductively
Ii =
{
frac
(
ξ
p
q
)
∈ [0, 1)
∣∣∣∣ ξ ≥ 0 and frac (ξ) ∈ Ii−1} .
We show by induction that each Ii is a finite union of intervals of total length
at most piη. Assume therefore that Ii−1 has total length at most pi−1η and
for 0 ≤ j < q let
Ii,j =
{
frac
(
ξ
p
q
)
∈ [0, 1)
∣∣∣∣ ξ ≥ 0, bξc ≡ j (mod q) and frac (ξ) ∈ Ii−1} .
Each Ii,j is a finite union of intervals of total length at most (p/q)pi−1η,
because frac
(
ξ pq
)
depends only on frac(ξ) and the value of bξc modulo q.
Then from Ii =
⋃q−1
j=0 Ii,j it follows that Ii is a finite union of intervals of
total length at most q(p/q)qi−1η = piη.
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We conclude by noting that Jp,q, =
⋃n−1
i=0 Ii is a finite union of intervals
of total length at most
n−1∑
i=0
(pi)η = p
n − 1
p− 1 η = 
and Zp/q(Jp,q,) ⊇ Zpk/qk(I0) 6= ∅.
3.6 Mixingness of Fractional Multiplication
Automata and the Distribution of Fractional
Parts frac(ξ(p/q)i)
In this section we assume that p, q > 1 are integers that are not necessarily
coprime and that µ is the uniform measure on ΣZpq. We will prove that
Πp/q,pq is strongly mixing with respect to µ when p > q. As a corollary we
prove the existence of large sets S such that Zp/q(S) is empty.
The next lemma is a special case of a well known measure theoretical
result (see e.g. Theorem 2.18 in [47]):
Lemma 3.6.1. For every S ∈ Σ(C) and  > 0 there is an open set U ⊆ AZ
such that S ⊆ U and µ(U \ S) < .
Lemma 3.6.2. If F : AZ → AZ is an ergodic CA, then for every  > 0 there
is a finite collection of cylinders {Ui}i∈I such that µ(⋃i∈I Ui) <  and{
x ∈ AZ
∣∣∣∣ F t(x) ∈ ⋃
i∈I
Ui for some t ∈ N
}
= AZ.
Proof. Let C ∈ C be such that 0 < µ(C) < /2. By continuity of F ,
B = ⋃t∈N F−t(C) is open and µ(B) = 1 by ergodicity of F (see Theorem 1.5
in [59]). Equivalently, B′ = AZ \B is closed (and compact) and µ(B′) = 0.
Let V be an open set such that B′ ⊆ V and µ(V ) < /2: such a set exists by
Lemma 3.6.1. Because C is a basis of the topology of AZ, there is a collection
of cylinders {Vi}i∈J such that V = ⋃i∈J Vi. By compactness of B′ there is
a finite set I ′ ⊆ J such that B′ ⊆ ⋃i∈I′ Vi. Now {Ui}i∈I = {C} ∪ {Vi}i∈I′ is
a finite collection of cylinders such that µ(⋃i∈I Ui) <  and{
x ∈ AZ
∣∣∣∣ F t(x) ∈ ⋃
i∈I
Ui for some t ∈ N
}
⊇ B ∪
⋃
i∈I′
Vi ⊇ B ∪B′ = AZ.
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We will prove that Πp/q,pq is strongly mixing. For the statement of the
following lemmas, we define a function int : Σ+pq → N by
int(w[1]w[2] · · ·w[k]) =
k−1∑
i=0
w[k − i](pq)i,
i.e. int(w) is the integer having w as a base-pq representation.
Lemma 3.6.3. Let w1, w2 ∈ Σkpq for some k ≥ 2 and let t > 0 be a natural
number. Then
1. int(w1) < qt =⇒ int(gp,pq(w1)) < qt−1 and
2. int(w2) ≡ int(w1) + qt (mod (pq)k)
=⇒ int(gp,pq(w2)) ≡ int(gp,pq(w1)) + qt−1 (mod (pq)k−1).
Proof. Let xi ∈ ΣZpq (i = 1, 2) be such that xi[−(k−1), 0] = wi and xi[j] = 0
for j < −(k − 1) and j > 0. From this definition of xi it follows that
int(wi) = realpq(xi). Denote yi = Πp,pq(xi). We have
∞∑
j=−∞
yi[−j](pq)j = realpq(yi) = p realpq(xi) = p int(wi)
and
int(gp,pq(wi)) = int(yi[−(k − 1),−1])
=
k−1∑
j=1
yi[−j](pq)j−1 ≡ bint(wi)/qc (mod (pq)k−1).
Also note that int(gp,pq(wi)) < (pq)k−1.
For the proof of the first part, assume that int(w1) < qt. Combining this
with the observations above yields int(gp,pq(wi)) ≤ bint(wi)/qc < qt−1.
For the proof of the second part, assume that int(w2) ≡ int(w1) + qt
(mod (pq)k). Then there exists n ∈ Z such that int(w2) = int(w1) + qt +
n(pq)k and
int(gp,pq(w2)) ≡ bint(w2)/qc ≡ bint(w1)/qc+ qt−1 + np(pq)k−1
≡ bint(w1)/qc+ qt−1 ≡ int(gp,pq(w1)) + qt−1 (mod (pq)k−1).
Lemma 3.6.4. Let t > 0 and w1, w2 ∈ Σkpq for some k ≥ t+ 1.
1. If int(w1) < qt, then int(gtp,pq(w1)) = 0.
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2. If int(w2) ≡ int(w1) + qt (mod (pq)k), then
int(gtp,pq(w2)) ≡ int(gtp,pq(w1)) + 1 (mod (pq)k−t).
Proof. Both claims follow by repeated application of the previous lemma.
Lemma 3.6.5. Let t > 0 and w1, w2 ∈ Σkpq for some k ≥ 2t+ 1. Then
1. int(w1) < q2t =⇒ int(f tp/q,pq(w1)) = 0 and
2. int(w2) ≡ int(w1) + q2t (mod (pq)k)
=⇒ int(f tp/q,pq(w2)) ≡ int(f tp/q,pq(w1)) + 1 (mod (pq)k−2t).
Proof. Note that fp/q,pq(w) = g2p,pq(w) for every w ∈ Σ∗pq such that |w| ≥ 3
by the definition of the local rule fp/q,pq. The result therefore follows from
the previous lemma.
The content of Lemma 3.6.5 is as follows. Assume that {wi}(pq)
k−1
i=0 is the
enumeration of all the words in Σkpq in the lexicographical order, meaning
that w0 = 00 · · · 00, w1 = 00 · · · 01, w2 = 00 · · · 02 and so on. Then let
i run through all the integers between 0 and (pq)k − 1. For the first q2t
values of i we have f tp/q,pq(wi) = 00 · · · 00, for the next q2t values of i we
have f tp/q,pq(wi) = 00 · · · 01, and for the following q2t values of i we have
f tp/q,pq(wi) = 00 · · · 02. Eventually, as i is incremented from q2t(pq)k−2t−1 to
q2t(pq)k−2t, the word f tp/q,pq(wi) loops from (pq−1)(pq−1) · · · (pq−1)(pq−1)
back to 00 · · · 00.
Theorem 3.6.6. If p > q > 1, then Πp/q,pq is strongly mixing and in
particular ergodic.
Proof. Firstly, Πp/q,pq preserves the uniform measure because it is surjective.
Then, by Theorem 1.17 in [59] it is sufficient to verify the condition
lim
t→∞µ(Π
−t
p/q,pq(C1) ∩ C2) = µ(C1)µ(C2)
for every C1, C2 ∈ C. Without loss of generality we may consider cylinders
C1 = Cyl(v1, 0) and C2 = Cyl(v2, i). Denote l1 = |v1|, l2 = |v2| and let
t ≥ i+ l2 be a natural number.
Consider an arbitrary word w ∈ Σ2t+l1pq and its decomposition w =
w1w2w3, where w1 ∈ Σt+ipq , w2 ∈ Σl2pq and w3 ∈ Σt+l1−i−l2pq . The follow-
ing conditions may or may not be satisfied by w (see Figure 3.10):
1. f tp/q,pq(w) = v1
2. w2 = v2.
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w1 w2
?= v2 w3
f tp/q,pq(w)
?= v1
t l2 t
l1
0 i
Πtp/q,pq
Figure 3.10: Relations between the words v1, v2 and w1w2w3.
Note that if w satisfies condition 1, then Πtp/q,pq(Cyl(w,−t)) ⊆ C1, and
otherwise Πtp/q,pq(Cyl(w,−t))∩C1 = ∅. Also, if w satisfies condition 2, then
Cyl(w,−t) ⊆ C2, and otherwise Cyl(w,−t) ∩ C2 = ∅. Let Wt ⊆ Σ2t+l1pq be
the collection of those words w that satisfy both conditions. It follows that
µ(Π−tp/q,pq(C1) ∩ C2) = µ
 ⋃
w∈Wt
Cyl(w,−t)
 = |Wt|(pq)−(2t+l1).
Next, we estimate the number of words w = w1w2w3 in Wt. In any
case, to satisfy condition 2, w2 must equal v2. Then, for any of the (pq)t+i
choices of w1, the number of choices for w3 that satisfy condition 1 is between
(pq)t+l1−i−l2/(pq)l1 − q2t and (pq)t+l1−i−l2/(pq)l1 + q2t by Lemma 3.6.5 (and
the paragraph following it). Thus,
(
(pq)t−i−l2 − q2t
)
(pq)t+i(pq)−(2t+l1) ≤ µ(Π−tp/q,pq(C1) ∩ C2)
≤
(
(pq)t−i−l2 + q2t
)
(pq)t+i(pq)−(2t+l1),
and as t tends to infinity,
lim
t→∞µ(Π
−t
p/q,pq(C1) ∩ C2) = (pq)−l1−l2 = µ(C1)µ(C2).
Remark 3.6.7. One consequence of the map Πp/q,pq being ergodic is that
{Πtp/q,pq(x) | t ∈ N} is dense in ΣZpq for almost all x ∈ ΣZpq. Note the
relation with Problem 3.1.10: Πp/q,pq being a strongly universal pattern
generator with a finite configuration x ∈ Σpq is equivalent to saying that
{Πtp/q,pq(x) | t ∈ N} is dense in ΣZpq.
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Theorem 3.6.8. If p > q > 1 and  > 0, then there exists a finite union of
intervalsKp,q, ⊆ [0, 1) of total length at least 1− such that Zp/q(Kp,q,) = ∅.
Proof. By the previous theorem Πp/q,pq is ergodic and by Lemma 3.6.2 there
is a finite collection of cylinders {Ui}i∈I such that µ(⋃i∈I Ui) <  and{
x ∈ ΣZpq
∣∣∣∣ Πtp/q,pq(x) ∈ ⋃
i∈I
Ui for some t ∈ N
}
= ΣZpq.
Without loss of generality we may assume that for every i ∈ I, Ui =
Cyl(wi, 1) and wi ∈ Σkpq for a fixed k > 0. Consider the collection of words
W = Σkpq \ {wi}i∈I and define
Kp,q, =
⋃
v∈W
[
realpq(v), realpq(v) + (pq)−k
)
.
The set Kp,q, has total length
|W |
(pq)k = 1−
|I|
(pq)k = 1− µ
(⋃
i∈I
Ui
)
≥ 1− .
Now let ξ > 0 be arbitrary and denote x = configpq(ξ). There exists
a t ∈ N such that Πtp/q,pq(x) ∈
⋃
i∈I Ui, and equivalently, Πtp/q,pq(x) /∈⋃
v∈W (Cyl(v, 1)). This means that frac(ξ(p/q)t) /∈ Kp,q,, and therefore
Zp/q(Kp,q,) = ∅.
We conclude this section with one more note on Theorem 3.6.6. It was
shown in [56] that if a cellular automaton F : AZ → AZ is either left permu-
tive with memory 6= 0 or right permutive with anticipation 6= 0, then it is
strongly mixing. In the proof of Theorem 3.6.6 we used Lemma 3.6.5, which
says that Πp/q,pq is right permutive in some weaker sense.
Problem 3.6.9. How should one define the class Cwp ⊆ End(AZ) of weak
permutive cellular automata? We want a natural definition such that Cwp
contains all permutive cellular automata as a proper subset and that the
elements of Cwp are strongly mixing with a proof analogous to the proof of
Theorem 3.6.6.
3.7 The Lyapunov Exponents of Multiplication
Automata
In this section let p, q > 1 be coprime integers. We consider the Lyapunov
exponents of the multiplication automaton Πp,pq. Since Πp,pq has memory 0
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and anticipation 1, it is easy to see that for any n ∈ N and x ∈ ΣZpq we must
have λ+(x) = 0 and λ−(x) ≤ 1 and therefore λ+ = 0, λ− ≤ 1.
Now consider a positive integer m > 0. Multiplying m by pn yields
a number whose base-pq representation has length approximately equal to
logpq(mpn) = n(logpq p) + logpqm. By translating this observation to the
configuration space ΣZpq it follows that λ−(0Z,Πp,pq) = logpq p. One might
be tempted to conclude from this that λ−(Πp,pq) = logpq p. It turns out that
this conclusion is not true.
Theorem 3.7.1. For coprime p, q > 1 there is a configuration x ∈ ΣZpq such
that λ−(x,Πp,pq) = 1. In particular λ−(Πp,pq) = 1.
Proof. For every n ∈ N+ define xn = configpq(qn−1) and yn = configpq(qn).
By Lemma 3.1.2, real(Πnp,pq(xn)) = pn(qn−1) < (pq)n and real(Πnp,pq(yn)) =
pnqn = (pq)n, which means that Πnp,pq(xn)[−n] = 0 and Πnp,pq(yn)[−n] = 1.
Since Πp,pq has memory 0 and anticipation 1, it follows that Πip,pq(xn)[−i] 6=
Πip,pq(yn)[−i] when 0 ≤ i ≤ n (note that qn isn’t divisible by pq for any
n ∈ N+, which means that xn and yn differ only at the origin). Then choose
x, y ∈ ΣZpq such that (x, y) ∈ ΣZpq × ΣZpq is the limit of some converging
subsequence of ((xn, yn))n∈N+ . Then x and y differ only at the origin and
Πip,pq(x)[−i] 6= Πip,pq(y)[−i] for all i ∈ N. It follows that λ−(x,Πp,pq) = 1.
The intuition that the left Lyapunov exponent of Πp,pq “should be” equal
to logpq p is explained by the following computation of the average Lyapunov
exponent.
Theorem 3.7.2. For coprime p, q > 1 we have I−µ (Πp,pq) = logpq p, where
µ is the uniform measure on ΣZpq.
Proof. First note that for any n ∈ N+ and any w ∈ Σn+1 the equality
Λ−n (x) = Λ−n (y) holds for each pair x, y ∈ Cyl(w, 0), so we may define
the quantity Λ−n (w) = Λ−n (x) for x ∈ Cyl(w, 0). For any i ∈ N denote
(Λ−n )−1(i) = {x ∈ ΣZpq | Λ−n (x) = i}. Then, note that always Λ−n (x) ≤ n and
define for 0 ≤ i ≤ n
Pn(i) = {w ∈ Σn+1pq | Λ−n (w) = i}
which form a partition of Σn+1pq . From these definitions it follows that
I−n,µ =
∫
x∈ΣZpq
Λ−n (x)dµ =
∞∑
i=0
iµ((Λ−n )−1(i)) = (pq)−(n+1)
n∑
i=0
i|Pn(i)|.
To compute |Pn(i)| we define an auxiliary quantity
pn(i) = {w ∈ Σn+1pq | i ≤ Λ−n (w) ≤ n} :
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then clearly Pn(n) = pn(n) and Pn(i) = pn(i) \ pn(i+ 1) for 0 ≤ i < n. Note
that w ∈ pn(i) (0 ≤ i ≤ n) is equivalent to the existence of words u ∈ Σipq,
v1, v2 ∈ Σn+1−ipq such that w = uv1 and gtp,pq(uv1)[1] 6= gtp,pq(uv2)[1] for some
i ≤ t ≤ n. By denoting
dn(i) = {u ∈ Σipq | ∃v1, v2 ∈ An+1−i, t ∈ [i, n] : gtp,pq(uv1)[1] 6= gtp,pq(uv2)[1]},
it follows that |pn(i)| = (pq)n+1−i|dn(i)|. By Lemma 3.6.4, for a word u ∈
Σipq the condition u ∈ dn(i) is equivalent to the existence of a number divisi-
ble by qt on the open interval J(u)t = (int(u)(pq)t+1−i, (int(u)+1)(pq)t+1−i)
for some t ∈ [i, n]. Furthermore, if an integer m is divisible by qt and
m ∈ J(u)t, then m(pq)n−t ∈ J(u)n is divisible by qn. Thus it is sufficient to
consider only the interval J(u)n. We use this to compute |dn(i)|.
In the case (pq)n+1−i > qn (equivalently: n logpq q + i < n + 1) each
interval J(u)n contains a number divisible by qn and therefore |dn(i)| =
(pq)i.
In the case (pq)n+1−i < qn (equivalently: n logpq q + i > n + 1) each
interval J(u)n contains at most one number divisible by qn. Then |dn(i)|
equals the number of elements on the interval [0, (pq)n+1) which are divisible
by qn but not divisible by (pq)n+1−i. Divisibility by both qn and (pq)n+1−i is
equivalent to divisibility by qnpn+1−i because p and q are coprime. Therefore
|dn(i)| = (pq)n+1/qn − (pq)n+1/(qnpn+1−i) = (pq)pn − qpi.
Let us denote κ =
⌊
n− n logpq q + 1
⌋
. We can see that when i < κ,
|Pn(i)| = |pn(i)| − |pn(i+ 1)| = (pq)n+1−i|dn(i)| − (pq)n−i|dn(i+ 1)|
= (pq)n+1 − (pq)n+1 = 0.
We may compute
(pq)n+1I−n,µ =
κ−1∑
i=0
i|Pn(i)|+
n∑
i=κ
i|Pn(i)|
= n|pn(n)|+
n−1∑
i=κ
i(|pn(i)| − |pn(i+ 1)|) = κ|pn(κ)|+
n∑
i=κ+1
|pn(i)|,
in which
κ|pn(κ)| = κ(pq)n+1−κ|dn(κ)| = κ(pq)n+1−κ(pq)κ = κ(pq)n+1
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and
n∑
i=κ+1
|pn(i)| =
n∑
i=κ+1
(pq)n+1−i|dn(i)| =
n∑
i=κ+1
(pq)n+1−i((pq)pn − qpi)
= (pq)pn
n∑
i=κ+1
(pq)n+1−i − q(pq)n+1
n∑
i=κ+1
q−i ≤ (pq)pn(pq)n−κ
∞∑
i=0
(pq)−i
≤ 2(pq)pn(pq)n−(n−n logpq q+1)+1 ≤ 2(pq)pn(pq)logpq qn = 2(pq)n+1.
Finally, the left average Lyapunov exponent is
I−µ = limn→∞
I−n,µ
n
= lim
n→∞
κ|pn(κ)|
(pq)n+1n + limn→∞
∑n
i=κ+1 |pn(i)|
(pq)n+1n = limn→∞
κ
n
= 1− logpq q = logpq p.
Remark 3.7.3. We believe that I−µ (Πα,n) = logn α for all α ≥ 1 and all
natural numbers n > 1 such that Πα,n is defined (when µ is the uniform
measure of ΣZn). Replacing the application of Lemma 3.6.4 by an application
of Lemma 3.6.5 probably yields the result for Πp/q,pq when p > q > 1 are
coprime. A unified approach to cover the general case would be desirable.
3.8 Summary
We conclude this chapter by highlighting the main results, this time without
the clutter of intermediary lemmas.
We computed the complexity of the trace subshift Ξ(Πp/q,pq) in Theo-
rem 3.4.15.
Theorem. PΞ(Πp/q,pq)(n) = pq(p
n−1− qn−1) q−1p−q + pnq for every n ∈ N+ and
for coprime p > q > 1.
From a combinatorial point of view it is interesting that this quantity
has a reasonably simple closed-form expression. From a dynamical point
of view this is less significant because the complexity function of a subshift
is not invariant under topological conjugacy. A dynamically more relevant
result is proved in Corollary 3.4.19, which says that Πp/q,pq has non-sofic
subshift factors.
Theorem. If p > q > 1 are coprime, then the subshift Ξ(Πp/q,pq) is not
sofic. In particular, the CA Πp/q,pq is not regular.
In Theorems 3.6.6 and 3.7.2 we proved results concerning the complexity
of measurable dynamics for some classes of multiplication automata.
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Theorem. If p > q > 1, then Πp/q,pq is strongly mixing and in particular
ergodic.
Theorem. If p, q > 1 are coprime, then I−µ (Πp,pq) = logpq p, where µ is the
uniform measure on ΣZpq.
As an application of the study of the multiplication automata Πp/q,pq
multiplying by fractions p/q we proved results related to Mahler’s problem
in Corollary 3.5.14 and Theorem 3.6.8. These are in some sense dual to each
other.
Theorem. If p > q > 1 and  > 0, then there exists a finite union of
intervals Jp,q, of total length at most  such that Zp/q(Jp,q,) 6= ∅.
Theorem. If p > q > 1 and  > 0, then there exists a finite union of intervals
Kp,q, ⊆ [0, 1) of total length at least 1−  such that Zp/q(Kp,q,) = ∅.
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Chapter 4
The Lyapunov Exponents of
Reversible Cellular
Automata are
Uncomputable.
We noted in Chapter 2 that the Lyapunov exponents tell how quickly infor-
mation can propagate in different directions under applying a given CA F .
They are a measure of dynamical complexity of F and can for example be
used to give an upper bound for the topological entropy of F [57]. In [13] a
closed formula for the Lyapunov exponents of linear one-dimensional cellu-
lar automata is given, which is a first step in determining for which classes
of CA the Lyapunov exponents are computable. It is previously known that
the entropy of one-dimensional cellular automata is uncomputable [26] (and
furthermore from [22] it follows that there exists a single cellular automaton
whose entropy is uncomputable), which gives reason to suspect that also the
Lyapunov exponents are uncomputable in general.
The uncomputability of Lyapunov exponents is easy to prove for (not
necessarily reversible) cellular automata by using the result from [30] which
says that nilpotency of cellular automata with a spreading state is undecid-
able. We will prove the more specific claim that the Lyapunov exponents are
uncomputable even for reversible cellular automata. In the context of prov-
ing undecidability results for reversible CA one cannot utilize undecidability
of nilpotency for non-reversible CA. An analogous decision problem, the (lo-
cal) immortality problem, has been used to prove undecidability results for
reversible CA [44]. We will use in our proof the undecidability of a variant
of the immortality problem, which in turn follows from the undecidability
of the tiling problem for 2-way deterministic tile sets.
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4.1 Tilings and Undecidability
In this section we recall the well-known connection between cellular au-
tomata and tilings on the plane. We use this connection to prove an auxiliary
undecidability result for reversible cellular automata.
Definition 4.1.1. A Wang tile is formally a function t : {N,E, S,W} → C
whose value at I is denoted by tI . Informally, a Wang tile t should be
interpreted as a unit square with edges colored by elements of C. The edges
are called north, east, south and west in the natural way, and the colors
in these edges of t are tN , tE , tS and tW respectively. A tile set is a finite
collection of Wang tiles.
Definition 4.1.2. A tiling over a tile set T is a function η ∈ TZ2 which
assigns a tile to every integer point of the plane. A tiling η is said to be
valid if neighboring tiles always have matching colors in their edges, i.e. for
every (i, j) ∈ Z2 we have η(i, j)N = η(i, j + 1)S and η(i, j)E = η(i+ 1, j)W .
If there is a valid tiling over T , we say that T admits a valid tiling.
We say that a tile set T is NE-deterministic if for every pair of tiles
t, s ∈ T the equalities tN = sN and tE = sE imply t = s, i.e. a tile is
determined uniquely by its north and east edge. A SW-deterministic tile set
is defined similarly. If T is both NE-deterministic and SW-deterministic, it
is said to be 2-way deterministic.
The tiling problem is the problem of determining whether a given tile set
T admits a valid tiling.
Theorem 4.1.3. [44, Theorem 4.2.1] The tiling problem is undecidable for
2-way deterministic tile sets.
Definition 4.1.4. Let T be a 2-way deterministic tile set and C the collec-
tion of all colors which appear in some edge of some tile of T . T is complete
if for each pair (a, b) ∈ C2 there exist (unique) tiles t, s ∈ T such that
(tN , tE) = (a, b) and (sS , sW ) = (a, b).
A 2-way deterministic tile set T can be used to construct a complete
tile set. Namely, let C be the set of colors which appear in tiles of T , let
X ⊆ C×C be the set of pairs of colors which do not appear in the northeast
of any tile and let Y ⊆ C × C be the set of pairs of colors which do not
appear in the southwest of any tile. Since T is 2-way deterministic, there is
a bijection p : X → Y . Let T { be the set of tiles formed by matching the
northeast corners X with the southwest corners Y via the bijection p. Then
the tile set A = T ∪ T { is complete.
Every complete 2-way deterministic tile set A determines a local rule
f : A2 → A defined by f(a, b) = c ∈ A, where c is the unique tile such that
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aS = cN and bW = cE . This then determines a reversible CA F : AZ → AZ
with memory 0 by F (x)[i] = f(x[i], x[i + 1]) for x ∈ AZ, i ∈ Z. The space-
time diagram of a configuration x ∈ AZ corresponds to a valid tiling η via
θ(i,−j) = F j(x)[i] = η(i,−i − j), i.e. configurations F j(x) are diagonals
of η going from northwest to southeast and the diagonal corresponding to
F j+1(x) is below the diagonal corresponding to F j(x).
Definition 4.1.5. A cellular automaton F : AZ → AZ is (p, q)-locally im-
mortal (p, q ∈ N) with respect to a subset B ⊆ A if there exists a configura-
tion x ∈ AZ such that F iq+j(x)[ip] ∈ B for all i ∈ Z and 0 ≤ j ≤ q. Such a
configuration x is a (p, q)-witness.
Generalizing the definition in [44], we call the following decision problem
the (p, q)-local immortality problem: given a reversible CA F : AZ → AZ and
a subset B ⊆ A, find whether F is (p, q)-locally immortal with respect to B.
Theorem 4.1.6. [44, Theorem 5.1.5] The (0, 1)-local immortality problem
is undecidable for reversible CA.
We now adapt the proof of Theorem 4.1.6 to get the following result,
which we will use in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1.
Lemma 4.1.7. The (1, 5)-local immortality problem is undecidable for re-
versible radius-12 CA.
Proof. We will reduce the problem of Theorem 4.1.3 to the (1, 5)-local
immortality problem. Let T be a 2-way deterministic tile set and con-
struct a complete tile set T ∪ T { as indicated above. Then also A1 =
(T × T1) ∪ (T { × T2) (T1 and T2 as in Figure 4.1) is a complete tile set.1
We denote the blank tile of the set T1 by tb and call the elements of
R = A1 \ (T × {tb}) arrow tiles. As indicated above, the tile set A1 de-
termines a reversible radius-12 CA G1 : AZ1 → AZ1 .
Let A2 = {0, 1, 2}. Define A = A1×A2 and natural projections pii : A→
Ai, pii(a1, a2) = ai for i ∈ {1, 2}. By extension we say that a ∈ A is an arrow
tile if pi1(a) ∈ R. Let G : AZ → AZ be defined by G(c, e) = (G1(c), e) where
c ∈ AZ1 and e ∈ AZ2 , i.e. G simulates G1 in the upper layer. We construct
involutive CA J1, J2 and H of memory 0 with local rules j1 : A2 → A2,
1The arrow markings are used as a shorthand for some coloring such that the heads
and tails of the arrows in neighboring tiles match in a valid tiling.
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Figure 4.1: The tile sets T1 (first row) and T2 (second row). These are orig-
inally from [44] (up to a reflection with respect to the northwest - southeast
diagonal).
j2 : A22 → A2 and h : (A1 ×A2)→ (A1 ×A2) respectively defined by
j1(0) = 0
j1(1) = 2
j1(2) = 1
j2(a, b) =

1 when (a, b) = (0, 2)
0 when (a, b) = (1, 2)
a otherwise
h((a, b)) =

(a, 1) when a ∈ R and b = 0
(a, 0) when a ∈ R and b = 1
(a, b) otherwise.
If Id : AZ1 → AZ1 is the identity map, then J = (Id×J2) ◦ (Id×J1) is a
CA on AZ = (A1×A2)Z. We define the radius-12 automaton F = H ◦J ◦G :
AZ → AZ and select B = (T × {tb}) × {0}. We will show that T admits a
valid tiling if and only if F is (1, 5)-locally immortal with respect to B.
Assume first that T admits a valid tiling η. Then by choosing x ∈
AZ such that x[i] = ((η(i,−i), tb), 0) ∈ A1 × A2 for i ∈ Z it follows that
F j(x)[i] ∈ B for all i, j ∈ Z and in particular that x is a (1, 5)-witness.
Assume then that T does not admit any valid tiling and for a contradic-
tion assume that x is a (1, 5)-witness. Let θ be the space-time diagram of
x with respect to F . Since x is a (1, 5)-witness, it follows that θ(i,−j) ∈ B
whenever (i,−j) ∈ N , where N = {(i,−j) ∈ Z2 | 5i ≤ j ≤ 5(i+ 1)}. There
is a valid tiling η over A1 such that pi1(θ(i, j)) = η(i, j− i) for (i, j) ∈ Z2, i.e.
η can be recovered from the upper layer of θ by applying a suitable linear
transformation on the space-time diagram. In drawing pictorial representa-
tions of θ we want that the heads and tails of all arrows remain properly
matched in neighboring coordinates, so we will use tiles with “bent” label-
ings, see Figure 4.2. Since T does not admit valid tilings, it follows by
a compactness argument that η(i, j) /∈ T × T1 for some (i, j) ∈ D where
D = {(i, j) ∈ Z2 | j > −6i} and in particular that η(i, j) is an arrow tile.
Since θ contains a “bent” version of η, it follows that θ(i, j) is an arrow tile
for some (i, j) ∈ E, where E = {(i, j) ∈ Z2 | j > −5i} is a “bent” version
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of the set D. In Figure 4.3 we present the space-time diagram θ with arrow
markings of tiles from T1 and T2 replaced according to the Figure 4.2. In
Figure 4.3 we have also marked the sets N and E. Other features of the
figure become relevant in the next paragraph.
Figure 4.2: The tile sets T1 and T2 presented in a “bent” form.
d1
d2
N
E
θ(p, q)
θ(p, q − 2)
Figure 4.3: The space-time diagram θ with “bent” arrow markings. An
arrow tile θ(p, q− 2) in E with minimal horizontal and vertical distances to
N has been highlighted.
The minimal distance between a tile in N and an arrow tile in E situated
on the same horizontal line in θ is denoted by d1 > 0. Then, among those
arrow tiles in E at horizontal distance d1 from N , there is a tile with minimal
vertical distance d2 > 0 from N (see Figure 4.3). Fix p, q ∈ Z so that
θ(p, q−2) is one such tile and in particular (p−d1, q−2), (p, q−2−d2) ∈ N .
Then θ(p, q − j) contains an arrow for −2 ≤ j ≤ 2, because if there is a
j ∈ [−2, 2) such that θ(p, q− j) does not contain an arrow and θ(p, q− j−1)
does, then θ(p, q−j−1) must contain one of the three arrows on the left half
of Figure 4.2. These three arrows continue to the southwest, so then also
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θ(p− 1, q − j − 2) contains an arrow. Because θ(p′, q′) ∈ B for (p′, q′) ∈ N ,
it follows that (p − 1, q − j − 2) /∈ N and thus (p − 1, q − j − 2) ∈ E.
Since (p − d1, q − 2) ∈ N , it follows that one of the (p − d1 − 1, q − j − 2),
(p − d1, q − j − 2) and (p − d1 + 1, q − j − 2) belong to N . Thus the
horizontal distance of the tile θ(p − 1, q − j − 2) from the set N is at most
d1, and is actually equal to d1 by the minimality of d1. Since N is invariant
under translation by the vector −(1,−5), then from (p, q − 2 − d2) ∈ N it
follows that (p− 1, q+ 3− d2) ∈ N and that the vertical distance of the tile
θ(p − 1, q − j − 2) from N is at most (q − j − 2) − (q + 3 − d2) ≤ d2 − 3,
contradicting the minimality of d2. Similarly, θ(p− i, q− j) does not contain
an arrow for 0 < i ≤ d1, −2 ≤ j ≤ 2 by the minimality of d1 and d2.
Now consider the A2-layer of θ. For the rest of the proof let y = F−q(x).
Assume that pi2(θ(p − i, q)) = pi2(y[p − i]) is non-zero for some i ≥ 0, (p −
i, q) ∈ E, and fix the greatest such i, i.e. pi2(y[s]) = 0 for s in the set
I0 = {p′ ∈ Z | p′ < p− i, (p′, q) ∈ N ∪ E}.
We start by considering the case pi2(y[p− i]) = 1. Denote
I1 = {p′ ∈ Z | p′ < p− i, (p′, q − 1) ∈ N ∪ E} ⊆ I0.
From the choice of (p, q) it follows that pi1(θ(s, q− 1)) = pi1(G(y)[s]) are not
arrow tiles for s ∈ I1, and therefore we can compute step by step that
pi2((Id×J1)(G(y))[p− i]) = 2, pi2((Id×J1)(G(y))[s]) = 0 for s ∈ I0 ⊆ I1,
pi2(J(G(y))[p− (i+ 1)]) = 1, pi2(J(G(y))[s]) = 0 for s ∈ I1 \ {p− (i+ 1)},
pi2(F (y))[p− (i+ 1)]) = 1, pi2(F (y)[s]) = 0 for s ∈ I1 \ {p− (i+ 1)}
and pi2(θ(p− (i+ 1), q− 1)) = 1. By repeating this argument inductively we
see that the digit 1 propagates to the lower left in the space-time diagram
as indicated by Figure 4.4 and eventually reaches N , a contradiction. If on
the other hand pi2(θ(p− i, q)) = 2, a similar argument shows that the digit
2 propagates to the upper left in the space-time diagram as indicated by
Figure 4.4 and eventually reaches N , also a contradiction.
Assume then that pi2(θ(p − i, q)) is zero whenever i ≥ 0, (p − i, q) ∈ E.
If pi2(θ(p + 1, q)) = pi2(y[p + 1]) 6= 1, then pi2((Id×J1)(G(y))[p + 1]) 6= 2
and pi2(J(G(y))[p]) = 0. Since pi1(θ(p, q − 1)) is an arrow tile, it follows
that pi2(θ(p, q−1)) = pi2(H(J(G(y)))[p]) = 1. The argument of the previous
paragraph shows that the digit 1 propagates to the lower left in the space-
time diagram as indicated by the left side of Figure 4.5 and eventually
reaches N , a contradiction.
Finally consider the case pi2(θ(p+ 1, q)) = pi2(y[p+ 1]) = 1. Then
pi2(J(G(y))[p])pi2(J(G(y))[p+ 1]) = 12 and
pi2(F (y)[p])pi2(F (y)[p+ 1]) = 02.
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1 2
0 1 2
0 0 1 θ(p, q) 0 0 2
0 2 1
2 1
θ(p, q)
Figure 4.4: Propagation of digits to the left of θ(p, q).
1 2
0 1 2
0 0 1
0 0 0 6 1
θ(p, q)
0 1 2
0 0 1
0 0 0 2
0 0 0 1
θ(p, q)
Figure 4.5: Propagation of digits at θ(p, q).
As in the previous paragraph we see that pi2(θ(p, q − 2)) = 1. This occur-
rence of the digit 1 propagates to the lower left in the space-time diagram
as indicated by the right side of Figure 4.5 and eventually reaches N , a
contradiction.
Remark 4.1.8. It is possible that the (p, q)-local immortality problem is
undecidable for reversible radius-12 CA whenever p ∈ N and q ∈ N+. We
proved this in the case (p, q) = (1, 5) but for our purposes it is sufficient
to prove this just for some p > 0 and q > 0. The important (seemingly
paradoxical) part will be that for (1, 5)-locally immortal radius-12 CA F
the “local immortality” travels to the right in the space-time diagram even
though in reality there cannot be any information flow to the right because
F is one-sided.
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4.2 Uncomputability of Lyapunov exponents
In this section we will prove the main result of this chapter saying that
there is no algorithm that can compute the Lyapunov exponents of a given
reversible cellular automaton on a full shift to an arbitrary precision.
To achieve greater clarity we first prove this result for reversible CA in
the more general class of sofic subshifts. We will appeal to the proof of the
following theorem during the course of the proof of our main result.
Theorem 4.2.1. For reversible CA F : X → X on sofic shifts such that
λ+(F ) ∈ [0, 53 ] ∪ {2} it is undecidable whether λ+(F ) ≤ 53 or λ+(F ) = 2.
Proof. We will reduce the decision problem of Lemma 4.1.7 to the present
problem. Let G : AZ2 → AZ2 be a given reversible radius-12 cellular automaton
and B ⊆ A2 some given set. Let A1 = {0, ‖,←,→,↙,↘} and define a sofic
shift Y ⊆ AZ1 as the set of those configurations containing a symbol from
Q = {←,→,↙,↘} in at most one position. We will interpret elements of Q
as particles going in different directions at different speeds and which bounce
between walls denoted by ‖. Let S : Y → Y be the reversible radius-2 CA
which does not move occurrences of ‖ and which moves← (resp. →,↙,↘)
to the left at speed 2 (resp. to the right at speed 2, to the left at speed 1,
to the right at speed 1) with the additional condition that when an arrow
meets a wall, it changes into the arrow with the same speed and opposing
direction. More precisely, S is the CA with memory 2 and anticipation 2
determined by the local rule f : A51 → A1 defined as follows (where ∗ denotes
arbitrary symbols):
f(→, 0, 0, ∗, ∗) =→ f(∗,↘, 0, ∗, ∗) =↘
f(∗,→, 0, ‖, ∗) =← f(∗, ∗,↘, 0, ∗) = 0,
f(∗, ∗,→, 0, ∗) = 0 f(∗, ∗,↘, ‖, ∗) =↙,
f(∗, 0,→, ‖, ∗) = 0
f(∗, ‖,→, ‖, ∗) =→
f(∗, ∗, 0,→, ‖) =←
with symmetric definitions for arrows in the opposite directions at reflected
positions and f(∗, ∗, a, ∗, ∗) = a (a ∈ A1) otherwise. Then let X = Y × AZ2
and pi1 : X → Y , pi2 : X → AZ2 be the natural projections pii(x1, x2) = xi for
x1 ∈ Y, x2 ∈ AZ2 and i ∈ {1, 2}.
Let x1 ∈ Y and x2 ∈ AZ2 be arbitrary. We define reversible CA G2, F1 :
X → X by G2(x1, x2) = (x1, G10(x2)), F1(x1, x2) = (S(x1), x2). Addi-
tionally, let F2 : X → X be the involution which maps (x1, x2) as follows:
F2 replaces an occurrence of →0 ∈ A21 in x1 at a coordinate i ∈ Z by an
occurrence of ↙‖ ∈ A21 (and vice versa) if and only if
Gj(x2)[i] /∈ B for some 0 ≤ j ≤ 5
or Gj(x2)[i+ 1] /∈ B for some 5 ≤ j ≤ 10,
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and otherwise F2 makes no changes. Finally, define F = F1 ◦ G2 ◦ F2 :
X → X. The reversible CA F works as follows. Typically particles from
Q move in the upper layer in the intuitive manner indicated by the map
S and the lower layer is transformed according to the map G10. There are
some exceptions to the usual particle movements: If there is a particle →
which does not have a wall immediately at the front and x2 does not satisfy
a local immortality condition in the next 10 time steps, then → changes
into ↙ and at the same time leaves behind a wall segment ‖. Conversely, if
there is a particle ↙ to the left of the wall ‖ and x2 does not satisfy a local
immortality condition, ↙ changes into → and removes the wall segment.
We will show that λ+(F ) = 2 if G is (1, 5)-locally immortal with respect
to B and λ+(F ) ≤ 53 otherwise. Intuitively the reason for this is that if
x, y ∈ X are two configurations that differ only to the left of the origin, then
the difference between F i(x) and F i(y) can propagate to the right at speed
2 only via an arrow → that travels on top of a (1, 5)-witness. Otherwise,
a signal that attempts to travel to the right at speed 2 is interrupted at
bounded time intervals and forced to return at a slower speed beyond the
origin before being able to continue its journey to the right. We will give
more details.
Assume first that G is (1, 5)-locally immortal with respect to B. Let
x2 ∈ AZ2 be a (1, 5)-witness and define x1 ∈ Y by x1[0] = → and x1[i] = 0
for i 6= 0. Let x = (0Z, x2) ∈ X and y = (x1, x2) ∈ X. It follows that
pi1(F i(x))[2i] = 0 and pi1(F i(y))[2i] =→ for every i ∈ N, so λ+(F ) ≥ 2. On
the other hand, F has memory 2 so necessarily λ+(F ) = 2.
Assume then that there are no (1, 5)-witnesses for G. Let us denote
C(n) = {x ∈ AZ1 | G5i+j(x)[i] ∈ B for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ 5} for n ∈ N.
Since there are no (1, 5)-witnesses, by a compactness argument we may
fix some N ∈ N+ such that C(2N) = ∅. We claim that λ+(F ) ≤ 53 , so
let us assume that (x(n))n∈N with x(n) = (x(n)1 , x
(n)
2 ) ∈ X is a sequence
of configurations such that Λ+n (x(n), F ) = snn where (sn)n∈N tends to λ+.
There exist y(n) = (y(n)1 , y
(n)
2 ) ∈ X such that x(n)[i] = y(n)[i] for i > −snn
and F tn(x)[in] 6= F tn(y)[in] for some 0 ≤ tn ≤ n and in ≥ 0.
First assume that there are arbitrarily large n ∈ N for which x(n)1 [i] ∈
{0, ‖} for i > −snn and consider the subsequence of such configurations x(n)
(starting with sufficiently large n). Since G is a one-sided CA, it follows
that pi2(F tn(x(n)))[j] = pi2(F tn(y(n)))[j] for j ≥ 0. Therefore the difference
between x(n) and y(n) can propagate to the right only via an arrow from
Q, so without loss of generality (by swapping x(n) and y(n) if necessary)
pi1(F tn(x(n)))[jn] ∈ Q for some 0 ≤ tn ≤ n and jn ≥ in − 1. Fix some such
tn, jn and let wn ∈ Qtn+1 be such that wn(i) is the unique state from Q in
the configuration F i(x(n)) for 0 ≤ i ≤ tn. The word wn has a factorization
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of the form wn = u(v1u1 · · · vkuk)v (k ∈ N) where vi ∈ {→}+, v ∈ {→}∗
and ui ∈ (Q \ {→})+, u ∈ (Q \ {→})∗. By the choice of N it follows that
all vi, v have length at most N and by the definition of the CA F it is easy
to see that each ui contains at least 2(|vi| − 1) + 1 occurrences of ↙ and at
least 2(|vi| − 1) + 1 occurrences of ↘ (after → turns into ↙, it must return
to the nearest wall to the left and back and at least once more turn into
↙ before turning back into →. If → were to turn into ← instead, it would
signify an impassable wall on the right). If we denote by xn the number
of occurrences of → in wn, then xn ≤ |wn|/3 + O(1) (this upper bound is
achieved by assuming that |vi| = 1 for every i) and
snn ≤ |wn|+ 2xn ≤ |wn|+ 23 |wn|+O(1) ≤
5
3n+O(1).
After dividing this inequality by n and passing to the limit we find that
λ+ ≤ 53 .2
Next assume that there are arbitrarily large n ∈ N for which x(n)1 [i] ∈ Q
for some i > −snn. The difference between x(n) and y(n) can propagate to
the right only after the element from Q in x(n) reaches the coordinate −snn,
so without loss of generality there are 0 < tn,1 < tn,2 ≤ n and in ≥ 0 such
that pi1(F tn,1(x(n)))[−s] ∈ Q for some s ≥ snn and pi1(F tn,2(x(n)))[in] ∈
Q. From this the contradiction follows in the same way as in the previous
paragraph.
We are ready to prove the result for CA on full shifts.
Theorem 4.2.2. For reversible CA F : AZ → AZ such that λ+(F ) ∈
[0, 53 ] ∪ {2} it is undecidable whether λ+(F ) ≤ 53 or λ+(F ) = 2.
Proof. Let G : AZ2 → AZ2 , A1, F = F1 ◦G2 ◦ F2 : X → X, etc. be as in the
proof of the previous theorem. We will adapt the conveyor belt construction
from [21] to define a CA F ′ on a full shift which simulates F and has the
same right Lyapunov exponent as F .
Denote Q = {←,→,↙,↘}, Σ = {0, ‖}, ∆ = {−, 0,+}, define the al-
phabets
Γ = (Σ2 × {+,−}) ∪ (Q× Σ× {0}) ∪ (Σ×Q× {0}) ⊆ A1 ×A1 ×∆
and A = Γ×A2 and let pi1,1, pi1,2 : AZ → AZ1 , pi∆ : AZ → ∆Z, pi2 : AZ → AZ2
be the natural projections pi1,1(x) = x1,1, pi1,2(x) = x1,2, pi∆(x) = x∆,
pi2(x) = x2 for x = (x1,1, x1,2, x∆, x2) ∈ AZ ⊆ (A1 × A1 × ∆ × A2)Z. For
arbitrary x = (x1, x2) ∈ (Γ × A2)Z define G′2 : AZ → AZ by G′2(x) =
(x1, G10(x2)).
2By performing more careful estimates it can be shown that λ+ = 1, but we will not
attempt to formalize the argument for this.
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Next we define F ′1 : AZ → AZ. Every element x = (x1, x2) ∈ (Γ × A2)Z
has a unique decomposition of the form
(x1, x2) = · · · (w−2, v−2)(w−1, v−1)(w0, v0)(w1, v1)(w2, v2) · · ·
where
wi ∈(Σ2 × {+})∗((Q× Σ× {0}) ∪ (Σ×Q× {0}))(Σ2 × {−})∗
∪ (Σ2 × {+})∗(Σ2 × {−})∗
with the possible exception of the leftmost wi beginning or the rightmost wi
ending with an infinite sequence from Σ2 × {+,−}.
Let (ci, ei) ∈ (Σ × Σ)∗((Q × Σ) ∪ (Σ × Q))(Σ × Σ)∗ ∪ (Σ × Σ)∗ be the
word that is derived from wi by removing the symbols from ∆. The pair
(ci, ei) can be seen as a conveyor belt by gluing the beginning of ci to the
beginning of ei and the end of ci to the end of ei. The map F ′1 will shift
arrows like the map F1, and at the junction points of ci and ei the arrow
can turn around to the opposite side of the belt. More precisely, define the
permutation ρ : A1 → A1 by
ρ(0) = 0 ρ(‖) = ‖
ρ(←) =→ ρ(→) =← ρ(↙) =↘ ρ(↘) =↙
and for a word u ∈ A∗1 let ρ(u) denote the coordinatewise application of
ρ. For any word w = w[1] · · ·w[n] define its reversal by wR[i] = w[n +
1 − i] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then consider the periodic configuration y =
[(ci, vi)(ρ(ei), vi)R]Z ∈ (A1 × A2)Z. The map F1 : X → X extends natu-
rally to configurations of the form y: y can contain infinitely many arrows,
but they all point in the same direction and occur in identical contexts. By
applying F1 to y we get a new configuration of the form [(c′i, vi)(ρ(e′i), vi)R].
From this we extract the pair (c′i, e′i), and by adding plusses and minuses
to the left and right of the arrow (or in the same coordinates as in (ci, ei)
if there is no occurrence of an arrow) we get a word w′i which is of the
same form as wi. We define F ′1 : AZ → AZ by F ′1(x) = x′ where x′ =
· · · (w′−2, v−2)(w′−1, v−1)(w′0, v0)(w′1, v1)(w′2, v2) · · · . Clearly F ′1 is shift in-
variant, continuous and reversible.
We define the involution F ′2 : AZ → AZ as follows. For x ∈ AZ and
j ∈ {1, 2} F ′2 replaces an occurrence of →0 in pi1,j(x) at coordinate i ∈ Z by
an occurrence of ↙‖ (and vice versa) if and only if pi∆(x)[i+ 1] = − and
Gj(pi2(x))[i] /∈ B for some 0 ≤ j ≤ 5
or Gj(pi2(x))[i+ 1] /∈ B for some 5 ≤ j ≤ 10,
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and otherwise F2 makes no changes. F ′2 simulates the map F2 and we check
the condition pi∆(x)[i+ 1] = − to ensure that F ′2 does not transfer informa-
tion between neighboring conveyor belts.
Finally, we define F ′ = F ′1 ◦ G′2 ◦ F ′2 : AZ → AZ. The reversible CA
F ′ simulates F : X → X simultaneously on two layers and it has the same
right Lyapunov exponent as F .
The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 4.2.3. There is no algorithm that, given a reversible CA F :
AZ → AZ and a rational number  > 0, returns the Lyapunov exponent
λ+(F ) within precision .
Note that this result does not restrict the size of the alphabet A of the CA
F : AZ → AZ whose Lyapunov exponents are to be determined. Standard
encoding methods might be sufficient to solve the following problem.
Problem 4.2.4. Is there a fixed mixing SFT X such that the Lyapunov
exponents of a given reversible CA F : X → X cannot be computed to
arbitrary precision? Can we choose here X = ΣZ2 ? Can X be any mixing
SFT?
In our constructions we controlled only the right exponent λ+ and let the
left exponent λ− vary freely. Controlling both Lyapunov exponents would
be necessary to answer the following.
Problem 4.2.5. Is it decidable whether the equality λ+(F ) + λ−(F ) = 0
holds for a given reversible cellular automaton F : AZ → AZ?
We mentioned at the beginning of this chapter that there exists a single
CA whose topological entropy is an uncomputable number. We ask whether
a similar result holds also for the Lyapunov exponents.
Problem 4.2.6. Does there exist a single cellular automaton F : AZ → AZ
such that λ+(F ) is an uncomputable number?
By an application of Fekete’s lemma the limit that defines λ+(F ) is actu-
ally the infimum of a sequence whose elements are easily computable when
F : AZ → AZ is a CA on a full shift. This yields the natural obstruction
that λ+(F ) has to be an upper semicomputable number. We are not aware
of a cellular automaton on a full shift that has an irrational Lyapunov ex-
ponent (see Question 5.7 in [12]), so constructing such a CA (or proving the
impossibility of such a construction) should be the first step. This problem
has an answer for CA F : X → X on general subshifts X, and furthermore
for every real t ≥ 0 there is a subshift Xt and a reversible CA Ft : Xt → Xt
such that λ+(Ft) = λ−(Ft) = t [25]. Also recall that by Theorem 3.7.2 there
are reversible CA Πp,pq with irrational average Lyapunov exponents (with
respect to the uniform measure).
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Chapter 5
Glider Automata
We saw in Section 3.2 that the multiplication automata Πp,n are partitioned
automata whenever p is a factor of n. This automaton is equal to Id or σ
if p = 1 or p = n respectively, so interesting dynamics can only occur if
1 < p < n, and then the definition of Πp,n involves a nontrivial partial shift
map τp : ΣZn → ΣZn. A typical space-time diagram of a canonical partial shift
τp : ΣZn → ΣZn for p = 2, n = 4 with respect to a finite point x can be seen
in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: The space-time diagram of x ∈ Σ4 under the canonical partial
shift τ2. Squares ranging from white to black correspond to digits from 0 to
3.
Not all subshifts can be decomposed into a cartesian product of two
nontrivial subshifts (in particular this cannot be done for full shifts with
an alphabet of prime cardinality), so a possible first step to constructing
dynamically complex cellular automata on more general subshifts X would
be to construct sensible analogues of partial shift maps on X. We will define
a class of reversible CA we call diffusive glider CA and we prove that they
exist on all mixing sofic shifts (and in particular on all full shifts). They will
be similar to partial shifts in the sense that they can be used to decompose
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any finite configuration into two distinct collections of “gliders” that can
travel throughout the configuration similarly as in Figure 5.1.
The existence of analogues of such diffusive glider CA G on more general
subshifts X is interesting also because G can be used to convert an arbitrary
finite x ∈ X into another configuration Gt(x) (for some t ∈ N+) with a sim-
pler structure, which nevertheless contains all the information concerning
the original point x because G is invertible. Such maps have been success-
fully applied to other problems. We give some examples. The paper [53]
contains a construction of a finitely generated group G ⊆ Aut(ΣZ4 ) whose
elements can implement any permutation on any finite collection of 0-finite
non-constant configurations that belong to different shift orbits. An essen-
tial part of the construction is that one of the generators of G is a partial
shift on ΣZ4 . Another example is the construction of a physically universal
cellular automaton G on ΣZ16 in [54]. Also here it is essential that G is a
diffusive glider CA (but G also implements certain additional collision rules
for gliders).
5.1 First Constructions: the Case of Full Shifts
Before proceeding in the full generality of mixing sofic shifts we first present
simpler constructions of diffusive glider CA on full shifts. We will also
postpone the precise definition of a diffusive glider CA until Section 5.3.
5.1.1 Full Shifts ΣZn with n > 2
In this subsection we cover the case of the full shift ΣZn for n ≥ 3. Fix some
such n for the rest of the subsection and denote s = n− 1.
Define permutations pi−, pi+ : Σn → Σn by
pi−(i) =

s when i = s,
s− 1 when i = 0,
i− 1 otherwise,
pi+(i) =

0 when i = 0,
1 when i = s,
i+ 1 otherwise.
Using these permutations we define cellular automata P−, P+ : ΣZn → ΣZn by
P+(x)[i] = pi+(x[i]) and
P−(x)[i] =
{
pi−(x[i]) when x[i− 1] = s or x[i+ 1] = s,
x[i] otherwise.
Finally, let Gn = P+◦P−. We may drop the subscript n when the size of the
alphabet is clear from the context. This is a radius-1 reversible CA and it
can be defined by a local rule which is symmetric with respect to the origin.
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The space-time diagram of a typical finite configuration x ∈ ΣZ3 with respect
to G3 is plotted in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that x eventually diffuses into
two different “fleets” traveling in two opposing directions. In Theorem 5.1.2
we will prove that this diffusion happens eventually no matter which finite
initial configuration is chosen.
Figure 5.2: The diffusion of x ∈ ΣZ3 under the map G3 : ΣZ3 → ΣZ3 . White,
gray and black squares correspond to digits 0, 1 and 2 respectively.
The CA G admits a leftward traveling glider ← = s1 in the sense that
if x ∈ ΣZn contains the pattern 0s1 at some position, then G(x) contains the
pattern s10 at the same position. Similarly there is a rightward traveling
glider → = 1s (1s0 changes into 01s). We call elements of the sets
GF` = ∞0(←00∗)∗0∞, GFr = ∞0(0∗0→ )∗0∞
left and right glider fleets (note that these are finite configurations). Ele-
ments of GF = GF` ∪ GFr are called glider fleets. The sets GF` and GFr
are invariant under the map G.
Assuming that x /∈ GF` is a non-zero finite configuration, it has a unique
decomposition of the form
x = ∞0←00∗←00∗ · · · ←00∗x[i,∞],
where i ∈ Z is such that x[i] 6= 0 and x[i, i + 2] 6= ←0, in which case we
say that the left bound of x is i. Similarly, if x /∈ GFr is a non-zero finite
configuration, it has a unique decomposition of the form
x = x[−∞, i]0∗0→ · · · 0∗0→0∗0→0∞,
where i ∈ Z is such that x[i] 6= 0 and x[i− 2, i] 6= 0→ , in which case we say
that the right bound of x is i.
Lemma 5.1.1. Assume that x 6= 0Z is a finite configuration with left bound
i (resp. right bound i). Then there exists t ∈ N+ such that the left bound
(resp. right bound) of Gt(c) is strictly greater (resp. smaller) than i. More-
over, the left bound (resp. the right bound) of Gt′(x) is at least i− 1 (resp.
at most i+ 1) for all t′ ∈ N.
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Proof. Since the local rule of G is symmetric, it suffices to consider the
case where x has left bound i. Note that the gliders to the left of the
coordinate i move to the left at constant speed under action of G without
being affected by the remaining part of the configuration. Without loss
of generality we may assume that x[i] = s or x[i + 1] = s: otherwise we
consider instead the configuration Gt(x), where t ∈ N is the smallest integer
such that Gt(x)[i] = s or Gt(x)[i+ 1] = s (note that the left bound of Gt(x)
is at least i, and if it strictly greater than i, we have reached the conclusion
of the lemma).
Assume first that x[i] = s. Then G(x)[i−2, i] = 0s1 and G2(x)[i−3, i] =
0s10 = 0←0, so the left bound of G2(x) is at least i+ 1.
Assume then that x[i, i+ 1] = cs, where 1 < c < s. Then G(x)[i, i+ 1] =
c1 and we may choose the smallest t ∈ N+ such that either Gt(G(x))[i] =
s, in which case we reach the conclusion by arguing as in the previous
paragraph, or Gt(G(x))[i, i+1] = ds where c < d < s, in which case we may
repeat inductively the argument in this paragraph.
Assume finally that x[i, i+ 1] = 1s. Then G(x)[i, i+ 1] = 01 and the left
bound of G(x) is at least i+ 1.
Using this lemma we get the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1.2. If x ∈ ΣZn is a finite configuration, then for every N ∈ N
there exists t ∈ N such that Gt(x)[−N,N ] = 02N+1, Gt(x) contains only
← -gliders (separated by some zeroes) to the left of coordinate −N and only
→ -gliders (separated by some zeroes) to the right of coordinate N .
Proof. Clearly the claim holds if x ∈ GF. Otherwise we may apply the
previous lemma inductively to get t`, tr ∈ N such that Gt`(x) has left bound
at least N + 2 and Gtr(x) has right bound at most −(N + 2). Let t =
max{t`, tr}: then Gt(x) has left bound at least N + 1 and right bound at
most −(N + 1), proving the theorem.
5.1.2 The Full Shift ΣZ2
The construction of diffusive glider CA presented in the previous subsection
does not directly generalize to the binary full shift. We will use a slightly
different approach to construct such automata on ΣZ2 . In the next subsection
we will see that some modifications to this approach allows us to construct
diffusive glider CA on all nontrivial mixing sofic shifts.
First we define involutive cellular automata P1, P2 : ΣZ2 → ΣZ2 as follows.
In any x ∈ ΣZ2 ,
• P1 replaces every occurrence of 0010 by 0110 and vice versa
• P2 replaces every occurrence of 0100 by 0110 and vice versa.
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See Figure 5.3 for a space-time diagram of a typical finite point with respect
to G′ = P2 ◦ P1. In this figure we see that G′ admits gliders (finite patterns
that travel through the configuration) but also large blocks of ones which
do not diffuse under the action of G′. In particular, G′ cannot ever change
any occurrence of the word 111 in any configuration, because P1 only flips
occurrences of 0010 and 0110 and P2 only flips occurrences of 0100 and 0110.
Figure 5.3: Action of G′ : ΣZ2 → ΣZ2 on a typical finite configuration. White
and black squares correspond to digits 0 and 1 respectively.
To dissolve large blocks of ones we define one more involutive CA P3 :
ΣZ2 → ΣZ2 such that in any x ∈ ΣZ2 ,
• P3 replaces every occurrence of 00111 by 00101 and vice versa.
Finally we may define G = P3 ◦ G′ = P3 ◦ P2 ◦ P1. See Figure 5.4 for a
space-time diagram of a typical finite point with respect to G. Similarly as
in Figure 5.2 we see that x eventually diffuses into two distinct components
that travel in two opposing directions. In Theorem 5.1.5 we will prove that
this diffusion happens eventually no matter which finite initial configuration
is chosen.
Figure 5.4: The diffusion of x ∈ ΣZ2 under the map G : ΣZ2 → ΣZ2 . White
and black squares correspond to digits 0 and 1 respectively.
Define a leftbound glider ← = 01 and a rightbound glider → = 11. We
call elements of the sets
GF` = ∞0(←00∗)∗0∞, GFr = ∞0(0∗0→ )∗0∞
left and right glider fleets (note that these are finite configurations). Ele-
ments of GF = GF` ∪GFr are called glider fleets. These names are justified
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since G(x) = σ(x) for x ∈ GF` and G(x) = σ−1(x) for x ∈ GFr (and this
would hold even if G were to be replaced by G′). As we will see, the role of
the map P3 is, for a given finite configuration x, to “erode” non-zero non-
glider parts of x from the left and to turn the eroded parts into new gliders.
Assuming that x /∈ GF` is a non-zero finite configuration, it has a unique
decomposition of the form
x = ∞0(100)0∗(100)0∗ · · · (100)0∗x[i,∞],
where i ∈ Z is such that x[i] = 1 and x[i, i + 2] 6= 100, in which case we
say that the left bound of x is i. Similarly, if x /∈ GFr is a non-zero finite
configuration, it has a unique decomposition of the form
x = x[−∞, i]0∗(011) · · · 0∗(011)0∗(011)0∞,
where i ∈ Z is such that x[i] = 1 and x[i− 2, i] 6= 011, in which case we say
that the right bound of x is i.
Lemma 5.1.3. Assume that x 6= 0Z is a finite configuration with left bound
i. Then there exists t ∈ N+ such that the left bound of Gt(x) is strictly
greater than i. Moreover, the left bound of Gt′(x) is at least i for all t′ ∈ N.
Proof. Note that the gliders to the left of the coordinate i move to the left at
constant speed under action of G without being affected by the remaining
part of the configuration. Since the left bound of x is i, we must have
x[i− 2, i+ 2] ∈ {00110, 00101, 00111}.
Assume first that x[i−2, i+2] = 00110. Then P1(x)[i−2, i+2] = 00010,
P2(P1(x))[i−2, i+ 1] = 0001 and G(x)[i−2, i+ 1] = 0001, so the left bound
of G(x) is at least i+ 1.
Assume then that x[i−2, i+2] = 00101. Then P1(x)[i−2, i+1] = 0110,
P2(P1(x))[i − 3, i + 1] = 00100 and G(x)[i − 3, i + 1] = 00100, so the left
bound of G(x) is at least i+ 2.
Assume finally that x[i−2, i+2] = 00111. Then P2(P1(x))[i−2, i+2] =
00111 and G(x)[i − 2, i + 2] = 00101. By the previous case it follows that
G2(x)[i− 3, i+ 1] = 00100, so the left bound of G2(x) is at least i+ 2.
Lemma 5.1.4. Assume that x 6= 0Z is a finite configuration with right
bound i. Then there exists t ∈ N+ such that the right bound of Gt(x) is
strictly less than i. Moreover, the right bound of Gt′(x) is at most i+ 1 for
all t′ ∈ N.
Proof. Note that the gliders to the right of the coordinate i move to the
right at constant speed under action of G without being affected by the
remaining part of the configuration. Since the right bound of x is i, we must
have x[i− 2, i+ 1] ∈ {0010, 1110, 1010}.
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Assume first that x[i− 2, i+ 1] = 0010. Then P1(x)[i− 2, i+ 1] = 0110,
P2(P1(x))[i−2, i+1] = 0100 and G(x)[i−1, i+1] = 100, so the right bound
of G(x) is at most i− 1.
Assume then that x[i− 2, i+ 1] = 1110. By repeated application of the
previous lemma there exists t′ ∈ N+ such that the left bound of Gt′(x) is
at least i, so in particular Gt′(x)[i − 2, i + 1] 6= 1110. Let t ∈ N+ be the
minimal number such that Gt(x)[i− 2, i+ 1] 6= 1110. This is possible only if
P2(P1(Gt−1(x)))[i− 4, i+ 1] = 001110, so Gt(x)[i− 4, i+ 1] = 001010. Then
P1(Gt(x))[i− 4, i+ 2] = 0110100, P2(P1(Gt(x)))[i− 4, i+ 2] = 0100110 and
Gt+1(x)[i−3, i+2] = 100110, so the right bound of Gt+1(x) is at most i−3.
Assume finally that x[i−2, i+1] = 1010. Then P1(x)[i−2, i+2] = 10100,
P2(P1(x))[i − 1, i + 2] = 0110 and G(x)[i − 1, i + 2] ∈ {0110, 1110}. If
G(x)[i − 1, i + 2] = 0110, then the right bound of G(x) is at most i − 2.
Otherwise, ifG(x)[i−1, i+2] = 1110, the right bound ofG(x) is equal to i+1.
Then by the previous case there is t ∈ N+ such that Gt+1(G(x))[i−2, i+3] =
100110, so the right bound of Gt+2(x) is at most i− 2.
Using these lemmas we get the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1.5. If x ∈ ΣZ2 is a finite configuration, then for every N ∈ N
there exists t ∈ N such that Gt(x)[−N,N ] = 02N+1, Gt(x) contains only
← -gliders (separated by some zeroes) to the left of coordinate −N and only
→ -gliders (separated by some zeroes) to the right of coordinate N .
Proof. Clearly the claim holds if x ∈ GF. Otherwise we may apply the
previous lemmas inductively to get t`, tr ∈ N such that Gt`(x) has left bound
at least N + 2 and Gtr(x) has right bound at most −(N + 2). Let t =
max{t`, tr}: then Gt(x) has left bound at least N + 2 and right bound at
most −(N + 1), proving the theorem.
5.2 Mixing Sofic Shifts
In this section we construct for an arbitrary nontrivial mixing sofic shift X
(with a distinguished periodic point 0Z) a reversible CA GX which breaks
every 0-finite point of X into a collection of gliders traveling in opposite
directions. Almost all parts of this construction will be done in the more
general class of synchronizing subshifts for two reasons. The first one is that
the statements and proofs of the auxiliary lemmas become simpler without
using the extra structure of soficness. The second reason is that we will
later give examples of subshifts with specification (which are in particular
synchronizing) on which no analogue of this construction can work. In light
of this it will be instructive to pinpoint the precise part of the construction
that requires the assumption of soficness.
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Definition 5.2.1. Given a subshift X, we say that a word w ∈ L(X) is
(intrinsically) synchronizing if
∀u, v ∈ L(X) : uw,wv ∈ L(X) =⇒ uwv ∈ L(X).
We say that a transitive subshift X is synchronizing if L(X) contains a
synchronizing word.
Transitive sofic shifts in particular are synchronizing, which follows by
using the results of [43] in Section 3.3 and in Exercise 3.3.3.
Definition 5.2.2. LetX be any subshift. The set of contexts of w ∈ L(X) is
defined by CX(w) = {(w1, w2) | w1ww2 ∈ L(X)}. We define an equivalence
relation called the syntactic relation on L(X) as follows. For any u, v ∈ L(X)
let u ∼ v if CX(u) = CX(v). The equivalence class containing w ∈ L(X)
is denoted by SX(w) and the collection of all equivalence classes is denoted
by SX . The subscript X can be omitted when the subshift is clear from the
context. By adjoining a zero element 0 to SX we get a syntactic monoid
where multiplication is defined by SX(u)SX(v) = SX(uv) if uv ∈ L(X), and
otherwise the product of two elements is equal to 0. It is easy to show that
this monoid operation is well defined.
Lemma 5.2.3. Let X be a subshift and u, v ∈ L(X) synchronizing words.
If w1, w2 ∈ L(X) are words both of which have u as a prefix and v as a
suffix, then SX(w1) = SX(w2).
Proof. Let t1, t2 ∈ L(X) be such that t1w1t2 ∈ L(X). In particular t1u ∈
L(X) and by assumption w2 ∈ L(X), so by using the fact that u is syn-
chronizing it follows that t1w2 ∈ L(X). We also know that vt2 ∈ L(X), so
by using the fact that v is synchronizing it follows that t1w2t2 ∈ L(X). By
symmetry, from t1w2t2 ∈ L(X) it would follow that t1w1t2 ∈ L(X), which
proves the lemma.
It is known that a subshift X is sofic if and only if SX is finite, see e.g.
Theorem 6.1.2 in [36].
Definition 5.2.4. Given a subshift X ⊆ AZ, we say that w ∈ L(X) has
a unique successor in X (resp. a unique predecessor) if wa ∈ L(X) (resp.
aw ∈ L(X)) for a unique a ∈ A. Then we say that a is the unique successor
(resp. the unique predecessor) of w.
Definition 5.2.5. Let X ⊆ AZ be a subshift and let w = w1 · · ·wn ∈ L(X)
with all wi ∈ A distinct. If wi have unique successors for 1 ≤ i < n, we say
that w is future deterministic in X and if wj have unique predecessors for
1 < j ≤ n, we say that w is past deterministic in X. If w is both future and
past deterministic in X, we say that w is deterministic in X.
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Lemma 5.2.6. Let X ⊆ AZ be a subshift and let A′ = {a′ | a ∈ A}. If
ψ : X → X ′ ⊆ (A ∪ A′)Z is a surjective morphism and for all x ∈ X, i ∈ Z,
a ∈ A it holds that ψ(x)[i] ∈ {a, a′} =⇒ x[i] = a (i.e. ψ does nothing else in
configurations than add some primes as superscripts), then ψ is a conjugacy.
Furthermore, let w = w1 · · ·wn ∈ L(X) ∩ L(X ′) and w′ = w′1 · · ·w′n. Then
also the following hold.
• Assume that wiw′i+1, w′iwi+1 /∈ L(X ′) for 1 ≤ i < n. If w is future
(resp. past) deterministic in X, then w is future (resp. past) deter-
ministic also in X ′.
• Assume that w is a synchronizing word for X which is blocking with
respect to ψ in the sense that for all x, y ∈ X satisfying ψ(x)[0, n−1] =
ψ(y)[0, n− 1] = w,
x[0,∞] = y[0,∞] =⇒ ψ(x)[0,∞] = ψ(y)[0,∞] and
x[−∞, n− 1] = y[−∞, n− 1] =⇒ ψ(x)[−∞, n− 1] = ψ(y)[−∞, n− 1].
Then w is a synchronizing word for X ′.
Proof. To see that ψ is a conjugacy it suffices to show that ψ is injective,
but this is obvious.
Now assume that w satisfies the assumption in the first item and that w
is future deterministic in X. We show that w is future deterministic in X ′.
To see that wi (1 ≤ i < n) has a unique successor in X ′, let x ∈ X be such
that ψ(x)[0] = wi. Then also x[0] = wi and since w is future deterministic in
X it follows that x[0, 1] = wiwi+1 and ψ(x)[0, 1] ∈ {wiwi+1, wiw′i+1}. Since
by assumption wiw′i+1 /∈ L(X ′), it follows that ψ(x)[0, 1] = wiwi+1 and
wi+1 is the unique successor of wi in X ′. The proof for past determinism is
symmetric.
Now assume that w satisfies the assumption in the second item. Assume
that x′1, x′2 ∈ X ′ both have an occurrence of w at the origin. To see that w
is a synchronizing word of X ′, we need to show that x′1⊗x′2 (the gluing of x′1
and x′2 at the origin) belongs to X ′. Let therefore x1, x2 ∈ X be such that
ψ(xi) = x′i, so in particular both xi have an occurrence of w at the origin.
Since w is synchronizing in X it follows that x1⊗x2 ∈ X. From the blocking
property of w it follows that x′1⊗x′2 = ψ(x1)⊗ψ(x2) = ψ(x1⊗x2) ∈ X ′.
Lemma 5.2.7. Let X ⊆ AZ be a subshift and let A′ = {a′ | a ∈ A}.
Given w = w1 · · ·wn ∈ L(X) with all wi ∈ A distinct there is a conjugacy
ψ : X → X ′ ⊆ (A ∪A′)Z such that w ∈ L(X ′) and w is future deterministic
in X ′. Moreover, if wZ ∈ X then wZ ∈ X ′, and if w is a synchronizing word
of X then w is a synchronizing word of X ′.
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Proof. Let ψ : X → (A ∪A′)Z be a morphism defined by
ψ(x)[i] =

x[i]′ when x[i] = wj and x[i, i+ n− j] 6= wjwj+1 · · ·wn
for some 1 ≤ j < n,
x[i] otherwise.
By Lemma 5.2.6 ψ induces a conjugacy between X and X ′ = ψ(X). If
x ∈ X contains an occurrence of w at the origin, then ψ(x) also contains
an occurrence of w at the origin and w ∈ L(X ′). If wZ ∈ X, we can here
choose x = wZ to show that wZ ∈ X ′. To see that wi (1 ≤ i < n) has a
unique successor in X ′, assume to the contrary that wia ∈ L(X ′) for some
a ∈ (A∪A′)\{wi+1}. Then in particular there is x ∈ X such that wia occurs
in ψ(x) at position 0. But then by definition of ψ, x[0, n− i] = wiwi+1 · · ·wn
and ψ(x) contains an occurrence of wiwi+1 at the origin, contradicting the
choice of a. If w is a synchronizing word of X, then from the second item
of Lemma 5.2.6 it follows that w is a synchronizing word of X ′.
Lemma 5.2.8. Let X ⊆ AZ be a subshift and let A′ = {a′ | a ∈ A}. Let
also w = w1 · · ·wn ∈ L(X) with all wi ∈ A distinct be such that w is future
deterministic in X. Then there is a conjugacy ψ : X → X ′ ⊆ (A∪A′)Z such
that w ∈ L(X ′) and w is deterministic in X ′. Moreover, if wZ ∈ X then wZ
in X ′, and if w is a synchronizing word of X then w is a synchronizing word
of X ′.
Proof. Let ψ : X → (A ∪A′)Z be a morphism defined by
ψ(x)[i] =

x[i]′ when x[i] = wj and x[i− j + 1, i] 6= w1w2 · · ·wj
for some 1 < j ≤ n,
x[i] otherwise.
By Lemma 5.2.6 ψ induces a conjugacy between X and X ′ = ψ(X). If
x ∈ X contains an occurrence of w at the origin, then ψ(x) also contains
an occurrence of w at the origin and w ∈ L(X ′). If wZ ∈ X, we can here
choose x = wZ to show that wZ ∈ X ′. The first item in Lemma 5.2.6 applies
to show that w is future deterministic in X ′, and the same argument as in
the proof of the previous lemma shows that w is past deterministic. If w
is a synchronizing word of X, then from the second item of Lemma 5.2.6 it
follows that w is a synchronizing word of X ′.
Lemma 5.2.9. Let X ⊆ AZ be a subshift and let w = w1 · · ·wn ∈ L(X)
with all wi distinct. There is an alphabet B ⊇ A and a subshift X ′ ⊆ BZ
which is conjugate to X such that w ∈ L(X ′) and w is deterministic in X ′.
Moreover, if wZ ∈ X then wZ ∈ X ′, and if w is a synchronizing word of X
then it is also a synchronizing word of X ′.
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Proof. This follows by applying the two previous lemmas.
Definition 5.2.10. The n-th higher power shift X [n] of a subshift X ⊆ AZ
is the image of X under the map βn(x) : X → (An)Z defined by βn(x)[i] =
x[i − k, i − k + n − 1] (where k = bn/2c) for all x ∈ X, i ∈ N. All higher
power shifts are conjugate to the original subshift.
Lemma 5.2.11. Let X ⊆ AZ be a nontrivial mixing synchronizing shift.
Up to recoding to a conjugate subshift, we may assume there are nonempty
words 0,1 ∈ L(X), |1| ≥ 2, such that
• 0Z ∈ X, 0 is deterministic and all symbols of 0 are distinct and syn-
chronizing
• none of the symbols of 0 occur in 1
• |0| and |1| are coprime
• 01∗0 ⊆ L(X).
Proof. Let 0 ∈ L(X) be a nonempty synchronizing word. Since X is non-
trivial and mixing, there is a word w ∈ L(X) with two distinct symbols such
that 0w0 ∈ L(X) and 0 = 0w is of prime length. It follows that 0Z ∈ X and
its minimal period is equal to |0|. For sufficiently large n, βn(0Z)[0, |0| − 1]
is a synchronizing word of X [n] with distinct symbols, so up to conjugacy
we may assume that the symbols of 0 are distinct. By the previous lemma
we may assume up to conjugacy that 0 = 01 · · · 0p (0i ∈ A) is deterministic
in X.
Since X is mixing, there is a word w ∈ L(X) such that 0w0 ∈ L(X)
and |w| is coprime with |0|. Therefore we may fix a word w ∈ L(X) of
minimal length such that 0w0 ∈ L(X) and |w| is coprime with |0| (in
particular |w| 6= 0 because |0| ≥ 3). Then w contains no occurrences of
symbols of 0, because otherwise w = w10w2 for some w1, w2 ∈ L(X) and
0w10w20 ∈ L(X). Because w is minimal and |0| is a prime, it follows
that |w1|, |w2| are divisible by |0| and then also |w| is divisible by |0|, a
contradiction.
Let A′ = {a′ | a ∈ A} and let ψ : X → (A ∪A′)Z be a morphism defined
by
ψ(x)[i] =
{
x[i]′ when x[i] = 0j and x[i− j − |w|+ 1, i] = w0102 · · · 0j
x[i] otherwise.
By Lemma 5.2.6 ψ induces a conjugacy between X and X ′ = ψ(X). Clearly
0Z = ψ(0Z) ∈ X ′, and by Lemma 5.2.6 the word 0 is synchronizing and
deterministic in X ′. Using the fact that 0 is deterministic it is easy to
show that all symbols of 0 are synchronizing. Now denote 0′ = 0′1 · · · 0′p,
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let u = w0 and 1 = w0′. It directly follows that |1| ≥ 2 and that none
of the symbols of 0 occur in 1. Since |w| and |0| are coprime, also |0|
and |1| are coprime. Since 0w0 ∈ L(X) and 0 is synchronizing in X, it
follows that ∞0u∗0∞ ⊆ X, and by applying ψ to these points it follows that
01∗0 ⊆ L(X ′).
In the following we assume that X is a nontrivial mixing synchronizing
shift with the words 0,1 ∈ L(X) as in the statement of the previous lemma.
Let p = |0| and q = |1|. The words
← = 0q1 → = 1p+1
will be left- and rightbound gliders of a diffusive glider automaton GX to
be defined later. The languages of left- and rightbound gliders are
L` = (←00∗)∗ Lr = (0∗0→ )∗
and we define the glider fleet sets
GF` = ∞0(←00∗)∗0∞ GFr = ∞0(0∗0→ )∗0∞ GF = GF` ∪GFr
(note that in each element there are only finitely many occurrences of ←
and → ). Elements of GF = GF` ∪GFr are called glider fleets.
Earlier we have already used the following simple method of constructing
reversible cellular automata: start by defining sliding block codes F1, . . . , Fn
by telling how they should change occurrences of finite words in configura-
tions, state that they are “clearly well defined and of finite order” (prefer-
ably involutive) and in particular reversible and let the final reversible CA
be Fn ◦ · · · ◦ F1. When the constructions become more complicated, the
“clearly” part of this method allows one easily to prove theorems that are
not true. For that reason, we now state in Lemma 5.2.13 more explicitly
the principle that we will use in this section. This principle is known as
the marker method and it has been stated in different sources with varying
levels of generality, e.g. for full shifts in [24] and for mixing SFTs in [10].
The statement requires the notion of an overlap.
Definition 5.2.12. Let u, v ∈ A∗. We say that w ∈ A∗ is an overlap of u
and v if w is a suffix of u and a prefix of v, or if w = u is a subword of v,
or if w = v is a subword of u. We say that w is a trivial overlap if w =  or
w = u = v.
Lemma 5.2.13. Let X be a subshift, let u ∈ L(X) and let W be a finite
collection of words such that uWu ⊆ L(X) and each pair of (not necessarily
distinct) elements of uWu has only u as an overlap in addition to the trivial
ones. Let pi : uWu→ uWu be a permutation that preserves the lengths and
syntactic relation classes of elements of uWu. Then there is a reversible CA
F : X → X such that for any x ∈ X the point F (x) is gotten by replacing
every occurrence of any element w ∈ uWu in x by pi(w).
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Proof. The map F is well defined since the elements of uWu can overlap
nontrivially only by u. For the same reason elements of uWu occur in
F (x) at precisely the same positions than in x, and then the reversibility
of F follows from the reversibility of pi. To see that F (X) ⊆ X, note first
that replacing a single occurrence of a word uwu ∈ uWu in x ∈ X by
pi(uwu) yields another configuration from X, because by assumption uwu
and pi(uwu) are in syntactic relation. Then an induction shows that after
making any finite number of such replacements the resulting point is still
contained in X. From this F (x) ∈ X follows by compactness because X is
a closed subset of L1(X)Z.
We now define reversible CA P1, P2 : X → X as follows. In any x ∈ X,
• P1 replaces every occurrence of 0(0q1)0 by 0(1p+1)0 and vice versa.
• P2 replaces every occurrence of 0(1p+1)0 by 0(10q)0 and vice versa.
Each Pi is defined as in Lemma 5.2.13 by u = 0, a set Bi of two finite
words and nontrivial permutations pii. In each case the words in uBiu are
of equal length and easily verified to have only trivial overlaps by Lemma
5.2.11. By Lemma 5.2.3 both elements in each uBiu are in syntactic relation,
so we conclude that Lemma 5.2.13 is applicable.
For the rest of this section let us assume that X ⊆ AZ is a mixing sofic
shift, so SX is a finite set. If 0 = 01 · · · 0p, denote B = A \ {01, . . . , 0p}.
Then also
P = {SX(0w) | w ∈ L(X) ∩B+,0w ∈ L(X), |w| > q(p+ 1)}
is a finite set and we may choose a uniform N1 ∈ N such that for every
S ∈ P there is a word w′S ∈ L(X) ∩ B+ with S = SX(0w′S) and q(p +
1) < |w′S | ≤ N1. The set (10)+1+(1p+10) contains words of all sufficiently
big length, so there is N ∈ N such that for every S ∈ P there is a word
wS ∈ (10)+1+(1p+10)w′S of length N . In particular 0wS ∈ S by Lemma
5.2.3. Fix some such wS , let W ′S = {wS,1, . . . , wS,kS} be the set of those
words from L(X) ∩ BN such that 0wS,i ∈ S for 1 ≤ i ≤ kS , denote WS =
W ′S ∪ {wS} and W =
⋃
S∈P WS . For applying Lemma 5.2.13, let u =  and
let pi : 0q+1W → 0q+1W be the permutation that maps the elements of each
0q+1WS cyclically, i.e. 0q+1wS → 0q+1wS,1 → · · · → 0q+1wS,kS → 0q+1wS .
Define the reversible CA P3 : X → X that replaces occurrences of elements
of 0q+1WS using the permutation pi.
For each j ∈ {1, . . . , p} let u′j = 10q1j , and let U ′j = {u′j,1, . . . , u′j,nj} ⊆
L(X)∩B+ be the set of nonempty words of length at most N − 1 such that
0u′j,i0 ∈ L(X), u′j,nj = 1p+1+j (we can choose N above sufficiently large
so that
∣∣∣u′j,nj ∣∣∣ < N), ∣∣∣u′j,i∣∣∣ ≡ ∣∣∣u′j∣∣∣ (mod p), with the additional restriction
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that 1,1p+1 /∈ U ′p. Finally, these words are padded to constant length:
let uj = 0cju′j and uj,i = 0cj,iu′j,i, where cj , cj,i ≥ q + 1 are chosen in
such a way that all uj , uj,i are of the same length for any fixed j. Let
Uj = {uj} ∪ {uj,i | 1 ≤ i ≤ nj}, U = ⋃pj=1 Uj . For applying Lemma 5.2.13,
let u = 0, let Vj , V ⊆ L(X) such that 0Vj0 = Uj0, 0V 0 = U0 and let
ρ : 0V 0 → 0V 0 be the permutation that maps the elements of each 0Vj0
cyclically, i.e. uj0 → uj,10 → · · · → uj,nj0 → uj0. Define the reversible
CA P4 : X → X that replaces occurrences of elements of Uj0 using the
permutation ρ.
The diffusive glider CA GX : X → X is defined as the composition
P4 ◦ P3 ◦ P2 ◦ P1.
1
1
0
Figure 5.5: The graph of the even shift.
Example 5.2.14. We will give the explicit construction of the diffusive
glider CA GX : X → X in the case when X ⊆ {0, 1}Z is the even shift
determined by the collection of forbidden words {012n+10 | n ∈ N}. More
concretely, the configurations of X are precisely the labels of all bi-infinite
paths on the graph presented in Figure 5.5. Let 0 = 0 and 1 = 11, so
p = |0| = 1 and q = |1| = 2. It is easy to verify that these choices of 0
and 1 satisfy the statement of Lemma 5.2.11 (note in particular that the
determinism of 0 is vacuously true because |0| = 1). The CA P1 replaces
every occurrence of 000110 by 011110 and vice versa, P2 replaces every
occurrence of 011110 by 011000 and vice versa.
For defining the CA P3, P4, note that B = {0, 1} \ {0} = {1} (the set of
symbols not in 0) and
P = {SX(0w) | w ∈ 1+, |w| > 4} = {SX(015), SX(016)}.
Denote S0 = SX(0) = SX(016) and S1 = SX(01) = SX(015) and choose
w′S0 = 111111, w
′
S1 = 11111. Then we can choose
wS0 = 110(11)40w′S0 = 110111111110111111 and
wS1 = 110110(11)30w′S1 = 110110111111011111,
which are of length N = 18. If w ∈ BN then w = 118 and SX(0w) = S0 and
therefore W ′S0 = {wS0,1} = {118}, W ′S1 = ∅ and P3 is the CA that replaces
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every occurrence of
000wS0 = 000110111111110111111 by
000wS0,1 = 000111111111111111111
and vice versa.
Recall that p = 1, so u′j , U ′j , etc. need to be defined only for j = 1. Let
u′1 = 110011 and U ′1 = {u′1,i | 1 ≤ i ≤ 6}, where u′1,1 = 116, u′1,2 = 114,
u′1,3 = 112, u′1,4 = 110, u′1,5 = 18 and u′1,6 = 16. These are padded to
constant length: u1 = 013110011, u1,1 = 03116, u1,2 = 05114, u1,3 = 07112,
u1,4 = 09110, u1,5 = 01118 and u1,6 = 01316. are words of length 19. The
CA P4 permutes occurrences of 0131100110, 031160, 051140, 071120, 091100,
011180 and 013160 cyclically.
The space-time diagram of a typical finite configuration x ∈ X with
respect to GX is plotted in Figure 5.6. In this figure it can be seen that x
eventually diffuses into two glider fleets, leaving the area around the origin
empty.
Figure 5.6: Action of GX : X → X on a typical 0-finite configuration of X
when X is the even shift. White and black squares correspond to digits 0
and 1 respectively.
We will prove in Theorem 5.2.19 that the behavior observed in Figure 5.6
also happens in general, thus giving justification for calling GX a diffusive
glider CA. Partial justification is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2.15. If x ∈ GF` (resp. x ∈ GFr), then GX(x) = σpq(x) (resp.
GX(x) = σ−pq(x)).
Proof. Assume that x ∈ GF` (the proof for x ∈ GFr is similar) and assume
that i ∈ Z is some position in x where ← occurs. Then
x[i− p, i+ (pq + q) + p− 1] = 0←0 = 0(0q1)0
P1(x)[i− p, i+ (pq + q) + p− 1] = 0(1p+1)0
P2(P1(x))[i− p− pq, i+ q + p− 1] = 0q0(10) = 0←0
GX(x) = P4(P3(P2(P1(x)))) = P2(P1(x))),
so every glider has shifted by distance pq to the left and GX(x) = σpq(x).
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In fact, the previous lemma would hold even if GX were replaced by
P2 ◦ P1. The role of the part P4 ◦ P3 is, for a given finite point x ∈ X, to
“erode” non-0 non-glider parts of x from the left and to turn the eroded
parts into new gliders. We will formalize this in a lemma, in the proof of
which the following structural definition will be useful.
Definition 5.2.16. Assume that x /∈ GF` is a 0-finite element of X not in
O(0Z). Then there is a maximal i ∈ Z such that
x[−∞, i− 1] ∈ ∞0L`,
and there is a unique word w ∈ {10} ∪ {1p+10} ∪ (⋃pj=1 U ′j0) ∪ (⋃S∈P W ′S)
such that w is a prefix of x[i,∞]. If w = 1p+10 or w ∈ U ′j0, let k = i+|w|−1
and otherwise let k = i+ |10| − 1. We say that x is of left bound type (w, k)
and that it has left bound k (note that k > i).
Similarly, if x /∈ GFr is a non-zero finite element of X, then there is a
minimal k ∈ Z such that
x[k + 1,∞] ∈ Lr0∞
and we say that x has right bound k.
We outline a deterministic method to narrow down the word w of the
previous definition in a way that clarifies its existence and uniqueness. First,
by the maximality of i it follows that x[i] ∈ B. If x[i, i+N − 1] ∈ BN , then
w ∈ W ′SX(0x[i,i+N−1]) directly by the definition of the sets W ′S . Otherwise
x[i, i+N−1] /∈ BN and there is a minimal m < N such that x[i, i+m−1] ∈
Bm and x[i+m, i+m+p−1] = 0. Then 0x[i, i+m−1]0 ∈ L(X) and w ∈ U ′j0
for some j ∈ {1, . . . , p} unless we have specifically excluded x[i, i + m − 1]
from all the sets U ′j . But this happens precisely if x[i, i+m−1] ∈ {1,1p+1},
in which case w ∈ {10,1p+10}.
The point of this definition is that if x is of left bound type (w, k), then
the CA GX will create a new leftbound glider at position k and break it off
from the rest of the configuration.
Lemma 5.2.17. Assume that x ∈ X has left bound k. Then there exists t ∈
N+ such that the left bound of GtX(x) is strictly greater than k. Moreover,
the left bound of Gt′X(x) is at least k for all t′ ∈ N.
Proof. Let x ∈ X be of left bound type (w, k) with w ∈ {10} ∪ {1p+10} ∪
(⋃pj=1 U ′j0)∪ (⋃S∈P W ′S). The gliders to the left of the occurrence of w near
k move to the left at constant speed pq under action of GX without being
affected by the remaining part of the configuration.
Case 1. Assume that w = 1p+10. Then P1(x)[k − (q + 2p) + 1, k] = 010
and we proceed to Case 4.
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Case 2. Assume that w = 10. Then x[k− (q+ 2)p− q+ 1, k] 6= 0(0q1)0 =
0←0 because otherwise the left bound of x would already be greater
than k, so P1(x)[k − 2p− q + 1, k] = 010 and we proceed to Case 4.
Case 3. Assume that w = u′j,i0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ p, 1 ≤ i ≤ nj . There is a
minimal t ∈ N such that P3(P2(P1(GtX(x))))[k−(p+|uj |)+1, k] = uj,i0.
Denote y = Gt+nj−i+1X (x) so in particular y[k− (p+ |uj |)+1, k] = uj0.
If j > 1, then y is of left bound type (uj−1,i′ , k) for some 1 ≤ i′ < nj−1
and we may repeat the argument in this paragraph with a smaller
value of j. If j = 1, then P1(x)[k − (q + 2p) + 1, k] = 010 and we
proceed as in Case 4.
Case 4. Assume that P1(x)[k−(q+2p)+1, k] = 010. If P1(x)[k−(q+2p)+
1, k+qp] = 0(10q)0, thenGX(x)[k−(q+2p)+1, k+qp] = P2(P1(x))[k−
(q+2p)+1, k+qp] = 01p+10, GX(x) is of left bound type (1p+10, k+qp)
and we are done. Otherwise P2(P1(x))[k − (q + 2p) + 1, k] = 010.
Denote y = P3(P2(P1(x))). If y[k − (q + 2p) + 1, k] 6= 010, then
GX(x) = P4(y) is of left bound type (wS,1, k) for some S ∈ P and
we proceed as in Case 5. Otherwise y[k − (q + 2p) + 1, k] = 010. If
GX(x)[k − (q + 2p) + 1, k] = P4(y)[k − (q + 2p) + 1, k] 6= 010, then
GX(x) is of left bound type (uj,1, k′) for some 1 ≤ j ≤ p, k′ > k and we
are done. Otherwise GX(x)[−∞, k] ∈ ∞0L`, the left bound of GX(x)
is strictly greater than k and we are done.
Case 5. Assume that w = wS,i for S ∈ P and 1 ≤ i ≤ kS . Then there is a
minimal t ∈ N such that GtX(x)[k − |10|+ 1,∞] has prefix wS . Since
wS has prefix 10, it follows that GtX(x)[−∞, k] ∈ ∞0L`. Thus the left
bound of GtX(x) is strictly greater than k and we are done.
Lemma 5.2.18. Assume that x ∈ X has right bound k. Then there exists
t ∈ N+ such that the right bound of GtX(x) is strictly less than k. Moreover,
the right bound of Gt′X(x) is at most k for all t′ ∈ N.
Proof. Let us assume to the contrary that the right bound of GtX(x) is at
least k for every t ∈ N+.
Assume first that the right bound of GtX(x) is equal to k for every t ∈
N+. By the previous lemma the left bound of GtX(x) is arbitrarily large for
suitable choice of t ∈ N+, which means that for some t ∈ N+ GtX(x) contains
only ← -gliders to the left of k + 3pq and only → -gliders to the right of k.
This can happen only if GtX(x)[k + 1, k + 3pq − 1] does not contain any
glider of either type. Then the right bound of Gt+1X (x) is at most k − pq, a
contradiction.
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Assume then that the right bound of GtX(x) is strictly greater than k
for some t ∈ N+ and fix the minimal such t. This can happen only if
P1(Gt−1X (x))[k−(p+q)+1, k+(q+1)p] = 010q0 and then P2(P1(Gt−1X (x)))[k−
(p+ q) + 1, k+ (q+ 1)p] = 01p+10. But neither P3 nor P4 can change occur-
rences of 01p+10 in configurations (recall in particular that |w′S | >
∣∣1p+1∣∣
for all S ∈ P ) so GtX(x)[k − (p + q) + 1, k + (q + 1)p] = 01p+10. It follows
that the right bound of GtX(x) is at most k − (p+ q), a contradiction.
By inductively applying the previous lemmas we get the following theo-
rem similarly as in Theorem 5.1.2 and Theorem 5.1.5.
Theorem 5.2.19. If x ∈ X is a finite configuration, then for every N ∈ N
there exist t,N`, Nr,M ∈ N, N`, Nr ≥ N such that GtX(x)[−N`, Nr] = 0M ,
GtX(x)[−∞,−(N` + 1)] ∈ ∞0L` and GtX(x)[Nr + 1,∞] ∈ Lr0∞.
Our construction proves the following theorem. Recall the notions of
directional dynamics from Section 2.4.
Theorem 5.2.20. For every nontrivial mixing sofic shift X there exists a
reversible CA F ∈ Aut(X) that has no almost equicontinuous directions.
Proof. We claim that GX : X → X is such an automaton. To see this,
assume to the contrary that there is an almost equicontinuous direction r/s
for coprime integers r and s such that s > 0. This means that F = σr ◦GsX
is almost equicontinuous and admits a blocking word w ∈ L(X). Since every
word containing a blocking word is also blocking, we may choose w so that
0w0 ∈ L(X).
Assume first that r ≥ 0. Define x = ∞0.w0∞ and xn = ∞0.w0n←0∞
for all n ∈ N+. We claim that for some n ∈ N+ we can choose t ∈ N such
that F t(x)[−∞,−1] 6= F t(xn)[−∞,−1], which would contradict w being a
blocking word. To see this, we apply Theorem 5.2.19 for some sufficiently
large N ∈ N so that GtX(x)[−N`, Nr] = 0M , GtX(x)[−∞,−(N` + 1)] ∈∞0L` and GtX(x)[Nr + 1,∞] ∈ Lr0∞ for all t larger than some t0 ∈ N,
where N`, Nr and M are as in the statement of the theorem. Fix some
i ∈ N+ such that Gt0X(x)[|w| + ip,∞] = 0∞ and for j ∈ N+ let nj =
j + t0q. Then xnj = ∞0.w0j+t0q←0∞ and by fixing n = ni+k for some
sufficiently large k ∈ N we get Gt0X(xn)[Nr + 1,∞] ∈ Lr0∗0k←0∞. It is
possible to choose t′ ≥ t0 so that occr(Gt′′X (xn), ← ) ⊆ (−∞,−1] for all
t′′ ≥ t′. Then it holds that
∣∣∣occr(Gt′′X (xn), ← )∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣occr(Gt′′X (x), ← )∣∣∣ for all
t′′ ≥ t′. Now let t ∈ N such that st ≥ t′. Then F t(xn) = σrt(GstX(xn)) and
F t(x) = σrt(GstX(x)), so
∣∣occr(F t(xn), ← )∣∣ > ∣∣occr(F t(x), ← )∣∣. Because we
assumed that r ≥ 0, it also follows that occr(F t(xn), ← ) ⊆ (−∞,−1] and
in particular F t(x)[−∞,−1] 6= F t(xn)[−∞,−1].
A symmetric argument yields a contradiction in the case r ≤ 0.
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Remark 5.2.21. The assumption of X being a sofic shift was used in the
construction of GX only in the definition of the map P3. The assumption
turns out to be essential. In Subsection 5.4.2 we will present a family of syn-
chronizing subshifts on which it is impossible to carry out any construction
analogous to that of GX . Furthermore, on these shifts the previous theorem
does not hold.
Problem 5.2.22. Is it possible to generalize the construction of a diffusive
glider CA presented in this section to the class of all infinite transitive sofic
shifts?
5.3 Application: Finitary Variants of Ryan’s The-
orem
In this section we discuss an application of the diffusive glider CA construc-
tion presented above to the study of the structure of the abstract group
Aut(X). The centralizer of a set S ⊆M (with respect to a monoidM) is
CM(S) = {g ∈M | g ◦ h = h ◦ g for every h ∈ S}.
In this section we consider centralizers with respect to some automorphism
group Aut(X) and we drop the subscript from the notation CAut(X)(S).
The subgroup generated by S ⊆ Aut(X) is denoted by 〈S〉. The following
definition is by Salo from [53]:
Definition 5.3.1. For a subshift X, let k(X) ∈ N∪{∞,⊥} be the minimal
cardinality of a set S ⊆ Aut(X) such that C(S) = 〈σ〉 if such a set S exists,
and k(X) = ⊥ otherwise.
It is a theorem of Ryan from [49] that k(AZ) 6= ⊥, which he later gener-
alized to k(X) 6= ⊥ whenever X is an infinite transitive SFT in [50]. This
result is also presented in Theorem 7.7 of [10] with an alternative proof. An
upper bound k(ΣZ4 ) ≤ 10 was given in [53]. Section 7.6 of the same paper
contains the following observation concerning the lower bounds of k(X).
Theorem 5.3.2. Let X be a subshift. The case k(X) = 0 occurs if and
only if Aut(X) = 〈σ〉. The case k(X) = 1 cannot occur.
Proof. The statement k(X) = 0 is equivalent to 〈σ〉 = C(∅) = Aut(X).
The statement k(X) = 1 means that C({F}) = 〈σ〉 for some F ∈
Aut(X). Because F commutes with itself, it follows that F = σi for some
i ∈ Z. But allG ∈ Aut(X) commute with σi and so Aut(X) = C({F}) = 〈σ〉
and k(X) = 0, a contradiction.
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For conjugate subshifts X and Y it necessarily holds that k(X) = k(Y ).
The quantity k(X) is an isomorphism invariant of the group Aut(X) and it
was suggested in [53] that computing it could theoretically separate Aut(X)
and Aut(Y ) for some mixing SFTs X and Y . Finding good isomorphism in-
variants of Aut(X) is of great interest, and it is an open problem whether for
example Aut(ΣZ2 ) ∼= Aut(ΣZ3 ) (Problem 22.1 in [8]). We show that k(X) = 2
for all nontrivial mixing sofic shifts (and in particular for all nontrivial mix-
ing SFTs), the proof of which uses our diffusive glider automorphism con-
struction and Lemma 5.3.8.
Lemma 5.3.8 is a criterion saying essentially that if S is a collection of
automorphisms that acts together with the diffusive glider CA G in a special
way, then C(S∪{G}) is not very complicated. A special case occurs as part
of the proof of Theorem 14 in [37]. We have formulated a reasonably general
version of the lemma to allow its application in other contexts. To state the
lemma we also have to give a general definition of diffusive glider CA.
Definition 5.3.3. Given a subshift X ⊆ AZ, an abstract glider automor-
phism group is any tuple (G,0, I, spd, ς,GF) (or just G when the rest of the
tuple is clear from the context) where G ⊆ Aut(X) is a subgroup, I is an
index set, 0 ∈ A+ and
• spd : I → Z is called a speed map and ς : I → G (image at i ∈ I is
denoted by ςi) is called a local shift map
• GF is a map from I to subsets of X whose image at i ∈ I is
GFi = {x ∈ X | x is 0-finite and ςi(x) = σspd(i)(x)} ) O(0Z)
and is called a glider fleet set. Elements of GFi are called glider fleets.
This tuple is an abstract diffusive glider automorphism group if in addition
• for every 0-finite x ∈ X and every N ∈ N there is a G ∈ G such that
for every i ∈ Z, G(x)[i, i+N ] ∈ L(GFj) for some j ∈ I.
If G is generated by a single automorphism G ∈ Aut(X), we say that G is
an abstract (diffusive) glider CA.
The idea of an abstract diffusive glider automorphism group is the fol-
lowing. For any 0-finite x ∈ X there is a G ∈ G that can be used to
“diffuse” x into a point G(x) such that the elements of O(G(x)) locally look
like elements of some GFi, and in practice GFi will be in some sense simpler
subshifts than X. The local shift maps ςi are used to dynamically distin-
guish the points in GFi \ O(0Z). In the proof Lemma 5.3.8 we will also
require that the points of GFi consist of gliders in a more concrete sense.
We encode this in the following definition.
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Definition 5.3.4. Given a subshift X ⊆ AZ, a (diffusive) glider automor-
phism group is any tuple (G,0, I, ↔ , spd, ς,GF) (or just G when the rest of
the tuple is clear from the context) where (G,0, I, spd, ς,GF) is an abstract
(diffusive) glider automorphism group and
• ↔ : I → A+ is a map whose image at i ∈ I is denoted by ↔ i and is
called a glider
• for every i ∈ I there is some n ∈ N such that GFi = ∞0(↔ i0n0∗)∗0∞:
note that these configurations are 0-finite
• for every i ∈ I and x ∈ GFi it holds that |j − k| ≥ |↔ i| whenever
j, k ∈ occ`(x, ↔ i) are distinct, i.e. the occurrences of ↔ i do not
overlap in any point of GFi.
If G is generated by a single automorphism G ∈ Aut(X), we say that G is a
(diffusive) glider CA.
Example 5.3.5. We consider a partial shift τ : (Σ2 × Σ2)Z → (Σ2 × Σ2)Z
defined by τ(x1, x2) = (σ(x1), x2) for all x1, x2 ∈ ΣZ2 (recall that this is the
CA of Figure 5.1 up to a bijection between the alphabets Σ2 ×Σ2 and Σ4).
Denote A = Σ2×Σ2. The map τ is a diffusive glider CA with an associated
diffusive glider automorphism group (G,0, I, ↔ , spd, ς,GF) where G = 〈τ〉,
0 = (0, 0) ∈ A, I = {0, 1}, ↔ 0 = (0, 1) ∈ A, ↔ 1 = (1, 0) ∈ A, spd(i) = i,
ςi = τ (for i ∈ I) and GF0 (resp. GF1) consists of those 0-finite points
x = (x1, x2) ∈ ΣZ2 × ΣZ2 such that x1 (resp. x2) contains no occurrences of
the digit 1.
Example 5.3.6. Let Y be a nontrivial mixing sofic shift. In the previous
section we found a conjugate subshift X on which we constructed the diffu-
sive glider CA GX : X → X. We claim that this really is a diffusive glider
CA in the sense of Definition 5.3.4 with an associated glider automorphism
group (〈GX〉 ,0, I, ↔ , spd, ς,GF) defined as follows. Let p, q,0, ← , → ,GF
be as in the construction of the previous section. Let I = {`, r}, spd(`) = pq,
spd(r) = −pq and ς` = ςr = GX . Let ↔ ` = ← , ↔ r = → . The fleets GF`
and GFr are as in the previous section.
By Lemma 5.2.15 we know that for i ∈ I,
GFi ⊆ {x ∈ X | x is 0-finite and GX(x) = σspd(i)(x)} + Si.
We prove the other inclusion when i = `, the case i = r being similar.
Assume therefore that x /∈ GF` is 0-finite and apply Theorem 5.2.19 for
sufficiently large M . By Lemma 5.2.15 the set GFi is invariant under the
map GX , so GtX(x) /∈ GF` and GtX(x) contains an occurrence of → which is
shifted to the right by the map GX . Therefore GX(GtX(x)) 6= σpq(GtX(x)) =
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σspd(`)(GtX(x)) and GtX(x) /∈ S`. Since S` is invariant under the map GX , it
follows that x /∈ S`.
The other conditions necessary for showing that GX is a glider CA are
easy to check. Then the fact that GX is a diffusive glider CA follows from
Theorem 5.2.19.
Since X and Y are conjugate, there is a conjugacy ψ : Y → X and it is
straightforward to see that ψ−1 ◦ GX ◦ ψ : Y → Y is an abstract diffusive
glider CA on Y .
In the next lemma we need the notion of a bipartite non-directed graph.
By this we mean a pair B = (V,E) where V is the set of vertices with a
nontrivial partition V = V1 ∪ V2 and E ⊆ V1 × V2 is the set of edges, i.e.
an edge cannot connect two vertices belonging in the same element of the
partition. V and E are not necessarily finite. We say that B is connected
if the equivalence relation on V generated by E is equal to V × V , which is
equivalent to saying that it is possible to traverse between any two vertices
by a finite path in which edges can be crossed in both directions.
We also require the notion of an automorphism that fixes the orbit of a
given periodic point in a given subshift.
Definition 5.3.7. For a subshift X ⊆ AZ and a word w ∈ A+ such that
wZ ∈ X denote Aut(X,w) = {F ∈ Aut(X) | F (O(wZ)) = O(wZ)}.
Lemma 5.3.8. Let X ⊆ AZ be a subshift with a diffusive glider automor-
phism group (G,0, I, ↔ , spd, ς,GF) such that 0-finite configurations are
dense in X. Let I1 ∪ I2 = I be a nontrivial partition and let B = (I, E)
be a bipartite non-directed graph with an edge from i ∈ I1 to j ∈ I2 if and
only if there are d, e ∈ N+, a strictly increasing sequence (Nm)m∈N ∈ NN
and (Gm)m∈N ∈ GN such that for any x↔ i0∞ ∈ GFi, ∞0↔ jy ∈ GFj we
have
• x↔ i.0Nm↔ jy ∈ X
• Gm(x↔ i.0N↔ jy) = x↔ i0d.0N0e↔ jy for every N > Nm such that
x↔ i.0N↔ jy ∈ X
• Gm(x↔ i.0Nm↔ jy) = x0d↔ i.0Nm↔ j0ey.
If B is connected then C(G) ∩Aut(X,0) = 〈σ〉.
Before the proof we continue our earlier example and show how this
lemma can be applied to it.
Example 5.3.9. We use the notation of Example 5.3.5. Furthermore, we
denote ← = ↔ 1 and = ↔ 0 to reflect the fact that occurrences ←
move to the left and occurrences of remain stationary under the action
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of the map τ . Note that (G,0, I, ↔ , spd, ς,GF) remains a diffusive glider
automorphism group even when G is replaced by a larger group G′ ⊇ G. We
let G′ = 〈τ, F, σ〉 where F = F2 ◦ F1 for automorphisms F1, F2 : X → X
such that
• F1 replaces every occurrence of (0, 1)(0, 0)(0, 0)(1, 0) = 00← by
(0, 1)(0, 0)(1, 0)(0, 0) = 0←0 and vice versa
• F2 replaces every occurrence of (0, 1)(0, 0)(1, 0) = 0← by
(0, 0)(0, 1)(1, 0) = 0 ← and vice versa.
The map F has two important properties. First, it replaces any occurrence
of 00← by 0 ←0. Second, if x ∈ X is a configuration containing only
gliders and ← separated by words from 0∗ and if every occurrence of
is sufficiently far from every occurrence of ← , then F (x) = x.
We use the lemma to show that C(G′) ∩Aut(X,0) = 〈σ〉. The bipartite
graph B in the statement of the lemma has in this case the set of vertices
{0, 1} with the partition I1 = {0} and I2 = {1}, so it suffices to show that
there is an edge between 0 and 1.
Still using the same notation as in the statement of the lemma, let d =
e = 1, (Nm)m∈N with Nm = 2+m and (Gm)m∈N with Gm = σ◦τ−(m+2)◦F ◦
τm. Let x 0∞ ∈ GF0 = ∞0{0, }∗0∞, ∞0←y ∈ GF1 = ∞0{0, ←}∗0∞
be arbitrary. Fix some m ∈ N. Since X is a full shift, it is clear that
x .0Nm←y ∈ X and it is easy to verify that
• Gm(x .0N←y) = x 0.0N0←y for N > Nm
• Gm(x .0Nm←y) = x0 .0Nm←0y.
It follows that there is an edge between 0 and 1, so C(G′)∩Aut(X,0) = 〈σ〉.
In other words, if H ∈ Aut(X) has 0Z as a fixed point and if it commutes
with both F and τ (and σ, but this holds for all elements of Aut(X)), then
H = σi for some i ∈ Z.
In this example we augmented G by an automorphism F (and by σ) and
got a group G′ satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 5.3.8. The construction
of such a map F will be essentially the same in all our later applications of
the lemma. To gain a better understanding of the lemma, it may be helpful
to consider how the following proof would go in the case of the previous
example.
Proof of Lemma 5.3.8. Assume that F ∈ C(G) ∩ Aut(X,0) is a radius-r
automorphism whose inverse is also a radius-r automorphism. Since we aim
to prove that F ∈ 〈σ〉, we lose no generality by transforming F throughout
the proof by taking inverses and composing it with some shift. We start
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by noting that without loss of generality (by composing F with a suitable
power of σ if necessary) 0Z is a fixed point of F .
We have that F (GFi) ⊆ GFi for i ∈ I. To see this, assume to the
contrary that x ∈ GFi but F (x) /∈ GFi. Then F (ςi(x)) = F (σspd(i)(x)) =
σspd(i)(F (x)) 6= ςi(F (x)), contradicting the assumption F ∈ C(G).
For all i ∈ I1, j ∈ I2 and all x1 ∈ GFi and x2 ∈ GFj not in O(0Z) we
define the right and left offsets
offr(x1) = max{occr(F (x1), ↔ i)} −max{occr(x1, ↔ i)},
off`(x2) = min{occ`(F (x2), ↔ j)} −min{occ`(x2, ↔ j)}.
We claim that off`(x2) − offr(x1) = 0. To see this, assume to the contrary
that this does not hold. Since B is connected, there is a path from i to j,
along which there is an edge from i′ ∈ I1 to j′ ∈ I2 and some x′1 ∈ GFi′ ,
x′2 ∈ GFj′ not in O(0Z) such that off`(x′2) − offr(x′1) 6= 0. Then we can
assume without loss of generality that offr(x′1) = 0 (by replacing F with
F ◦ σoffr(x′1) if necessary), that off`(x′2) > 0 (by replacing F with F−1, x′1
with F (x′1) and x′2 with F (x′2) if necessary) and that min{occ`(x′2, ↔ j)} =
Nm, max{occr(x′1, ↔ i)} = −1 with m ∈ N such that Nm ≥ 2r + 1 (by
shifting x′1 and x′2 suitably). Then consider x = x′1 ⊗ x′2 and note that
F (x) = F (x′1) ⊗ F (x′2) by the choice of Nm. By our assumption on offsets
and the map Gm it follows that
F−1(Gm(F (x))) = F−1(σ|0|d(F (x′1))⊗ σ−|0|e(F (x′2)))
= σ|0|d(x′1)⊗ σ−|0|e(x′2) 6= Gm(x)
and thus Gm ◦ F 6= F ◦ Gm, contradicting the assumption F ∈ C(G). In
the following we may therefore assume that off`(x2) = offr(x1) = 0 for all
i ∈ I1, j ∈ I2 and all x1 ∈ GFi and x2 ∈ GFj not in O(0Z).
If x ∈ GFi is a configuration containing exactly one occurrence of ↔ i,
then F (x) = x. To see this, assume to the contrary (without loss of gen-
erality), that F (x) contains at least two occurrences of ↔ i, that i ∈ I1
(the case i ∈ I2 being similar), that y ∈ GFj is a configuration containing
a single ↔ j for j such that there is an edge from i to j in B and that
min{occ`(y, ↔ j)} = Nm, max{occr(x, ↔ i)} = −1 with m ∈ N such that
Nm ≥ 2r + 1 (by shifting x and y suitably). Then consider z = x ⊗ y and
note that Gm(z) = z but Gm(F (z)) 6= F (z) because Gm at least shifts the
leftmost glider in F (z). Thus F (Gm(z)) = F (z) 6= Gm(F (z)), contradicting
the assumption F ∈ C(G).
Now let us prove that if x ∈ GFi, then F (x) = x. To see this, assume
to the contrary that F (x) 6= x, that i ∈ I1 (the case i ∈ I2 being similar),
that x contains a minimal number of occurrences of ↔ i (at least two by
the previous paragraph) and that the distance from the rightmost ↔ i to
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the second-to-rightmost ↔ i in x is maximal. Let y ∈ GFj be a configu-
ration containing a single ↔ j for j such that there is an edge from i to j
in B and assume that min{occ`(y, ↔ j)} = Nm, max{occr(x, ↔ i)} = −1
with m ∈ N such that Nm ≥ 2r + 1 (by shifting x and y suitably). Then
x[−∞,−1], F (x)[−∞,−1] are of the form z1↔ i, z2↔ i ∈ ∞0L(GFi) with
z1 6= z2. Consider z = x⊗ y and note that
Gm(z)[−∞,−1] = z10d↔ i
F (Gm(z))[−∞,−1] = Gm(F (x))[−∞,−1] = z20d↔ i.
It follows that
F (z10d↔ i.0∞) = z20d↔ i.0∞ 6= z10d↔ i.0∞,
contradicting the maximal distance between the two rightmost occurrences
of ↔ i in x.
If x is a 0-finite configuration, then F (x) = x. Namely, let N ≥ 2r + 1,
and because G is a diffusive glider automorphism group of X, there exists
G ∈ G such that for every i ∈ Z, G(x)[i, i + N ] ∈ L(GFj) for some j ∈ I.
Because F acts like the identity on all GFj , it follows that F (G(x)) = G(x).
By using the assumption F ∈ C(G) it follows that
F (x) = F (G−1(G(x))) = G−1(F (G(x))) = G−1(G(x)) = x.
Finally, because F is a continuous map that agrees with the identity map
on the dense set of 0-finite configurations, it follows that F is the identity
map and in particular F ∈ 〈σ〉.
5.3.1 Finitary Ryan’s Theorem for Mixing Sofic Shifts
In this section we prove our finitary version of Ryan’s theorem. This is
done by applying Lemma 5.3.8. As in Example 5.3.9, we need a suitable
automorphism F to augment the diffusive glider automorphism group of
Example 5.3.6.
As earlier, letX be a mixing sofic shift of the form given in Lemma 5.2.11
and consider the notation of Section 5.2. First we define maps F1, F2 : X →
X as follows. In any x ∈ X,
• F1 replaces every occurrence of 0→000←0 by 0→00←00 and vice
versa
• F2 replaces every occurrence of 0→00←0 by 00→0←0 and vice
versa.
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It is easy to see that these maps are well-defined automorphisms of X. The
automorphism F : X → X is then defined as the composition F2 ◦ F1.
Similarly to Example 5.3.9, F has the following properties. First, it replaces
any occurrence of 0→000←0 by 00→0←00. Second, if x ∈ X is a
configuration containing only gliders ← and → separated by words from
0+ and if every occurrence of ← is sufficiently far from every occurrence of
→ , then F (x) = x.
Proposition 5.3.10. Let X ⊆ AZ and GX , F : X → X be as above. Then
C(〈GX , F 〉) = 〈σ〉.
Proof. Let (〈GX〉 ,0, I, ↔ , spd, ς,GF) be the diffusive glider automorphism
group from Example 5.3.6. If we define G = 〈GX , F 〉, then it directly follows
that (G,0, I, ↔ , spd, ς,GF) is also a diffusive glider automorphism group of
X. We want to use Lemma 5.3.8 to show that C(G)∩Aut(X,0) = 〈σ〉. The
bipartite graph B in the statement of the lemma has in this case the set of
vertices I = {r, `} with the partition I1 = {r} and I2 = {`}, so it suffices
to show that there is an edge between r and `.
Recall that we denote p = |0|, q = |1|. Using the same notation as in the
statement of Lemma 5.3.8, let d = e = 1, (Nm)m∈N with Nm = 2mq+ 3 and
(Gm)m∈N with Gm = G−(m+1)X ◦ F ◦GmX . Let x→ ∈ ∞0Lr, ←y ∈ L`0∞ be
arbitrary. Fix some m ∈ N. Since 0 is synchronizing in X, it is clear that
x→ .0Nm←y ∈ X and it is easy to verify that
• Gm(x→ .0N←y) = x→0.0N0←y for N > Nm
• Gm(x→ .0Nm←y) = x0→ .0Nm←0y.
It follows that there is an edge between r and `, so C(G)∩Aut(X,0) = 〈σ〉.
Now let H ∈ C(G) be arbitrary. Let us show that H ∈ Aut(X,0).
Namely, assume to the contrary that H(0Z) = wZ /∈ O(0Z) for some
w = w1 · · ·wp (wi ∈ A). The maps Pk in the definition of GX have been
defined so that Pk(x)[i] = x[i] whenever x contains occurrences of 0 only
at positions strictly greater than i, so in particular GX(wZ) = wZ. Con-
sider x = ∞0.←0∞ ∈ GF` with the glider ← at the origin. Note that
H(x)[(i − 1)p, ip − 1] 6= w for some i ∈ Z (otherwise H(x) = wZ = H(0Z),
contradicting the injectivity of H) and H(x)[−∞, ip− (jq)p− 1] = · · ·www
for some j ∈ N+. By the earlier observation on the maps Pk it follows that
GtX(H(x))[−∞, ip−(jq)p−1] = · · ·www for every t ∈ Z but H(GjX(x))[ip−
(j + 1)qp, ip − (jq)p − 1] = H(σ(pq)j(x))[ip − (j + 1)qp, ip − (jq)p − 1] =
H(x)[ip− qp, ip− 1] 6= wq, contradicting the commutativity of H and GX .
Thus H ∈ Aut(X,0).
We have shown that H ∈ C(G) ∩Aut(X,0) = 〈σ〉, so we are done.
Theorem 5.3.11 (Finitary Ryan’s theorem). k(X) = 2 for every nontrivial
mixing sofic shift X.
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Proof. Every nontrivial mixing sofic shift is conjugate to a subshift X of
the form given in Lemma 5.2.11, so k(X) ≤ 2 follows from the previous
proposition. Clearly Aut(X) 6= 〈σ〉, so by Theorem 5.3.2 it is not possible
that k(X) < 2 and therefore k(X) = 2.
Corollary 5.3.12. k(X) = 2 for every transitive SFT X which is not the
orbit of a single point.
Proof. Let X be a transitive SFT given as the edge subshift of a graph
G = (V,E) containing more than a single cycle. By Section 4.5 in [43] there
is a partition E = ⋃ni=1En with the following properties. First, the ending
states of Ei can be starting states only for edges of Ei+1 (where i + 1 is
considered modulo n) and this induces a partition X = ⋃ni=1Xi such that
Xi = {x ∈ X | x[0] ∈ Ei} and σ(Xi) = Xi+1. Second, the edge shift X ′ of
the graph G′ = (V ′, E′) is a nontrivial mixing SFT where V ′ ⊆ V contains
the starting states of edges in E1 and E′ contains all paths w = w1 · · ·wn of
length n in G with w1 ∈ E1 and we let ι(w) = ι(w1), τ(w) = τ(wn). There
is a natural homeomorphism φ : X ′ → X1 such that φ ◦ σ = σn ◦ φ. By
the previous theorem there are F ′1, F ′2 ∈ Aut(X ′) which commute with only
〈σX′〉 and there are unique F1, F2 ∈ Aut(X) such that FiX1 = φ ◦ F ′i ◦ φ−1.
By Theorem 5.3.2 it remains to show that C({F1, F2}) = 〈σ〉. Assume
therefore that H commutes with F1 and F2 and without loss of generality
(by composing H with some power of σX if necessary) that H(X1) = X1.
There is H ′ ∈ Aut(X ′) commuting with F ′i such that φ ◦ H ′ = H ◦ φ. It
follows that H ′ = σkX′ and H = σnkX .
Problem 5.3.13. Does k(X) = 2 hold for all infinite transitive sofic shifts?
This would follow from a positive answer to Problem 5.2.22 by a similar
application of Lemma 5.3.8 as in Proposition 5.3.10.
It would be interesting to find more sensitive isomorphism invariants of
Aut(X). As one possible invariant related to k(X) we suggest
k2(X) = min{|S| | S ⊆ Aut(X) contains only involutions and C(S) = 〈σ〉}.
It is previously known by Theorem 7.16 of [53] that k2(ΣZ4 ) ∈ N. Some
upper bounds for this quantity for general mixing sofic shifts can be given
by noting that the automorphisms in Proposition 5.3.10 can be represented
as compositions of involutions. However, it might be difficult to recognize
an optimal upper bound when it has been found. For example, we do not
know the answer to the following.
Problem 5.3.14. Does there exist a mixing sofic X such that k2(X) = 2?
Do all nontrivial mixing sofics have this property?
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5.3.2 A Nontrue Finitary Version of Ryan’s Theorem
Finitary Ryan’s theorem can be interpreted as a compactness result saying
that, for nontrivial mixing sofic shift X, the group Aut(X) has a finite
subset S such that C(S) = 〈σ〉. One may wonder whether this compactness
phenomenon is more general: in Section 7.3 of [53] the question was raised
whether for a mixing SFT X and for every R ⊆ Aut(X) such that C(R) =
〈σ〉 there is a finite subset S ⊆ R such that also C(S) = 〈σ〉. In the same
section it was noted that to construct a counterexample it would be sufficient
to find a locally finite group G ⊆ Aut(X) whose centralizer is generated
by σ. We use a different strategy based on Lemma 5.3.8 to construct a
counterexample in the case when X is the binary full shift.
For every n ∈ N+ we define two automorphisms Pn,1, Pn,2 : ΣZ2 → ΣZ2 as
follows. In any x ∈ ΣZ2 ,
• Pn,1 replaces every occurrence of 0012n−10 by 0112n−10 and vice versa.
• Pn,2 replaces every occurrence of 012n−110 by 012n−100 and vice versa.
It is easy to see that these maps are well-defined automorphisms of ΣZ2 . The
maps Gn : ΣZ2 → ΣZ2 are defined as the compositions Pn,2 ◦ Pn,1. We will
define a tuple (G′, 0, I, ↔ , spd, ς,GF), which will turn out to be a diffusive
glider automorphism group for ΣZ2 . Let G′ = 〈{Gn | i ∈ N+}〉 and let I =
{(n, r) | n ∈ N+} ∪ {(n, `) | n ∈ N+} be the index set. We define gliders
↔n,` = ←n = 012n−1 and ↔n,r = →n = 12n and glider fleet sets
GFn,` = ∞0(←n00∗)∗0∞ GFn,r = ∞0(0∗0→n)∗0∞.
We define languages
Ln,` = (←n00∗)∗ Ln,r = (0∗0→n)∗.
For n ∈ N+ we let spd(n, `) = 1, spd(n, r) = −1 and ς(n,r) = ς(n,`) = Gn.
Lemma 5.3.15. The tuple (G′, 0, I, ↔ , spd, ς,GF) defined above is a glider
automorphism group of ΣZ2 , i.e. for n ∈ N+
• GFn,` is the set of 0-finite configurations x for which Gn(x) = σ(x)
• GFn,r is the set of 0-finite configurations x for which Gn(x) = σ−1(x).
Proof. We prove the first claim, the proof of the second claim being similar.
Assume first that x ∈ GFn,` and assume that i ∈ Z is some position in x
where ←n occurs. Then
x[i− 1, i+ 2n] = 0←n0 = 0(012n−1)0
Pn,1(x)[i− 1, i+ 2n] = 0(12n)0
Gn(x)[i− 2, i+ 2n− 1] = Pn,2(Pn,1(x))[i− 2, i+ 2n− 1]
= 00(12n−10) = 0←n0,
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so every glider has been shifted by distance 1 to the left and Gn(x) = σ(x).
Assume next that x ∈ ΣZ2 is 0-finite and Gn(x) = σ(x). First of all, x
cannot contain an occurrence of the pattern 01n′0 at any position i ∈ Z for
any n′ /∈ {2n−1, 2n}, because otherwise x[i, i+n′+1] = Gn(x)[i, i+n′+1] =
01n′0. Second, if x contains an occurrence of the pattern 012n0 at a position
i ∈ Z, then Pn,1(x)[i, i + 2n + 1] = 0012n−10 and Gn(x)[i + 1] = 0, which
contradicts Gn(x)[i+ 1] = σ(x)[i+ 1] = 1. Therefore, every occurrence of 1
in x is part of a segment of exactly 2n− 1 consecutive ones. If it were that
x /∈ GFn,`, then x would contain an occurrence of the pattern 1012n−10 at
some position i. Then Pn,1(x)[i, i+2n+1] = 1012n−10 and Gn(x)[i+1] = 0,
which contradicts Gn(x)[i+ 1] = σ(x)[i+ 1] = 1.
Lemma 5.3.16. The tuple (G′, 0, I, ↔ , spd, ς,GF) defined above is a dif-
fusive glider automorphism group of ΣZ2 .
Proof. By the previous lemma G′ is a glider automorphism group. For the
diffusion property it is sufficient to prove for all 0-finite x ∈ ΣZ2 and N ∈ N
the existence of a G ∈ G′ such that G(x) ∈ ∞0((∪i∈ILi)0N )∗0∞. To do this
we define for every 0-finite x ∈ ΣZ2 the quantity
Nx =
∞∑
i=1
∣∣∣occ`(x, 01i0)∣∣∣,
i.e. the total number of consecutive runs of ones in x. We remark that Nx =
NG(x) for G ∈ G′, because this clearly holds for G ∈ {Pn,1, Pn,2 | n ∈ N+}
and these generate a group containing G′. We prove the diffusion property
by induction on Nx. As the base case we choose x ∈ GFs (s ∈ I), for
which the claim is trivial. Assume therefore that x /∈ GFs for all s ∈ I and
fix N ∈ N. If the leftmost occurrence of 1 in x is at position i ∈ Z, then
x[i − 1,∞] has the prefix 012n−10 or 012n0 for some n ∈ N+. We assume
without loss of generality that the prefix is of the form 012n−10 (otherwise
in the following we replace the map Gn by its inverse G−1n ).
Note that by definition Gn treats words of the form 012n−10 and 012n0
in all 0-finite y ∈ ΣZ2 as gliders which rebound from words of the form
012n′−10 and 012n′0 (n′ 6= n) that remain stationary under the action
of Gn as in Figure 5.3 of Subsection 5.1.2. For every t ∈ N there is
a maximal it ∈ Z such that Gtn(x)[−∞, it] ∈ ∞0(←n00∗)∗, so fix t′ ∈
N such that Gt′n(x)[−∞, it′ ] contains a maximal number of occurrences of←n. It is easy to see that also every t ≥ t′ has this property. Simi-
larly, for every t ∈ N there is a minimal jt ∈ Z such that Gtn(x)[jt,∞] ∈
(0∗0→n)∗0∞, so fix t ≥ t′ such that Gtn[jt,∞] ∈ (0∗0→n)∗0∞ contains
a maximal number of occurrences of →n. If jt ≤ it, this indicates that
Gtn(x) is of the form Gtn(x) ∈ ∞0(0∗0←n)∗(0∗0→n)∗0∞ and therefore
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GTn (x) ∈ ∞0(0∗0←n)∗0N (0∗0→n)∗0∞ for sufficiently large T ∈ N, prov-
ing our claim. Let us therefore assume in the following that it < jt.
Let y = Gtn(x) and y = y1⊗it+1y2⊗jt y3, where y1 (resp. y2 or y3) agrees
with y on the interval (−∞, it] (resp. on the interval (it, jt) or [jt,∞)) and
contains zeroes at all other positions. By the choice of t, it, and jt it follows
that
GTn (y) = σT (y1)⊗it+1 GTn (y2)⊗jt σ−T (y3)
and supp(GTn (y2)) ⊆ (it, jt) for every T ∈ N, where we denote supp(x) =
{i ∈ Z | x[i] 6= 0} for x ∈ ΣZ2 . Since Nx = NGTn (y) > NGTn (y2), it follows from
the induction assumption that for every T ∈ N there is GT ∈ Aut(ΣZ2 ) such
that
GT (GTn (y2)) ∈ ∞0((∪i∈SLi)0N )∗0∞.
Furthermore all GT can be chosen so that they are all radius-r automor-
phisms for some uniform r ∈ N+, since there are only finitely many dif-
ferent configurations GTn (y2). Fix therefore T = 2r + N . Note also that
G(GFn,r ∪GFn,`) = GFn,r ∪GFn,` for G ∈ G′, because this clearly holds for
G ∈ {Pn′,1, Pn′,2 | n′ ∈ N+}. We see that
GT (GTn (y)) = GT (σT (y1))⊗it+1−r GT (GTn (y2))⊗jt+r GT (σ−T (y3))
∈ ∞0(Ln,` ∪ Ln,r)0N ((∪i∈SLi)0N )∗0N (Ln,r ∪ Ln,`)0∞,
which proves our induction step.
We construct the group G generated by G′ and all automorphisms Fn,m =
Fn,m,2 ◦ Fn,m,1 for n,m ∈ N+ defined as follows. In any x ∈ ΣZ2 ,
• Fn,m,1 replaces every occurrence of 0→n000←m0 by 0→n00←m00
and vice versa
• Fn,m,2 replaces every occurrence of 0→n00←m0 by 00→n0←m0 and
vice versa.
It is easy to see that these maps are well-defined automorphisms of ΣZ2 . Sim-
ilarly to Example 5.3.9, the map Fn,m has two important properties. First,
it replaces any occurrence of 0→n000←m0 by 00→n0←m00. Second, if
x ∈ ΣZ2 is a configuration containing only gliders ←m and →n separated by
words from 0+ and if every occurrence of ←m is sufficiently far from every
occurrence of →n, then Fn,m(x) = x.
The following two propositions conclude our current example.
Proposition 5.3.17. C(G) = 〈σ〉
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Proof. Since G′ ⊆ G, by the previous lemma (G, 0, I, ↔ , spd, ς,GF) is also a
diffusive glider automorphism group of ΣZ2 . We want to use Lemma 5.3.8 to
show that C(G)∩Aut(ΣZ2 , 0) = 〈σ〉. The bipartite graph B in the statement
of the lemma has in this case the set of vertices I with the partition I1 =
{(n, r) | n ∈ N} and I2 = {(n, `) | n ∈ N}, so it suffices to show that there
is an edge between (n, r) and (k, `) for any fixed n, k ∈ N+.
Using the same notation as in the statement of Lemma 5.3.8, let d =
e = 1 and (Nm)m∈N with Nm = 2m + 3. Let Gn,k = Gn if n = k, Gn,k =
Gn ◦ Gk if n 6= k and let (G′m)m∈N with G′m = G−(m+1)n,k ◦ Fn,k ◦ Gmn,k. Let
x→n ∈ ∞0Ln,r and ← ky ∈ Lk,`0∞ be arbitrary. Fix some m ∈ N. It is
clear that x→n.0Nm← ky ∈ ΣZ2 and it is easy to verify that
• G′m(x→n.0N← ky) = x→n0.0N0← ky for N > Nm
• G′m(x→n.0Nm← ky) = x0→n.0Nm← k0y.
It follows that there is an edge between (n, r) and (k, r) and therefore C(G)∩
Aut(ΣZ2 , 0) = 〈σ〉.
Now let H ∈ C(G) be arbitrary. Let us show that H ∈ Aut(ΣZ2 , 0).
Namely, if it were that H(0Z) = 1Z, consider x = ∞0.← 10∞ with the
glider ← 1 = 01 at the origin and note that H(x)[i] = 0 for some i ∈ Z and
H(x)[−∞, j] = ∞1 for some j ∈ N+. Then Gt1(H(x))[−∞, j] = ∞1 for every
t ∈ Z but H(Gi−j1 (x))[j] = H(σi−j(x))[j] = H(x)[i] = 0 6= 1, contradicting
the commutativity of H and G1. Thus H ∈ Aut(ΣZ2 , 0).
We have shown that H ∈ C(G) ∩Aut(ΣZ2 , 0) = 〈σ〉, so we are done.
Proposition 5.3.18. If S ⊂ G is finite, then C(S) ) 〈σ〉.
Proof. Fix some finite S ⊆ G. It is a simple observation that for every
F ∈ S there is nF such that F does not change occurrences of the words un =
01n+100n01n+10 and vn = 01n+101n01n+10 in any configurations for n ≥ nF .
Let n = maxF∈S{nF } and let H ∈ Aut(ΣZ2 ) be the automorphism that
replaces every occurrence of un by vn (and vice versa) in any configuration
x ∈ ΣZ2 . Now it is evident that H ∈ C(S) even though H /∈ 〈σ〉.
5.4 Restrictions to Constructing Glider Automata
5.4.1 Example: The Choice of 0 in Mixing Sofic Shifts
In Section 5.2 we constructed glider automata on an arbitrary mixing sofic
shift X that can diffuse any 0-finite configuration into two glider fleets.
In other words, the diffusion is guaranteed against the background of the
periodic configuration 0Z, but in the construction we required that the word
0 satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5.2.11. One may then ask whether
all of these assumptions are necessary. In particular, if we have a subshift
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X ∈ AZ and a symbol 0 ∈ A such that 0Z ∈ X, it would feel the most
natural to consider finiteness with respect to this 1-periodic configuration
and ask whether there exists a reversible CA that can diffuse every 0-finite
configuration. We show by an example that sometimes this cannot be done.
In this subsection we consider the mixing sofic shift X ⊆ {0, 1, a, b, ↓, ↑}Z
whose language L(X) consists of all the factors of words in L = (L00∗L10∗)∗,
where
L0 = 1(ab)∗↑(ab)∗↓(ab)∗1 ∪ 1(ab)∗↓(ab)∗↑(ab)∗1
L1 = 1(ab)∗↓(ab)∗↓(ab)∗1 ∪ 1(ab)∗↑(ab)∗↑(ab)∗1.
The intuition is that words w0 ∈ L0 encode the digit zero (opposing arrows
in w0 negate each other), words w1 ∈ L1 encode the digit one (arrows in
the same direction in w1 amplify each other) and in configurations of X
consecutive encodings of the same digit cannot occur.
First let us note that F (0Z) = 0Z and F (O((ab)Z)) = O((ab)Z) for every
F ∈ Aut(X), because 0Z (resp. (ab)Z) are the only configurations (up to
shift) of least period 1 (resp. 2) in X. Throughout this subsection let
e` = ∞0.1(ab)∞ and er = ∞(ab)1.0∞.
Lemma 5.4.1. If F ∈ Aut(X), then F (e`) = σi(e`) and F (er) = σj(er) for
some i, j ∈ Z.
Proof. Let F be a radius-r reversible CA whose inverse also has radius r.
We may assume without loss of generality (by composing F with a suit-
able shift if necessary) that the rightmost occurrence of 1 in F (e`) is at
position 0. We first claim that F (e`) does not contain any occurrence of
words from L0∪L1 (equivalently: F (e`)[−∞,−1] = ∞0). Otherwise assume
without loss of generality that the leftmost such occurrence is from L0. Let
x = ∞01↑↓103r+1.0∞ (i.e. x contains an occurrence of a word from L0). Its
inverse image F−1(x) belongs to X and thus also the gluing F−1(x) ⊗ e`
belongs to X because the right infinite word 1(ab)∞ in e` does not give
additional constraints for the left side of the sequence. But then the config-
uration F (F−1(x)⊗ e`) contains two consecutive occurrences of words from
L0, contradicting the definition of X.
Now to prove that F (e`) = e` it remains to show that F (e`) cannot
contain any arrows, so we assume to the contrary that F (e`) contains one
or two arrows. The possibility that F (e`) contains two arrows yields a
contradiction by the same argument as in the previous paragraph (e.g. if
F (e`) contains two opposing arrows, then glue F−1(x) ⊗ e`, in which case
F (F−1(x)⊗ e`) contains two consecutive encodings of the digit 0), so let us
assume that F (e`) contains a single arrow (whose distance from the single 1
in F (e`) is at most r). Let e′` = ∞0.1(ab)2r+1↑(ab)∞. Since F is reversible, it
follows that F (e`) 6= F (e′`) and in particular F (e′`) contains two arrows. Now
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we can use the same argument as above to show that this is not possible, so
we conclude that F (e`) = e`.
By symmetry F (er) = σj(er) for some j ∈ Z.
For now, if F, i, j are as in the previous lemma, we say that the intrinsic
left (resp. right) shift of F is equal to i (resp. equal to j). In the following
let x↑ = ∞(ab).↑(ab)∞ and x↓ = ∞(ab).↓(ab)∞.
Lemma 5.4.2. If F ∈ Aut(X) has intrinsic left shift i (resp. intrinsic right
shift i), then F (x↑) ∈ σi({x↑, x↓}) and F (x↓) ∈ σi({x↓, x↑}). In particular
the intrinsic right and left shift are equal.
Proof. Let F be a radius-r reversible CA whose inverse also has radius r
and assume without loss of generality (by composing F with a suitable shift
if necessary) that the intrinsic left shift is i = 0, the case of the intrin-
sic right shift i = 0 being symmetric. We prove the claim for F (x↑), the
other case being symmetric. We first claim that F (x↑) ∈ O(x↑) ∪ O(x↓).
Otherwise F (x↑) contains at least two occurrences of arrows or at least
one occurrence of 1. Denoting y = ∞0.1(ab)2r+1↑(ab)∞, in both cases
F (y)[−∞, 2r + 1] = ∞0.1(ab)r by the previous lemma, and going further
to the right in F (y) there must be two occurrences of arrows after which
there may be an occurrence of 1. We will derive a contradiction in the
case that these arrows point in opposing directions, after which it will be
clear that a similar argument yields a contradiction the case that the arrows
point in the same direction. Let x = ∞01↑↓103r+1.0∞ (i.e. x contains an
occurrence of a word from L0). The gluing F−1(x) ⊗ y belongs to X be-
cause the right infinite word 1(ab)2r+1↑(ab)∞ in y does not give additional
constraints for the left side of the sequence. But then the configuration
F (F−1(x)⊗ y) = x⊗ F (y) contradicts the definition of X.
Now we prove that F (x↑) ∈ {x↑, x↓}. Otherwise it holds that F (x↑) ∈
{σk(x↑), σk(x↓)} for k 6= 0 and we may assume without loss of generality
that 0 < k ≤ r (by considering instead the CA F−1 if necessary) and that
F (x↑) = σk(x↑) (by composing F with the CA that only flips the direction
of every arrow if necessary). Consider the point x = ∞0.1(ab)2r+1↑(ab)∞.
None of the configurations F t(x) (t ∈ N) contain an occurrence of a word
from L0 ∪ L1 by the same argument as in the previous paragraph and as
in the proof of the previous lemma. Similarly none of the F t(x) contain
two arrows and the unique arrow in F t(x) points to the direction ↑. Since
F (x↑) = σk(x↑), it follows that for t > 0 the distance between 1 and ↑ in
F t(x) is strictly smaller than in x and in particular F t(x) /∈ O(x). However,
from F (x↑) = σk(x↑) it also follows that in each F t(x) the distance between
1 and ↑ is bounded, so F t′(x) = σm(F 2t′(x)) for some t′ ∈ N+, m ∈ Z.
Therefore σm(F 2t′(x)) has two distinct preimages under the map σm ◦ F t′
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(they are F t′(x) and σ−m(x), for distinctness recall that F t(x) /∈ O(x) for
t ∈ N+), which contradicts the reversibility of F .
In the following we say that the intrinsic shift of F ∈ Aut(X) is equal to i
if i is its intrinsic left (or equivalently right) shift. Next we will conclude that
for any F ∈ Aut(X) there are 0-finite configurations with long contiguous
segments of non-0 symbols on which F cannot do anything nontrivial. In
fact, this holds for every finitely generated subgroup of Aut(X).
Proposition 5.4.3. For all n ∈ N let xn = ∞0.1(ab)n↑(ab)n↑(ab)n10∞,
yn = ∞0.1(ab)n↓(ab)n↓(ab)n10∞ and Zn = O({xn}) ∪ O({yn}). For every
finitely generated G there is N ∈ N such that F (Zn) = Zn for all F ∈ G and
n ≥ N .
Proof. Let {F1, . . . , Fk} ⊆ Aut(X) be a finite set that generates G. Since
the statement of the proposition concerns the shift-invariant sets Zn, we
may assume without loss of generality (by composing all the Fi by suitable
powers of the shift if necessary) that the intrinsic shift of every Fi is equal
to 0. Fix a number r ∈ N such that all the Fi are radius-r CA whose
inverses are also radius-r CA. To prove the claim it is sufficient to show that
Fi({xn, yn}) = {xn, yn} for every n ≥ 2r + 1 and for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k. But
this conclusion directly follows from the two previous lemmas.
5.4.2 Example: Shifts with Specification
In this subsection we address Remark 5.2.21.
Definition 5.4.4. We say that a subshift X is a shift with specification
(with transition length n ∈ N) if for every u, v ∈ L(X) there is a w ∈ Ln(X)
such that uwv ∈ L(X).
All shifts with specification are synchronizing [3].
For S ⊆ N, we define the S-gap shiftXS ⊆ ΣZ2 as the subshift determined
by the collection of forbidden patterns {01n0 | n /∈ S} (when S is finite, we
also forbid 1n for some n larger than any element of S: in our considerations
the finite case will not come up). We may equate S with its characteristic
sequence and we write S(i) = 1 if i ∈ S and S(i) = 0 if i /∈ S (for i ∈ N).
By Example 3.4 of [29] the subshift XS has the specification property
if and only if the sequence S ∈ ΣN2 does not contain arbitrarily long runs
of zeroes between two ones and gcd{n + 1 | n ∈ S} = 1. We prove our
lemmas for S-gap shifts such that 0 ∈ S and the sequence S is not eventually
periodic: this class of subshifts contains many shifts with specification.
Lemma 5.4.5. If 0 ∈ S and S is not eventually periodic, then any F ∈
Aut(XS) has 0Z and 1Z as fixed points.
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Proof. Assume to the contrary that F (0Z) = 1Z and F (1Z) = 0Z and con-
sider the sequence of points xn = ∞10n1∞ ∈ XS (n ∈ N). Clearly the
configurations F (xn) contain as factors the words 01n0 for all sufficiently
large n. But then N \ S would have to be finite, contradicting the assump-
tion that S is not eventually periodic.
For the rest of this section let XS,` = {x ∈ XS | x[0,∞] = 01∞} and
XS,r = {x ∈ XS | x[−∞, 0] = ∞10}. These sets are non-empty whenever S
is infinite.
Lemma 5.4.6. Assume that 0 ∈ S and S is not eventually periodic. For
every F ∈ Aut(XS) there exists i ∈ Z such that F (XS,`) ⊆ σi(XS,`) and
F (XS,r) ⊆ σi(XS,r).
Proof. Let xr ∈ XS,r be arbitrary. Without loss of generality (by com-
posing F with a suitable power of the shift if necessary) we may assume
that F (xr) ∈ XS,r. We will show that F (XS,`) ⊆ XS,`. Let us there-
fore assume to the contrary and without loss of generality (by consider-
ing F−1 instead of F if necessary) that there exists x` ∈ XS,` such that
F (x`) ∈ σi(XS,`) for some i > 0. Since S is not eventually periodic,
it follows that there are arbitrarily large j ∈ N such that S(j) = 1 and
S(j + i) = 0. This is a contradiction, because for sufficiently large such j it
holds that x = x`[−∞, 1]01j .0xr[1,∞] ∈ XS , but from F (x`) ∈ σi(XS,`) and
F (xr) ∈ XS,r it follows that F (x) contains an occurrence of the forbidden
pattern 01j+i0.
Because F (XS,`) ⊆ XS,`, we can use the argument of the previous para-
graph to show that F (XS,r) ⊆ XS,r.
If F and i are as in the previous lemma, we say that the intrinsic shift
of F is equal to i. If i = 0, we say that F is shiftless.
Corollary 5.4.7. Assume that 0 ∈ S and S is not eventually periodic. Let
F ∈ Aut(XS) be a shiftless radius-r automorphism and let f : Σ2r+12 → Σ2
be a local rule that defines F . For any word w ∈ Σr2 the following hold:
f(w01r) = f(1r0w) = 0, f(w1r+1) = 1 and f(1r+1w) = 1 (whenever all the
words involved are from L(XS)).
Corollary 5.4.8. Assume that 0 ∈ S and S is not eventually periodic. Let
F ∈ Aut(XS) be a shiftless radius-r automorphism whose inverse is also a
radius-r automorphism. If x ∈ XS , i ∈ Z and n ≥ 2r, then 01n0 occurs in x
at position i if and only if it occurs in F (x) at position i.
Now we can show that Theorem 5.2.20 does not extend to shifts with
specification.
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Theorem 5.4.9. Assume that 0 ∈ S and S is not eventually periodic. Then
all reversible cellular automata F : XS → XS have an almost equicontinuous
direction.
Proof. Assume that F has intrinsic shift i. Then F ′ = σ−i ◦ F is shiftless.
Let r be a radius for both F ′ and its inverse and choose an arbitrary n ∈ S
such that n ≥ 2r. By the previous corollary the word 01n0 is blocking for F ′
so by Proposition 2.4.3 F ′ is almost equicontinuous. Then −i is an almost
equicontinuous direction for F .
Corollary 5.4.8 can also be used to show that Theorem 5.3.11 (Finitary
Ryan’s theorem) does not extend to shifts with specification.
Theorem 5.4.10. If 0 ∈ S and S is not eventually periodic, then k(XS) /∈
N.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that R ⊆ Aut(XS) is a set of cardinality of
n ∈ N such that C(R) = 〈σ〉. By composing the elements of R by suitable
powers of the shift we may assume without loss of generality that all the
elements of R are shiftless. Fix a number r ∈ N+ such that all elements of R
are radius-r automorphisms whose inverses are also radius-r automorphisms.
Let n1 < n2 < n3 ∈ S be three distinct numbers such that ni ≥ 2r. Let
wi = 1ni and let H ∈ Aut(XS) be the automorphism which given a point
x ∈ XS replaces every occurrence of the pattern
0w30w10w20 by 0w30w20w10
and vice versa (it exists by Lemma 5.2.13 with the choice u = 0). In light
of Corollary 5.4.8 it is evident that the elements of R cannot remove or
add occurrences of the patterns defined above, so H commutes with every
element of R, a contradiction.
Theorem 5.4.11. If 0 ∈ S and S is not eventually periodic, then k(XS) =
∞.
Proof. By the previous theorem it is sufficient to show that C(Aut(XS)) =
〈σ〉. Let therefore F ∈ Aut(XS) \ 〈σ〉 be an arbitrary radius-r automor-
phism. We will show that F /∈ C(Aut(XS)) and we may assume without
loss of generality that F is shiftless (by composing F with a suitable shift if
necessary). For w ∈ Σ∗2 denote
xw = ∞102r+1.w02r+11∞,
D = {xw | w ∈ Σ∗2, xw ∈ XS}.
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Fix xw ∈ D such that F (xw) 6= xw. It exists, because otherwise F = Id
would follow by the denseness of O(D) in XS . Fix n = |w| and let n1 < n2 ∈
S be numbers such that ni ≥ 2r and ni > n. Construct the configurations
y = ∞01n202r+1.w02r+11n10∞, y′ = ∞01n202r+1.0n02r+11n10∞.
Since F (xw) 6= xw, it follows that F (y) 6= y. Because F is shiftless and fixes
the point 0Z, it also follows that F (y′) = y′ and in particular F (y) 6= y′.
Let G : XS → XS be the automorphism that replaces every occurrence
of the word
01n202r+1w02r+11n10 by 01n202r+10n02r+11n10
and vice versa (it exists by Lemma 5.2.13 with the choice u = 0). Because
F (y) /∈ {y, y′}, we see that G(F (y)) = F (y). It holds that F (G(y)) 6=
F (y) = G(F (y)), so F /∈ C(Aut(XS)).
We conclude this subsection with some speculations. We guess that
whenever X is a transitive subshift for which Aut(X) is “large” as an ab-
stract group, then k(X) <∞ implies that Aut(X) contains a reversible CA
without almost equicontinuous directions. This would be interesting because
it would connect a group theoretical property of Aut(X) to the possible CA
dynamics on the subshift X.
The group Aut(X) is large at least when X is an infinite synchronizing
subshift in the sense that it contains an isomorphic copy of the free prod-
uct of all finite groups [17]. If X is a nontrivial mixing sofic shift, then by
Theorems 5.2.20 and 5.3.11 Aut(X) contains a CA without almost equicon-
tinuous directions and k(X) = 2. On the other hand, in this subsection we
saw examples of subshifts X with the specification property such that every
F ∈ Aut(X) has a direction that admits blocking words and we used the
existence of blocking words to prove that k(X) =∞.
The assumption of largeness of Aut(X) is necessary. By [17] for any finite
group G there is a so-called coded subshift X such that Aut(X) ' Z ⊕ G,
where the part Z corresponds to the shift maps. Then k(X) = 0 whenever
CG(G) = {1G} but every element of Aut(X) has an almost equicontinuous
direction.
Problem 5.4.12. Is k(X) /∈ N for every infinite synchronizing subshift X
such that every F ∈ Aut(X) admits an almost equicontinuous direction?
We note that there are synchronizing non-sofic subshifts that admit CA
with only sensitive directions. For example, whenever X is synchronizing
and non-sofic, then so is also Y = X ×X and the CA F : Y → Y defined
by F (x1, x2) = (σ(x1), σ−1(x2)) for x1, x2 ∈ X has only sensitive directions.
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In the light of examples such as this, it is not clear what kind of an answer
one should expect to the following problem.
Problem 5.4.13. Characterize the transitive non-sofic subshifts that admit
reversible CA with only sensitive directions.
We guess that k(Y ) = ∞ at least when Y = XS × XS for some syn-
chronizing non-sofic S-gap shift XS , which would mean that the existence
of reversible CA with only sensitive directions is not sufficient to prove a
finitary Ryan’s theorem for general synchronizing shifts.
Problem 5.4.14. Is k(X) /∈ N for every non-sofic synchronizing subshift
X?
We also ask whether the existence of a reversible CA F : X → X with
only sensitive directions on a subshift X has a simple dynamical character-
ization based on X or a simple combinatorial characterization based on the
language L(X) or the syntactic monoid SX .
5.5 Finitary Ryan’s Theorem for End(ΣZn)
We conclude this chapter by proving an optimal endomorphism version of
finitary Ryan’s theorem for full shifts. The following is essentially Definition
4.2.33 of [52] and it is the endomorphism version of Definition 5.3.1.
Definition 5.5.1. For a subshift X, let m(X) ∈ N∪{∞,⊥} be the minimal
cardinality of a set S ⊆ End(X) such that CEnd(X)(S) = 〈σ〉 if such a set S
exists, and m(X) = ⊥ otherwise.
Salo proves the following theorem.
Theorem 5.5.2. [52, Theorem 4.2.32] If n ≥ 3 then m(ΣZn) ≤ 3.
To be more precise, in [52] it is shown that the set S ⊆ End(ΣZn) con-
taining all (not necessarily reversible) symbol maps on Σn has a centralizer
consisting of only shift maps. The theorem as given here follows by noting
that there is a set S′ = {F1, F2, F3} ⊆ S of cardinality 3 which generates S
as a monoid, where F1 is the cyclic permutation (01 . . . (n − 1)), F2 is the
transposition (01) and F3 maps the symbol 1 to 0 and every other symbol
to itself.
Later we will improve Theorem 5.5.2 by extending it to all full shifts and
by finding the correct value of m(ΣZn) instead of just an upper bound. First
we recall some basics on homomorphic cellular automata.
Definition 5.5.3. Let (A,+) be a finite abelian group. If F : AZ → AZ is
a CA which is a group homomorphism when AZ is interpreted as the direct
product group of (A,+), we say that F is a homomorphic CA.
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The following two lemmas are well known and their proofs are found for
example in [52].
Lemma 5.5.4. [52, Lemma 4.1.7] Let (A,+) be a finite abelian group
and F : AZ → AZ be a homomorphic CA defined by a local rule f :
Ad+1 → A. Then there are group homomorphisms fi : A → A such that
f(a1, . . . , ad+1) =
∑d+1
i=1 fi(ai) for all ai ∈ A.
Lemma 5.5.5. [52, Lemma 4.1.8] Let (Σn,+) be a cyclic group of car-
dinality n. If F : ΣZn → ΣZn is a homomorphic CA defined by a local rule
F : Σd+1n → Σn, then there are ki ∈ N such that f(a1, . . . , ad+1) =
∑d+1
i=1 kiai
for all ai ∈ Σn.
Proof. This follows from the previous lemma, because every group homo-
morphism fi : Σn → Σn on the cyclic group Σn is determined by how it maps
the generator 1 ∈ Σn and therefore it is of the form fi(a) = kia (ki ∈ N,
a ∈ Σn).
Definition 5.5.6. Let (A,+) be a finite abelian group. We say that a CA
F : AZ → AZ is homomorphic plus constant (homomorphic+C) if there
exist a homomorphic CA G : AZ → AZ and a constant configuration e ∈ AZ
such that F (x) = G(x) + e for every x ∈ AZ.
Definition 5.5.7. A CA F : AZ → AZ is bipermutive if it can be defined
by a local rule f : Ad+1 → A such that d ≥ 1 and for every w ∈ Ad it holds
that f(a,w) 6= f(b, w) and f(w, a) 6= f(w, b) whenever a, b ∈ A are distinct
(i.e. F is both left and right permutive).
The following theorem was originally proved in [7] for those bipermutive
homomorphic+C CA that can be defined by a local rule with memory 0 and
anticipation 1.
Theorem 5.5.8. [52, Theorem 4.3.24] Let (A,+) be a finite abelian group
and let F : AZ → AZ be a bipermutive homomorphic+C CA. If G : AZ →
AZ is a CA that commutes with F , then G is homomorphic+C.
We are now ready to give the improvement of Theorem 5.5.2.
Theorem 5.5.9. m(ΣZn) = 2 for all n ≥ 2.
Proof. We consider (Σn,+) as the cyclic group of n elements. Define a local
rule g : Σ3n → Σn by
g(a−1, a0, a1) =
{
1 when (a−1, a0, a1) = (0, 1, 0) and
a0 + 1 (mod n) otherwise
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for all a−1, a0, a1 ∈ Σn and the corresponding CA function G : ΣZn → ΣZn by
G(x)[i] = g(x[i− 1], x[i], x[i+ 1])
for x ∈ ΣZn and i ∈ Z. Let F : ΣZn → ΣZn be the bipermutive homomorphic
CA defined by F (x)[i] = x[i] + x[i + 1] for all x ∈ ΣZn, i ∈ Z. Let S =
{F,G}. We claim that the centralizer of S ⊆ End(ΣZn) consists of only
shift maps, from which it will follow that m(ΣZn) ≤ 2. Assume therefore to
the contrary that H : ΣZn → ΣZn is a cellular automaton which commutes
with F and G but is not a power of σ. The commutativity with F in
conjunction with Theorem 5.5.8 implies that H is homomorphic+C. By
Lemma 5.5.5 H can be defined by a local rule h : Σd+1n → Σn with d minimal
and h(a1, . . . , ad+1) =
∑d+1
i=1 kiai + b for some fixed ki ∈ N and b ∈ Σn.
Furthermore, we may assume that 0 ≤ ki < n, and by the minimality of d
it follows that k1, kd+1 6= 0. Denote by m the memory of H.
Assume first that d ≥ 1 and that H is bipermutive. By assumption G
commutes withH, so it follows by Theorem 5.5.8 thatG is homomorphic+C.
To see that this is not possible, assume that G = G′ + e, where G′ is
homomorphic and e is a constant configuration. Let x1 = · · · 000.1000 · · ·
and x2 = · · · 111.0111 · · · (x1 and x2 are constant everywhere except at the
origin). Because x1 + x2 = 1Z, it follows that G(x1 + x2) is a constant
configuration. On the other hand,
G(x1 + x2) = G′(x1) +G′(x2) + e = G(x1) +G(x2)− e
= 1Z + · · · 222.1222 · · · − c
is not a constant configuration because · · · 222.1222 · · · is not constant, a
contradiction.
Assume then that d ≥ 1 and that H is not bipermutive. This is the
same as saying that either k1 or kd+1 is divisible by a prime factor of n.
Both cases are similar, so assume that k1 is divisible by a prime factor of
n. In fact we will get the contradiction from the weaker assumption that
k1 /∈ {0, 1} and d ≥ 0. Let x = · · · 000.1000 · · · . It follows that
G(x)[0,∞] = 111 · · · and H(x)[−m,∞] = (k1 + b)bbb · · · .
The sequence H(G(x))[−m,∞] is constant, so G(H(x))[−m,∞] should also
be constant. However, if b 6= 0 then
G(H(x))[−m,∞] = (k1 + b+ 1)(b+ 1)(b+ 1)(b+ 1) · · ·
and if b = 0, then from k1 6= 1 it follows that G(H(x))[−m,∞] = (k1 +
1)111 · · · . These are not constant sequences because k1 6= 0.
Assume then that d = 0, i.e. the local rule of H is of the form h(a) =
k1a+ b for fixed k1 ∈ N, b ∈ Σn. Without loss of generality (by composing
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H with a suitable shift if necessary) we may assume that the memory and
anticipation of H are 0. Assume first that k1 = 0, i.e. H is a constant map
that maps every configuration to bZ. Then
H(G(0Z)) = H(1Z) = bZ 6= G(bZ) = G(H(0Z)),
which contradicts the commutativity assumption. The case k1 /∈ {0, 1} was
shown to be impossible in the previous paragraph, so the case k1 = 1 and
b 6= 0 remains (the case k1 = 1 and b = 0 means that H is the identity
map). Let x = · · · 000.1000 · · · . Then H(x) = · · · bbb.(b + 1)bbb · · · and
G(H(x)) = · · · (b + 1)(b + 1)(b + 1).(b + 2)(b + 1)(b + 1)(b + 1) · · · is not a
constant configuration. On the other hand, H(G(x)) = H(1Z) = (b+ 1)Z is
a constant configuration, which contradicts the commutativity assumption.
We now know that m(ΣZn) ≤ 2. Note that End(ΣZn) 6= 〈σ〉, so an ar-
gument analogous to that in Theorem 5.3.2 shows that m(ΣZn) < 2 is not
possible and therefore m(ΣZn) = 2
The proof of this result used homomorphic cellular automata and it does
not seem to generalize to more general subshifts. We repeat here a question
from [52].
Problem 5.5.10. Does m(X) = 2 for all mixing SFTs containing at least
two constant configurations?
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Chapter 6
Summary of Open Problems
We collect here all the open problems presented in the thesis. More context
can be found from those parts of the thesis where they first appear.
In Chapter 3 we studied the class of multiplication automata. This is
a natural class of cellular automata with complex behavior and they are of
interest because many of them eventually generate all finite sequences when
initialized on any finite nontrivial configuration. In fact, this class contains
essentially the only known universal pattern generators. Conjecturally some
of them are also strong universal pattern generators. The following are
presented as Problems 3.1.9, 3.1.10 and 3.1.11 in the main text.
Problem. Does there exist a weak universal pattern generator over the
binary alphabet Σ2?
Problem. Do any strong universal pattern generators exist? For example,
is the automaton Π3/2,6 a strong universal pattern generator together with
any finite configurations?
Problem. Do any non-reversible universal pattern generators exist?
Wolfram’s Rule 30 automatonW30 is conjecturally a non-reversible weak
universal pattern generator over the alphabet Σ2. Few rigorous results con-
cerning W30 have been proved, even though it can be defined by a simple
formula. It would be interesting to know what other properties W30 might
share with known universal pattern generators. By Corollary 3.4.19 we know
that the weak universal pattern generator Πp/q,pq with coprime p > q > 1 is
not regular. This motivates problem 3.1.13.
Problem. Is W30 regular?
We observed that the only reversible multiplication automaton contained
in the kernel of the group homomorphism δ : Aut(ΣZn)→ R>0 defined in [31]
is the identity map. In particular none of the known weak universal pattern
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generators are in the kernel of δ. It is probably not reasonable to conjecture
that this holds more generally, but we still present Problem 3.2.6.
Problem. Does the kernel of δ : Aut(ΣZn)→ R>0 contain a weak universal
pattern generator for any n ≥ 2?
In Theorem 3.6.6 we saw that the multiplication automata Πp/q,pq with
p > q > 1 are strongly mixing with respect to the uniform measure. The
proof uses a kind of a weak permutivity property of Πp/q,pq. In Problem 3.6.9
we ask what is a natural generalization of this result.
Problem. How should one define the class Cwp ⊆ End(AZ) of weak permu-
tive cellular automata? We want a natural definition such that Cwp contains
all permutive cellular automata as a proper subset and that the elements
of Cwp are strongly mixing with a proof analogous to the proof of Theorem
3.6.6.
Starting from Chapter 4 we turn from considerations of naturally occur-
ring cellular automata to more elaborate constructions. In Chapter 4 we
proved that the Lyapunov exponents of reversible cellular automata on full
shifts cannot be computed to arbitrary precision. In Problems 4.2.4, 4.2.5
and 4.2.6 we ask other questions concerning Lyapunov exponents.
Problem. Is there a fixed mixing SFTX such that the Lyapunov exponents
of a given reversible CA F : X → X cannot be computed to arbitrary
precision? Can we choose here X = ΣZ2 ? Can X be any mixing SFT?
Problem. Is it decidable whether the equality λ+(F ) + λ−(F ) = 0 holds
for a given reversible cellular automaton F : AZ → AZ?
Problem. Does there exist a single cellular automaton F : AZ → AZ such
that λ+(F ) is an uncomputable number?
In Chapter 5 we constructed diffusive glider CA on all nontrivial mixing
sofic shifts. This construction shows that all nontrivial mixing sofic shifts
have reversible cellular automata without almost equicontinuous directions.
In Problems 5.2.22 and 5.4.13 we ask how much is it possible to extend these
results in the class of transitive subshifts. We are very confident that the
first question has a positive answer.
Problem. Is it possible to generalize the construction of a diffusive glider
CA presented in Section 5.2 to the class of all infinite transitive sofic shifts?
Problem. Characterize the transitive non-sofic subshifts that admit re-
versible CA with only sensitive directions.
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To each subshift X one can associate the quantity k(X) which is the
minimal size of a collection of reversible cellular automata whose centralizer
in Aut(X) is equal to 〈σ〉. This quantity is an isomorphism invariant of
the group Aut(X). Using diffusive glider CA we found that k(X) = 2 for
all nontrivial mixing sofic subshifts. In Problem 5.3.13 we ask whether this
result extends to the class of all infinite transitive sofic shifts, once again
expecting a positive answer.
Problem. Does k(X) = 2 hold for all infinite transitive sofic shifts?
We also define a potentially finer invariant k2(X), which is the topic of
Problem 5.3.14.
Problem. Does there exist a mixing sofic X such that k2(X) = 2? Do all
nontrivial mixing sofics have this property?
Because the proof of the equality k(X) = 2 uses diffusive glider CA, we
ask whether extending this result for more general synchronizing subshifts
absolutely requires the existence of such cellular automata. This question is
what motivates Problems 5.4.12 and 5.4.14.
Problem. Is k(X) /∈ N for every infinite synchronizing subshift X such that
every F ∈ Aut(X) admits an almost equicontinuous direction?
Problem. Is k(X) /∈ N for every non-sofic synchronizing subshift X?
To each subshiftX one can also associate the quantitym(X), which is an
analogue of k(X) for the endomorphism monoid End(X). Using previously
known results on homomorphic cellular automata we proved thatm(ΣZn) = 2
for all n ≥ 2. Problem 5.5.10 asks whether this result can be generalized.
Problem. Does m(X) = 2 for all mixing SFTs containing at least two
constant configurations?
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